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PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION 

It gives me immense pleasure to bring forth the second revised 
edition of my highly cherished work ofBhrigu Samhita, an ancient 
and unique treatise in predictive astrology. I was equally elated 
and feel ecstatic for having received encouraging as well as critical 
responses from the esteemed and avid readers. It deference to their 
valuable suggestions and also some ambiguity pointed by them, I 
have revised some patt of the chapter on "Basic Astrology" and 
also brought about improvement and amplifications in cettain pruts 
of the analyses of vru·ious chruts wherein the evolved principles 
which ru·e specifically impottant in delineating horoscopes on the 
format of Bhrigu Samhita ru·e futther explained. This was done 
with a view to make the explanations more cogent in comprehend. 
This will also address the concem sown by the valued readers in 
some places of eru·lier natTations. 

I reiterate that these findings were made by my father Late Shri 
Kailash Chandra Saxena and I have only attempted to put them in 
the right perspective. There is lot of reseru·ch that needs to be done 
with Bhrigu Nadi system which is an ongoing process. 

I am continuing the research and in the third edition I would bring 
out the link of rotating Jupiter with the stru· lords and sub lords, 
then co-relating it with the inner planets. Needless to say, with 
Saturn which executes the promises of all the planets. 
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It would not have been possible for me to attempt the second edition 
without the un-wavered support of my mother Dr. Krishna Saxena, 
my wife Renu Adawal, my daughter Vrinda Adawal and relatives, 
friends and colleagues. I am also thankful to Saurabh Sagar for his 
suppott and perseverance. I owe special and sincere thanks to Mr. 
P.K. Vasudeva, a good friend of mine, who has helped by giving 
valuable inputs and editing this book. 

This revised edition, I trust, will measure up to the expectations of 
one and all. 

New Delhi Dr. Shanker Adawal 
Date: 25-09-2010 



INTRODUCTION 

Before we set on to analyze a horoscope, I would like to put fotth 
cettain crucial principles specific to Bhrigu Samhita which are 
essentially to be bome in mind. 

Brighu Samhita which is available in various forms and formats 
and also at different places, primarily talks about the results and 
periods which would come about to be good, prosperous or 
otherwise. In this book, I thought expedient to set out principles of 
prediction as a preamble which are based on a sustained research 
work carried out over the years and thus stand validated. However, 
I am open to receiving feedback from the esteemed readers which 
would help going deeper into these evolved principles and predictive 
techniques. 

As a matter of fact, my efforts are the extension of the project 
initiated by my revered father. These prognostic principles are the 
culmination of results derived by their application on variety of 
horoscopes over the years. My endeavor had been to draw out 
principles through a focused research and have it validated through 
their application on various charts. 

The leading principle is primarily based upon rotating Jupiter as an 
'Ascendant' . Jupiter tuming round the twelve signs takes about 12 
years. The longevity of the native shall essentially be analyzed 
forehand in a given horoscope before proceeding on to other 
predictions. 

It became evident from our researches that Jupiter is the propellant 
of our life and soul. The native will have joy or grief only when it 
is signified by Jupiter. The other planets like Satum, the ruler of 
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profession, Venus the significator of marriage etc., and their results 
will fructify only, if supplemented by Jupiter. 

It is observed that each planet plays multidimensional roles. For 
example, Venus represents wife, marriage, sex. Futther, Venus with 
relation to Sun (significator of father) denotes mother in the native's 
horoscope. Besides, Venus also signifies medicines and so on. The 
similar multifaceted significations are attributed by the other planets. 
The same planet confers positive and negative results in the life 
span of the native as it changes its character depending upon the 
sign and the lordship coupled with the vibrations it receives from 
the planets posited in the other signs of the horoscope. Each planet, 
needless to say, has its own unique character which also influences 
the result and hence can not be ignored. 

Although Jupiter is a prime planet defining an event and also Satum 
speaks about livelihood of the native, we can not ignore Venus, 
Mars, Moon, Mercury, Sun etc., as they also govem specific aspects 
of native's life. Also each planet represents a large number ofliving 
and nonliving factors in a life span. 

There are cettain books which speak about Karakas and make us 
understand the role of planets but our research and analyses of 
numerous horoscopes, helped us formulating and formatting of 
various combinations in reaching out to such results. I could have 
conveniently summarized the principles culminating from our 
research as a rapid reading book and perhaps with the fast life style 
this would have been more popular, but I do not want to do this. I 
have referred to those horoscopes which have combinations that 
one comes across many a times and tried to explain the events. 
This can be read by anyone having basic knowledge of astrology 
to discover a new dimension in the predictive astrology. 

In the first chrut, I tried to explain in a manner as if I am seeking to 
understand the whole gamut and after running over good about 
twenty odd pages in this format, I went on to expound the principles 
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relating to the effects of Jupiter 's rotation in a summarized form. 
However, I do not want my esteemed readers to rush straight to 
this page. In the charts ahead , we looked at the events which can 
take place with reasons and taking into account the role of planetary 
disposition influencing the results during each rotation of Jupiter. 
In addition, the role of each planet is also assessed through lord 
and its placement in 6th, 81h, l21h, 11th or 3rct house etc. coupled with 
impact of retrograde planets. Rahu-Ketu axis also plays a significant 
role. Besides, three planets aspect may, on analysis, show that 
negative effects have been countervailed or negative planets 
rendered powerless. The results of placements and the event taking 
place are two different aspects which can easily be comprehended 
on going through the pages of this book. The advantage in this 
system is that one can check events and move forward with 
indications. 

In some cited horoscopes, I have not indicated the position of the 
Moon which is not there in many "Leaves" of Bhrigu Samhita that 
I have come across. The Moon is important and as it travels fast 
and we have taken it in relation to the movement of other planets 
while predicting. One of the horoscopes dealt with over here, affirms 
the importance of the Moon for timing of an event. This is a 
horoscope of a person who seduced a girl in a temple. For this, the 
Sun, Venus and other planets make the design and ferments the 
urge but it is the Moon which covers twelve signs in just 30 days, 
entices the brain and such an event takes place. At other places, 
since conjunctions and conditions for and event to occur has been 
explained, the Moon may not figure over there. 

In this book, the method of prediction has been redefined and simply 
basic principles have been explained. For predicting about the wife, 
father, grandfather etc., of the native, the relevant planets need to 
be rotated in relation to the potential depicted by Jupiter for 
forecasting probability of an event. The rotation of other planets 
can be taken for a year in one sign except Saturn (two and a half 
years) and Rahu and Ketu (for one and a half years). Also one must 
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remember about living and non-living things. For example, Venus 
(a planet oflove) signifies wife, relationship in profession, sex and 
lust, luxuries and is the one planet that adds value. Therefore, 
placement of Venus cannot negate all things neither its strength 
gives everything. This is the key which has been explained. 

If principles expounded in this book are understood and when 
actually applied, it will test the water. Therefore we will go into 
degree-wise rotation in the principal house for Jupiter and do the 
same in signs for Jupiter and other planets. The superimposition of 
transit, which is necessary, has been applied while explaining events. 
This can be futther worked upon to time the events by taking the 
concemed lords into account. This is a path forward and the book 
is in a form of a project which the readers will find it interesting. 
However, more explorations can be initiated by those having an 
aptitude for research. 

This is a basic book on ground principles for understanding and is 
just the beginning and we need to build blocks and the details. I 
reiterate the fact that this is a research work which is tirelessly 
carried out by my revered father and as a student and an ardent 
follower of my father 's path, I have written this work for the benefit 
of this science in a fond hope that the other will take it forward. 

With this background , you can go on to the first chatt. An in-depth 
reading is necessru·y for proper assimilation of 50 pages that to 
follow. I have made genuine efforts to bring this book in a proper 
readable form and should there remained any spelling and 
grammatical errors, I may be pru·don. I however, eru·nestly wish 
that readers will read this book constructively and gainfully and 
with open mind and will attempt to modify these principles duly 
backed by proper reseru·ch and their apt application will help hugely 
the entire fraternity of astrologers. 



Basic Astrology 

Astrology is the science to know the future of human beings. This 
science is based on the solar system. The vibration and movement 

of the Sun in the solar system affects the life of every human being. 
The solar system consists of planets and sub-planets separated from 

the Sun. 

The connotation 'Ascendant' is commonly used in the horoscope 

which indicates the sign rising in the Eastern horizon at the time of 
birth. This means when the native is bom, a patticular sign was 

rising in the east. In the cunent work in which we have explained 

over 75 horoscopes, no impottance is given to the Ascendant and 
each chrut struts with Aries, Taurus and so on i.e. 12 signs. 

Definitions 

Zodiac: 

The zodiac is an imaginru·y belt of stars along the ecliptic - the 

great circle that mru·ks the appru·ent annual path of the Sun ru·ound 
the Eruth. This circulru· belt of 360° degree lies about 9 degree on 

either side of the ecleptic. 

The zodiac or the ecleptic path is divided into 12 equal divisions. 
Each division is mru·ked by one sign of the zodiac. Therefore, there 

ru·e 12 signs which ru·e Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, 
Libra, Scorpion, Sagittru·ius, Capricon, Aquru·ius and Pisces. Each 

sign is of 30 deg. and the total of all the signs comes to 360 deg. 
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Lords of different signs: 

Sign Lord 

Leo Sun 

Cancer Moon 

Aries I Scorpio Mars 

Gemini I Virgo Mercury 

Sagittarius I Pisces Jupiter 

Taurus I Libra Venus 

Capricom I Aquarius Saturn 

Each sign has a particular trait which assumes great impottance 

during predictive astrology, which has been elaborately discussed 
through research work as referred to appropriately in this book. 

Houses: 

Each horoscope consists of 12 houses and what each house indicates 
is briefly tabulated hereunder. While analyzing a horoscope, the 

position of the sign, house and planets have to be taken into 
consideration and the details of which is explained towards the 

end of this chapter. Futther, the outcome of the subtle research 
work will be quite evident from the principles quoted while 

analysing the charts which have been illustrated in the book. 
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Indicators and Significators of each house: 

House Indication Significator 
p t Body, mind, soul, business Sun 

2"d Worries of family/finance, right eye Jupiter 

3rd Adventure, enterprise, short foreign 
travel, right ear and hand Mars 

4lh House, estate, vehicle, happiness Moon/Mercury 
from friends, mother, prutnership, 

peace of mind, transfer 

sm Children education Jupiter 

6lh Diseases, enemies, right foot Mru·s I Satum 

7lh Love, matTied life, negotiations, Venus 

business prutnership, secret organs 
gm Death, jail, left foot, execution and Saturn 

confetment 

9lh fottune and wealth Jupiter I Sun 

lQlh power, reputation, position, fame, Mercury/Sun/ 

honour, promotion, happiness from Jupiter/Satum 
father and herut 

11lh income, circulation of money, Jupiter 
fulfillment of desires, left ear and hand 

J2lh expenditure, loss, interest, bankruptcy, Saturn 
shott travels, left eye and nose. 
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Exaltation and debilitation signs of planets: 

Sign Sun Moon Mars Mer- Jupi- Venus Saturn 
cury ter 

Exal- Aries Taurus Capri- Virgo Cancer Pisces Libra 

tation (1) (2) com(lO) (6) (4) (12) (7) 

Debili- Libra Scorp- Cancer Pisces Capri- Virgo Aries 
tation (7) ion (8) (4) (12) com(lO) (6) (1) 

The planets are divided into two groups: 

Devik planets 

Negative planets 
or Asuras 

Sun, Moon (full) , Mars, Jupiter. 

Mercury, Venus and Saturn. 

Example: Just to briefly broach on this subject, we may say that 

the 3rd house denotes adventure, valor and foreign travel and these 
traits are also signified by Mars. Therefore, Mars is called the 

significator of the 3rd house. 

If proper attention is not paid on the signification of a planet or 
planets in the matter of predictions, there are chances of the 

predictions going wrong. For example, the Moon is the significator 
of the 4m house, hence if the Moon is related to the 41h house, even 

though the 41h Lord may be weak, the native will have the happiness 
of house (home), vehicle etc. Similarly, the Sun is considered as 

benefic for the PI, 91h and 101h house because the Sun is the 
significator of soul , mind, body, (1 st house), fortune, (91h house) 

and wealth, position, honour, power, fame, promotion and fatherly 
happiness ( 101h house). 
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In the later paragraphs, we will briefly explain how the planets 

play an impottant role and will also give the methods which should 

be kept in mind while analyzing a horoscope with respect to the 

Bhrigu Nadi system. I would request the readers to go through the 
various chruts which have been analyzed and try to understand the 

different roles which ru·e played by vru·ious planets in a house they 

ru·e posited. Before enumerating some of the imp01tant issues that 

need to be kept in mind while analyzing the horoscopes, I am giving 

below a few of the other important basic explanations. 

We should however, be very cleat· that the Moon has an exceedingly 

imp01tant role to play and imbibes changeable chru·acter. T he Moon 

when in conjunction with Venus will become deceptive in nature. 

In the horoscopes illustrated hereafter, you would come across with 

examples where the Moon when gets conjunct with Venus in Cancer 

and having Mru·s ahead of them would bring about a situation where 

the person is likely to get deceived depending upon cettain other 

pru·ameters. 

Jupiter is the Guru ofDevik planets while Venus is the Guru of the 
Asur planets. Mercury is the eunuch and tends to take the chru·acter 

of the planet with which it gets associated. It should be remembered 

that Mercury is a planet that causes division whenever it is weak. 

Similru·ly, Mru·s when debilitated and associated with Satum, it 

becomes extremely dangerous. 

A very important principle to be understood is that planets 
like Mars or Jupiter when debilitated or weak, will give negative 
results and if associated with negative forces of Saturn and 
Venus, they will not be helpful and rather they would help 
Saturn and Venus. 
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Planetary Relationship: 

From a relationship perspective, the Sun is friendly to the Moon, 

Mars and Jupiter. Venus and Saturn are its enemies. Moon is friendly 
with Sun and Mercury and neutral to Mars, Jupiter, Venus and 

Satum. As mythology has it, Mercury was bom out of a negative 

relationship between Moon and Jupiter. Mercury will always try 

to harm Moon- mother. On the other hand Moon, being its mother, 

will always try to help Mercury. Similar is the relationship between 

Saturn (son) and Sun (father). 

Therefore, whenever Mercury is in the house of the Moon, the 
traits of Mercury will prosper, but on the other hand when 
Moon is in the house of Mercury, the traits associated with the 
Moon will not do well. This needs to be kept in mind while 
analyzing relationship between the planets in a horoscope. 

Mars is friendly with the Sun, Jupiter and the Moon while Mercury 

is its enemy. Mercury is friendly with the Sun and Venus and 

inimical to the Moon, as explained above. Jupiter is friendly to the 
Sun, the Moon and Mars while its enemies are Mercury and Venus. 

Venus is friendly with Mercury, Saturn but the Sun and the Moon 

are its enemies. Saturn is friendly with Mercury and Venus and its 

enemies being the Sun and Mars. 

The Sun, the Moon, Mars and Jupiter are in the group of Gods, 

while Mercury, Venus and Saturn are in the group of Devils. If you 

take epic of Mahabharata into consideration, then the Sun is Lord 
Krishna, the Moon Draupadi, Mars is Aljun and Bheem ; Jupiter is 

Yudhistir, Kama is Mercury, Venus Dronacharya and Satum is 

Duryodhan. 
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Nature of Planets: 

The nature of planets of God 's group is that the Moon is the queen, 
Jupiter the teacher, Sun the King and Mars the Commander. In the 
group of devils, Mercury is the Finance Minister, Venus the teacher 

of devils and Satum the king of devils. 

The Sun is a king living in a house which is like a palace; Full 

Moon is the queen living in a beautiful house just like a palace full 
of flowers, gardens, fountains etc., duly decorated with gold, silver, 

ornaments and vehicles. Mars is the Commander in Chief, Doctor, 
Lawyer, Engineer etc., living in a house resembling to that of a 

Minister with volumes of books with respect to Law, War, 

Medicines, Engineering and History. Jupiter is the teacher of gods 

living in a house of a teacher or a Professor with full of books on 
all subjects. 

Mercury is Commerce, living in a house wotthy of a business man, 

with full of literature related to commerce and accounts. Venus is 
the teacher of devils living in a house suitable to a teacher of devils, 

having super natural powers (Siddhi and Shaktis) and with whole 

lots of books on primary education. Saturn is a disciple of such 
powers which are associated with the devils. 

If Venus is in the house of the Moon (in the sign of Cancer), the 

native passes his or her life according to the natures, status, position 
and house of the Moon. This is because Cancer is owned by the 

Moon. Similarly, it is extremely important that one should not only 

see the planets in the houses and signs but also consider the other 
characteristics. 
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Likewise, Cancer is the house of exaltation for Jupiter. Therefore, 

planets in Cancer will give the results of Jupiter and it is for this 
very reason, it is commonly said that a large number of planets in 

Cancer tends to make a person of high stature. This is just one 
example and the same and many more will be explained time and 

again while analysing the horoscopes. 

Degrees of the planets: 

The degrees the planets are extremely important. Assuming there 
are three planets viz. Mars, Venus and Rahu which are conjunct in 

one house and we need to know the degrees and then decipher 
which planet is ahead in the sign. If Mars has the highest degrees 
followed by Venus and Rahu , the results would be entirely different 

than Rahu having the highest number of degrees followed by Venus 

and Mars in the same house. Therefore, it is important to record 
the degrees of all the planets in each sign and then analyse their 

conjunction. The effect and impact of various conjunctions are 
explained in the chapters to follow. 

Business of each planet: 

Planet 

Sun 

Moon 

Mars 

Business 

Paper merchant, Bookseller, Fatmer, Saint, Devotee 

Actor, Actress, dancer, Poet, drawing attist, traveler, 

Sculptor, jeweler, sailor, Photographer, Vendor of 

perfumes or glass articles 

Doctor, Lawyer, Engineer, captain, Commander, 

Soldier, Historian, magician , director, scientist, 

minister, philosopher, foreign traveler 
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Planet Business 

Mercury Chartered Accountant, Banker, Economist, Translator, 
Comedian, orator, supervisor of rest house or Hostel 

- if weak would serve at such places 

Jupiter 

Venus 

Sa tum 

Teacher, Professor, Social worker, Doctor, Clerk, 
Publisher, Exporter, Commission Agent - if weak 

would be a servant in these areas 

Teacher, Musician, attist, sculptor, seller of rutistic 
materials, 

Dealer of hru·dware or machinery, huge producer, 

undettakes huge works, contractor - works at these 

places 

Male and Female signs : 

Male 

Female 
Impotents 

Methodology: 

Aries, Leo, Scorpio, Sagittru·ius and Pisces 

Taurus, Cancer, Libra 
Gemini, Virgo, Capricorn, Aquru·ius 

The methodology to be adopted in analyzing the events -

through Bhrigu system will be that: 

(i) There is no concept of Ascendant; 

(ii) The horoscope should be drawn with Aries to be reckoned 
the first house sign; 

(iii) Importance is given to the rotation of Jupiter ; 
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(iv) Jupiter stays in each sign for a period of approx. 12 years. 
During this period of 12 years, roughly for one year 
Jupiter moves from one house to the other in different 

• signs. 

(v) Rotation of other planets can be taken for a year in one 
sign except Saturn (two and a half years) and Rahu and 
Keto (one and a half years). 

Suppose, Jupiter in the native's horoscope is in Aries and for all 

practical purposes, we should consider Jupiter to be in Aries for a 
period of 12 years and its conjunction , opposition etc., with other 

planets will determine the broad events in the first 12 years for the 
native. In the period of 12 years, for each year the influence will 

depend upon Jupiter 's position in Taurus, Gemini, Cancer etc. This 
concept is explained in details in the ensuing chapters. We only 
take 7m aspect into consideration and no other aspects which is 

again a deviation and that is to be remembered. 

Great importance is given to (a) the sign in which the planet is; (b) 
conjunction of the planets; (c) the planet which leads in the 

conjunction in terms of its degrees; (d) Planets which are in the 
12m house of a patticular planet; (e) Planets which are in the next 

house in which a patticulru· planet is placed; (f) Planets which ru·e 

opposite to the concemed planet; (g) the planet will imbibe the 

quality of the planets of which it is a dispositor. If Satum is a 
dispositor of Jupiter and Mercury, it will change its chru·acter 

accordingly and whereupon give results accordingly. 

Therefore, for each cycle 12 years the Ascendant would be the 
planet where Jupiter is placed governing the event of those 12 
years and then for the next 12 years it will be rotated in the 
next house which will govern the events for the next 12 years 
and conforms to the indications of the prime placement. 
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Traits of Saturn the DOER or KARAKA: 

Saturn is the planet which is the DOER. It is the KARAKA of 

profession. Satum moves with the energy which it gets from other 
planets. Satum in this system is an imp01tant planet with respect 

to profession and it is the most important planet for understanding 
the ups and downs of professional. Saturn remains in a house for a 

period of 30 years and rotates in the 12 signs with a period of 2Y2 
years each. Again while reading and making predictions, we need 

to understand the planets which are conjunctor opposite and also 
the impact of dispositors when it moves from each sign taking into 

relationship of the pivotal planet Jupiter and other planets. 

Traits of other planets: 

Mars similarly, is important to study various aspects with 
respect to brothers. 

Venus for man iage, sex and is the key planet for studying the 

horoscope of females. Mercury is imp01tant for studying things 
relating to maternal uncle, education and intelligence. 

Mars, Venus and Mercury while getting energized during 

rotation or by virtue of having planets ahead of them in 
conjunction or in the l21h house and being the dispositors will 

show impact and also indicating the relationships/power/ 
wealth/sex, finance/division etc., respectively. 

The Sun is the Karaka of Father and significant in terms of 

predicting events with respect to father 's position, status and 
is also extremely important when it gives energy to Satum for 

professional upliftment. 
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The Moon is the Karaka of Mother as well as covers important 

aspects of intellect and when weak, it is a planet of deception. 

How Saturn and the Sun play a very substaintial role in professional 
life of the native will be explained explicitly in the horoscopes 

analysed subsequently. 

Importance of Transitory position: 

It is however, very impottant to superimpose current transitory 
position. Each planet will get its energy depending on the sign, 
house, conjunction, dispositor, planets in front or behind of it and 

planets opposite to it. With the rotation of Jupiter and with its 

superimposition of the current transit position, we can make fai rly 
accurate predictions. T his will be with respect to the linkages of 

the position of Jupiter, the events which may happen in the period 
of 12 years will come upfront and also after studying the various 

aspects as explained above. The events which are not indicated by 
Jupiter 's placement for 12 years should not be predicted. To 

understand the events which are bound to happen will depend upon 
the placement of Jupiter during the 12 year periods and the planets, 

house, conjunction to which it relates and it provides energy to 
other planets. 

Example: Between the age of 12 and 24, if Jupiter is in the house 

of Venus and has Venus opposite to it, one could be sure that the 
native would have a relationship/marriage during this period. The 

timing of this event will depend on as explained above - for this 
the readers are requested to go deeply through many chruts analysed 

hereafter. 
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There are cettain other principles which the readers shall keep in 
mind i.e ., if a planet is in the sign of Gemini, then there will be an 

impact of the planets which are posited in the other sign of Mercury 

i.e., Virgo. T here will be no impact, if that sign is empty or without 
any planets. In this system of astrology, results are predicted only 

while Jupiter is transiting and the planets getting into a relationship. 

Effects of dispositor: 

The energization of the planets will positively take place, if the 
dispositor is placed in the ll1h house from its sign. If the Lord of 

the planet's dispositor is placed in the 12m, the results would be 

negative. Futt her, if the Lord of the planet's dispositor is placed in 
the 81h, there would be a break in the events. A very simple example 

is that if Satum is being transited by Mars and its dispositor is 
placed in the gm in any sign, one could be sure that there will be 

reversal in his professional career. 

The extent of reversal would depend upon the sign and the other 

planets which get conjunct, both with respect to the chart getting 
formed by the rotation of Jupiter and superimposition of the transit. 

Therefore, impottance is only given to the Lord of the planets or 
dispositor being placed in the l11h, l21h of sm. However, if the 

dispositor is placed in the 7m, there would be stagnation and though 
positive indication will be there, the results will not come f01th. 

Planets which are opposite to each other signify stagnation with 
respect to their attributes. Exalted and debilitated planets should 

be analysed carefully. 

In this system, we also have to take into consideration that the 

planets are moving and also need to see the planet ahead of the 

major planet Jupiter or a significator planet in the natal chart. 
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Example: If Saturn is in Taurus and the next planet is Ketu in 

Libra and there are no planets in between Satum and Ketu, it would 

show that a person would take a long time to settle and would 

struggle. This is the foundation and the fundamental rule . The 

predictions are to be made in relation to this aspects taken as the 

base destiny for the native. This would be explained much in details 

in the analysed chruts. 

Rahu and Keto: 

The Hindu astrology has given great importance to the two nodes 

of the Moon (Rahu and Ketu) which ru·e physically non-existent, 

yet regru·ded and treated as fullfledged planets. 

Rahu and Ketu represent the major traits like understanding your 

life as a patt of a continued thread. The names attached to these 
planets ru·e somewhat striking. A monster called Serpent (Dragon) 

with little vru·iation is used to depict the general influence of these 

two. Rahu and Ketu act as a connecting point between the unknown 

past (Kru·ma) and the known present. In other words, these two 

planets bridge the gap between the previous form of soul and the 

present soul. The planets ruling the signs of Rahu and Ketu have 
the KatTnik control. While Ketu is the unknown portion of Kru·ma 

- (the planet ruling the sign of Krum a is called the incoming or 
past life), Rahu controls the Kru·ma distribution in this life. T hese 

two planets have strong implications depending upon where they 
ru·e posited in the chrut and the aspects they make with other planets. 

A very important factor which would be explained in the charts 
is that if the dispositor of these two planets are in conjunction, 
no matter what the horoscope is in terms of other Rajyogas, 
one will always see the person will rising in life and making his 
destiny. His rise could be in a positive or negative way, ending in 
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peculiar circumstances depending upon the affliction etc . This 

combination has been seen in the case of former Prime Minister 
Mr. Bhutto (Pakistan), Mr. Kennedy (USA), Mr. Mujib-ur-Rehman 

(Bangladesh) etc., to name a few. 

Yoga combinations made by Ketu will make a person great, but 
may also destroy him. Combinations made by Rahu will make the 

native enjoy powers lifelong till death. T herefore, these two planets 
assume great impottant and intensity of which would depend upon 

where they are placed and the planets which come and energise 
them. This will be explained in the chapters ahead. It can be seen 

that a debilitated Mars having Rahu ahead of it with no other planet 
in between and the Moon l21h to Mars and if this horoscope is of a 

lady, it can be predicted that she will be deceived by a person which 
will have a great impact on her destiny. Many such examples and 

how these two planets make and unmake destiny are explained but 
it needs to be treated with great caution and care. 

Planets in conjunction: 

We also need to understand the play of planets while they are in 

conjunction. For example, if Mars and Venus are conjunct in Cancer 
and Mercury in Leo, then as explained, Mars and Venus would get 

into a relationship but as Mars is in the sign of debilitation (Cancer), 

it will slip from the relationship and conjoin with Mercury. In a 
case where there is no aspect, conjunction or any other relationship, 

the native would fall into a relationship with a lady and will get 
deceived. This is how we need to analyse the conjunction of two 

or more than two planets. 

Some common astro dictums have been explained above, but the 

readers are advised to read the basic book of astrology to acquaint 
themselves with the details of the nature of house, planets and 
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signs. It is reiterated that before applying the rules, the readers 

should take into consideration the degrees of each planet while 
analyzing the horoscopes. 

This is just a beginning of a research of this ancient system and 

needs to be studied further in much greater details by taking into 
account the role of Nakshatras etc. , with a view to predict 

monthwise events and in a detailed manner. 

The present book is to apprise the readers with cettain basic 
principles and methodology which is the outcome of research done. 

These can be easily grasped once you have gone through the 
multiples of horoscopes which are analysed in the following 

chapters. 

Retrograde planets: 

There have been lot of discussions with respect to retrogression of 
these planets and there are astrologers who have come to the 

conclusion that retrograted planets have no impact whatsoever. 
The research and analysis done on this issue however, shows 

different results. Without being specific of the findings stated by 
the other astrologers and with due respect to them, it has been 

found that retrograde planets do play a very impottant role. 

It has been invariably seen that retrograde planets demonstrate 
negative character traits that are carried from the past life . 

Retrograde planets indicate that a person has been given a second 
chance to undo things of the previous birth- so to say a probationary 

period. Retrograde planets depicts that the person had committed 
errors in his past life time and also signify that the challenges would 

be greater in the present life and these challenges represent energies 
and oppottunities for onward movement. 
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The more number of retrograde planets in a chart indicate greater 

potential imbibed by the individual for the development within 
this lifetime. Retrograde planets when positive, make the person 

great and give the energy to do positive things. I have seen this in 
the chatts of some of the top industrialists and politicians. 

Example: If there is retrograde Jupiter in a chart, it will indicate 
that the native was probably a drunkard , a very biased and 

prejudiced individual in his past life and this tendency may come 
in this life time too. This would be the inner trait and d01manted 

character which would drive the native. 

Therefore, retrograde planets in a house and sign placed will signify 
negativity and non-fulfillment of matters related to that sign. On 

the other hand, if they are well aspected or have powerful planets 
in conjunction or on either side of them, it will energise these planets 

and give the person energy to work positively and scale greater 
heights. 

While analyzing a horoscope, it is imp01tant to understand the 
foundation (strength) of the horoscope, the traits of the planets 

which would form characteristics of a person and the effect of the 
Krumic planets (previous Krumas) which are evident through the 

nodes and the retrograde planets. Lot of discussions on this issue 
have taken place during analysis of vru·ious horoscopes, through 

which one could see the impact of Rahu and Ketu and also of the 
retrograde planets. 

Exchange of Planets: 

If there is an exchange between two planets, it forms a Yoga of 

very high degree and can give profound results. While considering 
exchange of two planets, all the planets falling in between the 
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houses through which both planets travel during the exchange, 

and get energized. The results will depend upon the characteristics 
of the planets in question, the house and the planets falling in 
between. 

Example: An exchange between Venus and Mars, with Venus in 

Aries and Mars in Libra, will make a person to reach heights in the 
field of art, drama etc. The results will however, be different if 

during exchange, it also crosses Saturn or Rahu. In the analysis of 

horoscopes, a lot of credence has been given to the exchange of 
two planets as it has great bearing on the destiny of a person. 

These are the basics, vital and some imp01tant and broad principles 
which are used as base factors while reading of the charts. They 

are thus get explained in details while using the underlying logics 

and reasons of the event. 

CONCLUSION 

This research is based on studying the sacred "Leaves" of Bhrigu 

Samhita which were in Hoshiarpur and some other places, where 

predictions have been made by our ancient sages. The predictions 
were made just on the basis of a chrut without referring to 'Dasha 
Bhukti' and other pru·ameters applied in the Parashari system. I 

have great respect for all that has been told by vru·ious Sages from 

time to time. However, the issue is the method applied to atTive at 

a conclusion, though the basic principles remain the same. The 
events are explained in the listed charts while applying the 
principles and statistical reseru·ch which are briefly described 

hereafter. 
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The results arising out of rotation of Jupiter and other planets 

playing their roles coupled with the superimposition of transit, we 
can zero in on to the events which can take place. It is common 
that each chart will show a number of events though all of them 

may not happen. People with powerful Yogas are like conductors 

in a bus. 

Positive and negative results are evident from the principles 
explained. The degrees which show the planets' position while in 
conjunction, ahead or behind make great difference in the events. 

Planets in conjunction engage either in a friendly relationship or 

in a hostile one and also make the third or other planets to slip or 
move on to the sign ahead thereby impacting the results. The planets 
are to be seen as moving and thus those second , twelfth or seventh 

position including the signs they are posited also play a critical 

role. T he planets at different points are loaded with energies which 
are not the same in each rotation of Jupiter, Saturn, Venus, Mars 

etc., and it also depend on the aspect of life being studied. This is 
the key which has been explained in more than seventy-five charts 

which have been taken up in the following pages. 

We need to work more precisely by taking the Nakshatras into 
account while the planets are rotated and these should be futther 

interlinked to provide more accuracy. Movement of planets in tetms 
of degree and the impact of sub-lords with the same principles is a 

matter to be researched. This is a beginning and the intent is to get 
feedback on these research. Many more factors can be 

superimposed as work and the research never ends. 
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This is a book where the principles need to be tested by the readers 
and those who have an analytical and out of the box mindset will 

appreciate this. This is a science like any other field where the 

power to look at things holistically is important. This analysis of 
things comes totality with experience of reading charts and for 

which a satwik approach is necessary. Intuition also plays an 
important role. 

There are people who would enter into an intellectual discussions 

and the easiest thing is to condemn or criticize it. The aim of this 
book is not commercial but to put fotth principles which make 

chrut reading easy and predicting a life sketch with a fair bit of 
accuracy, even if at times, it is not hundred per cent accurate. I 

came across a book by the name of"Bhrigu Sahmita" by a Nagpur 
Publisher which by referring vru·ious dates, months and yeru·s gives 

lifetime predictions. Other such books ru·e also available across 
the country but this book is based on reseru·ch where the logic and 

other principles ru·e explained. 

If the principles ru·e properly adopted and results ru·e honestly told 

and debated constructively, it will be an encouragement for writing 
another book explaining more chruts, combinations, events and 

logics. Principles should not be applied blindly but after adequately 
understanding the intrinsic logic. 

I again would repeat that though with the grace of Almighty, I 

have seen chruts of people every week without charging and not 
disclosing my identity. This gives me an oppottunity to test the 

principles in the process. It is a fact that this was a study CatTied 
out by my respected father whose understanding was much deeper. 
This however, will be a step forwru·d for the readers to apply and 
then discuss or modify or do fUither reseru·ch through groups. This 

is an emotional book which is a tribute to my late father whose 

work prutially I have tried to assimilate in this book. 
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Chart No.1 

Native's community at birth: 

Jupiter is in Capricorn in lshwaramsa sign owned by Satum and 
just behind it, there is Moon (representing Parvati) and Ketu 

representing tail which goes to suggest that the native is Saivite. 

Name of the native: 

Name may be that of Shiva's Vahan viz. Nandi. The mouth is 

represented by Rahu , Mars signifies homs, Jupiter denotes stomach 
and Ketu the tail. Ketu and the Moon being in the same sign indicate 
that one is bom in the ocean of milk (Parvati) and the nature and 
personality is described by Nandi (the Bull). The name may be 

that of Shiva's Vahan Nandi. The name may begin with the first 
letter of Nandikeshwara. However, the name of the native can be 

chosen from the other names of Nandi like Vrishabha etc. that 
states some measure of relationship to Nandi. 

Father's profession: 

Native's father is an agriculturist as the Sun representing father is 
posited in Virgo, a sign of vegetables, food crops etc . So one can 

infer therefrom that the father of the native is an agriculturist. The 
Sun + Virgo = Father being an agriculturist. 
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Sharing of parents' money: 

Parents' (father 's) money of the native may be shared by his 

brothers (uncles of native's) and sons of the parents (native's 

brothers) . The Sun is the Karaka of father has Saturn as his son in 

the next house. As a planet, Satum cannot become brother to the 
Sun but Saturn is aspected by retrograde Mars. Mars represent 

brothers and one can conclude that there is presence of both the 
brothers and sons in the 71h house. Venus is the Karaka of money 

associated with the Sun to show that money has been amassed by 
the native's father (Sun). Since there is an exchange between Venus 

and Mercury, Venus will produce the subtle effect on Libra where 
it is not only get associated with Saturn (Sons of Parents) but also 

gets aspected by Mars (Brothers of Parents). So the money (Venus) 
of the father of the native is shared by his brothers (Mars) and sons 

(Satum). 

Source of income: 

The second house denotes source of income. Here in the 2"d house 
to Sun (Father) , Saturn is placed duly aspected directly by Mars 

(Land) which clearly indicates that one will own lands. Satum 
representing source of money in the 2"d to the Sun indicates the 

conditions or fate of that money that however, depends on 

conjunction and aspects. Satum is also the son of the Sun and is 
placed in the 2"d house. So one inference is that of the sons of 
father (brothers of native). It is also aspected by Mars, the Karaka 

of brothers. Saturn is also conjunct with Mercury (Karaka of 
division, multiplication, distribution etc). Therefore, the father 's 

money will be shared by brothers and sons. Here, Satum indicates 
source of money being from the 2"d house to the Sun. Besides, it 

also signifies sons of the Sun. The Sun is a Karaka for the father. 
Since, Saturn is also directly aspected by Mars (an enemy) and 
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brothers (Mars as a Karaka) they will take away the money or 

harm Satum (enemy). Mars is not only Karaka of brothers but also 

significator of lands. So Saturn is influenced as source of money 
by Mars (lands) and also Karka of brothers and also Mercury a 

planet of duplicity and division. 

Why Mars in the gm to the Sun should be the cause for brothers 

sharing the money? 

Normally Mars placed in the gm should not give any profit or gains 
from the Sun (father). Thus any planet placed in the 81h from any 

other planet, Karkatwa or Karaka (Money here belonging to the 
Sun) should not give advantage to that planet (like Mars brothers). 

Here despite placements of Mars in the gm from the Sun and Venus, 
it gains, why? The reason being that Mercury and Venus have 

exchanged places, Venus who is also in conjunction with the Sun, 

gets its own Amsa in Libra which is directly aspected by Mars in 
Aries so the parents give away the money (Venus Amsa) to his 
brothers whose Karaka is Mars. In fact the Sun is in conjunction 

with Venus, the Karka of money, and its dispositor Mercury in 

Libra behaves like Venus and having direct aspect of Mars. 

Brothers and sisters: 

Native is the second bom. He had one elder sister, five brothers 

and a sister bom after him. Jupiter is placed in Capricom all alone 
and the Moon in previous sign to the one occupied by Jupiter. 

Hence he has one elder sister. Jupiter represents the native and in 
its transits it crosses ( ) Mars, ( ) Rahu, ( ) Sun, ( ) Saturn, ( ) 

Mercury and so that native will have five younger brothers and as 
there is Venus over which Jupiter also transits in its first round , he 

will also have one younger sister. 
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Native escapes drowning: 

Jupiter when transits in Virgo (Virgo Karka of well) owned by 

Mercury which has Sun and debilitated Venus; both enemies and 

so not good. It is to be noted that Virgo sign otherwise represents 

well but the transit of Jupiter over combination of the Sun and 
Venus is not good. Patticularly, the transit over Libra is definitely 

not good as its Lord is in the 12m house to the sign and aspected by 

Mars. As such this transit is also bad and dangerous. Why he 

escapes? It is due to exchange between Venus and Mercury. On 
account o.fthis exchange, there is subtle effect o.fMercury on Virgo 

sign as Mercury gets exalted and Venus gets its own sign Libra 
making them become strong and thus life is saved. It should be 
noted that transit over Virgo was otherwise bad as Venus was 

debilitated along with enemy Sun. 

Native gets well: 

It is not because of the aspect of Jupiter (natal) on transiting Jupiter 

in Virgo, but it is due to the reasons given hereafter. Mars causes 
wounds and Rahu gastric troubles. Jupiter 's transit on Aries and 

Taurus is opposed by Satum and Mercury in Libra, and as they are 
enemies (enemies of Mars) they hinder both Mars and Rahu from 

causing trouble to the native. 

Transit of Jupiter: 

Regular transit cycles (rounds) of Jupiter from birth indicates age 
at which the native suffers from disease, obtains happiness and 

denotes marriage of children etc. 
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First round (cycle) of Jupiter: 

Suffering from wounds and swellings 

The native will suffer from wounds and swellings on account of 

bad blood. The child age would be 3 to 5 years at that time. 

In the first round of 12 years, Jupiter, when enters Pisces, it has the 

aspect of retrograde Mars in Aries and so the native will suffer 
from wounds and swellings on account of bad blood. The native's 
age then would be between 3 and 5 years. T his includes the transits 

in both Pisces and Aries signs. Count one year for each sign. 

Suffering from gastric troubles and getting well: 

The native will suffer from gastric troubles at the age of 6 years. 
When Jupiter transits Gemini where Rahu is situated. The native 

gets well from all these ailments, probably because of the transit 
of Jupiter in Cancer and receiving aspects of Jupiter from the natal 

position of Jupiter. 

Native escapes drowning: 

At about 9th or lOth year, the native escapes drowning when Jupiter 
transits Virgo owned by Mercury, and Libra owned by Venus as 

both are having exchange of planets. 

Second round of Jupiter: 

Headway in education: 

The native will make headway in his education in the 2"d round at 

the age of 14 and 15 years, when Jupiter transit Pisces and Aries. 

As from Pisces, Jupiter aspects Venus having exchanged with 
Mercury and from Aries it will aspects Mercury directly. 
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Educational Career: 

As a matter of fact, it is a notmal thing that Mars opposing Mercury 

should have caused educational problems but it did not. In fact, as 
Jupiter transited Mars, Mercury's aspect over Mars (though enemy) 

did not allow Mars to do the mischief because Mercury was also 

strong as it was the dispositor of Venus which was also aspected 

by natal Jupiter. So the aspect of such a Mercury on enemy Mars, 
during transits of Jupiter over Mars, did not allow Mars to do this 
mischief and thus no difficulty was faced by the native in his 

educational career. 

Principles of excitation during transit of Jupiter 
explained: 

First round: In this transit of Jupiter, the principles of excitation 
by Jupiter on the planets responsible for certain action and aspect 

of planets have been explicitly explained. The first round of transit 
of Jupiter over Pisces and Aries (Mars) and then over Rahu in 

Gemini, caused wounds and gastric troubles. Mars is causative 

planet for wound and Rahu for gastric trouble. The aspect of 
enemies of Mars viz. Satum and Mercury over Mars, however did 

not allow it to give much trouble but on the other hand resulted in 

early recovery. In fact the inimical aspect of Satum and Mercury 
over Mars, which was excited by transiting Jupiter, did not permit 

Mars to creat trouble though Mercury is the bitterest enemy of 
Mars and so is Satum. 

Similarly, Mars, being a bitterest enemy of Mercury, functionally 

causes hindrances in education and this would have been there 

during the transit of Jupiter over Mars, but the aspects of Saturn 
and Mercury acted as a distracting factor and fmther, Mercury, 
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due to exchange with Venus, has given added advantage of the 

aspect of natal Jupiter on Venus received by Venus and benefit of 
which could also be taken by Mercury. 

Second round: In the second round of Jupiter, the native got over 

the troubles from the wounds and gastric problem at 14, 15 and 16 
year of age. Though Mars causes wounds and Rahu causes gastric 

troubles, Jupiter transit of Aries and Taurus is opposed by Satum, 
Mercury in Libra and, as they are enemies, they hindered both 

Mars and Rahu from making trouble. The native also faced no 
difficulties in his educational career on account of the aspect of 

Mars on Mercury. Mars and Rahu may have hindered, but the aspect 
of Mercury occupying the house of Venus and having 91h aspect of 

natal Jupiter from Capricom helped the native in his educational 
career during the transit of Jupiter in its 2"d round. 

Other effects of second round: 

Father will have meager property and income. As regards the 

disposal of extra savings by the father, the Sun representing father 
of the native is in conjunction with Venus but Venus is debilitated 

and weak in Virgo. So it is clear that the father had parental pro petty 
in the shape of lands but it was not much as Venus was weak. 

Further, the placement of Mercury and Saturn in the 2"d house to 

the Sun denotes the sources of income. Since, both these planets 

are opposed by strong enemy Mars, the income of nativ 's father 
remained meager. 

Miseries and troubles: 

At 17-18 age, the native undergoes many miseries and troubles. 

Jupiter contacts Rahu (a natural retrograde planet) at the age of 
17-18 which makes the native to face many troubles and miseries. 
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Death of elder sister 

The Moon representing the elder sister is in the 12m house to the 

Jupiter. The movement of the Moon and its coming in contact with 
the retrograde Mars and the natural retrograde Rahu , makes the 
Moon to get swallowed up. That means, the death of elder sister is 
indicative (the Moon moves at the rate of one year and in the 2"d 
round it appears to cause this evil. In the first round Ketu may not 
cause the trouble to the Moon but in the 2"d round its contact with 

debilitated Jupiter in Capricorn and with the effect of retrograde 
Mars it may cause the evil. The Moon contacts Mars at 15 and 

comes to Taurus and then to inimical sign Gemini at 17 where it 
receives adverse effects of natural retrograde Rahu who swallowed 

the Moon and resulting the death of elder sister. 

Nature of Education: 

A disciple wanted to know the nature of education this native before 

going into the question of marriage. The answer of the master 
explained that Mercury as Karka of education is in the house of 
Venus which stands for arts and Mars which signifies engineering, 

machinery etc . So his education could be that of engineering. 

As regards profession, the influences on Sa tum, the Karka of service 

has to be seen. Saturn is associated with Mercury (educational 
institution) and having aspect of Mars. As stated above, Saturn 

duly conjunct with Mercury is in the house of Venus (arts)and 
Mars (engineering and machinery) and so it can be concluded that 

the native may have profession in engineering (Saturn aspected by 
Mars) and work in an Educational Institution (Mercury). The most 

imp01tant aspect to be seen here is that Mercury has worked as 
Karka of education and being in the house of Venus with aspect of 

Mars gave engineering education but as regards profession, Venus 
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having been conjunct with Satum, Karka for educational institution, 

the native will be employed in an educational institution and will 
go in for teaching profession. 

Upward trend in Educational Activities: 

Educational activity of the native will take upward trend at the age 

of 22. When Jupiter transits in the exaltation sign of Mercury, 
(Virgo), his educational activity will take an upward turn (Virgo is 

the exaltation sign of Mercury and Karka of education and besides, 
due to exchange with Venus, Mercury has subtle effect in Virgo). 

As per counting of transit years at Virgo, it should be 20 years but 
it gave effect at 22 years and delay may have because by the 

presence of enemy Sun. 

Marriage: 

In the 2"d round when Jupiter entered Virgo and have a conjunction 
with Venus and then entered Libra, there will only be negotiation 

for marriage. This could take place in the 2"d round when Jupiter 

enters Aquarius sign whose lord Satum is exalted. Here the main 

actively was profession but since Mercury is connected with Venus 
due to exchange, it could only give negotiation for marriage at the 

age of 22. 

Third round of Jupiter: 

Marriage: Around 30 years of age, the marriage of the native may 
take place. Jupiter after transiting Gemini in its 3r<1 round contacts 

Venus in Virgo, which happens at around 30 years. In fact, the 
transit of Jupiter over Virgo and contact with Venus may not allow 
marriage due to presence of the Sun (enemy) and debility ofVenus. 

Venus being in Virgo sends its vibration to Gemini sign as both 
signs belong to Mercury. While in first case, with actual transits of 
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Jupiter in Gemini, it gave negotiation for marriage but it gave 
marriage in the 3rct round when Jupiter after transiting Gemini 

contacts Venus in Virgo being the other sign of Mercury. One can 

say that Mercury becomes dispositor of transiting Jupiter and 
Mercury being associated with Venus gives result of Venus which 

turned it into marriage. 

Principle: 

If a planet placed in a particular sign unable to give its full 
results of Karakatwa due to transit of Jupiter then in the 
subsequent stages, it will give the result while transiting in the 
other sign of the planet. Howwver, it all depends upon the sign 
having Karka placed in the earlier or later sign. In the present 
case, it was later, so first it gave negotiation and subsequently 
it gave marriage. 

Employment: 

A disciple wanted to know why here importance is given to Jupiter 
while looking into employment of the native as the question of 

livelihood is considered from the movement of Satum in most of 
the cases. The master answers that while work done is the result of 

Saturn, the enjoyment of that result is to the benefit of Jupiter who 

represents the soul. In this case, the employment in the govemment 

engineering institution in which the native is a gazetted officer at a 
high post, for which an important principle is involved. 

Principle: 

Transiting Jupiter, if excites a particular planet then the result 
of excitation vitalizes the planet placed in the signs owned by 
the planet transited. 
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In this case, the effect of the transit of Jupiter on the Sun and Venus 

(Sun representing government and Venus is afflicted by the 
association of the Sun) was transmitted by them to Saturn placed 

in the 2"d house to them which is owned by Venus and that leads to 

vitalizing the conjunction of Saturn and Mercury. Thus transits of 

Jupiter over the Sun and Venus vitalizes Saturn and Mercury 
conjunction placed in the sign of Venus and this gives a high post 
(exalted Saturn) in a govemment (Sun associated with Venus) i.e. 

in an engineering college (Mercury institution and Satum aspected 

by Mars engineering profession). 

Employment in a government institution in a gazetted rank: 

When Jupiter contacts Satum in the state of exaltation in Libra 
sign, the native will be employed in a govemment institution in a 

gazetted rank. (Exalted Satum gives rank of high order and reason 
of employment in a government engineering college or institution 

has been explained earlier). This is futther augmented by the fact 
that Jupiter contact the Moon and then natal Jupiter in the next 

house (this helps in maintaining elevated post offered by the transit 
of Jupiter in Virgo and Libra) . 

Principle of vitalization: 

If a planet is transited by Jupiter then that planet vitalizes the 

Karakatwas of planet located in its sign and the transited planet 
will give results of planets placed its sign. In other words, Jupiter 

while transiting a planet which becomes dispositor of some other 
planet depending on the Karakatwas of disposited planet, this 

dispositor will give the result. Suppose Jupiter transits on Venus 
and Venus is dispositor of Satum, so Satum is vitalized by this 

transit through Venus and Venus will give the results of service 
(Karakatwas of Satum). In fact, the transited planet transmits the 
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vitalizing or activating effect in the area of Karakatwas and the 

result is given by the transit through the dispositor. 

Name and Fame: 

Jupiter while completing the 3rd round will have traveled for 36 
years and gives name and fame to the native at that age. 

Fourth round of transit Jupiter: 

In the 41h round of transit, Jupiter will be contacting Mars 

(retrograde) in Aries. It is a strong position of Mars. Here Mars 
goes back to Pisces and aspects Venus and Sun. This may give 

parental propetty and displeasure from superiors and a higher post 
as Mars in Aries gets aspected by Sa tum. In retrogression, it comes 
to Pisces, a watery sign and gets associated with the Moon and 

Ketu. The Moon is the Karka for travel but gets opposed by Rahu , 
so there may be foreign joumeys etc. Therefore, during the 4lh 
round the transit of Jupiter, there may be lot of opposition from 

seniors, foreign journey, holding high post and getting more 
emoluments. 

Possession of parental property: 

The native will get possession of parental propetty when Jupiter 
in the 4m round transits his own house of Pisces sign. Here Jupiter 

receives aspect of Venus duly conjunct with the Sun posited in 

Virgo sign. Thus the native will get the possession of parental 
propetty. 

(It has been discussed previously that father of the native had 

parental property, as the Sun representing father is in conjunction 
with debilitated and weak Venus in Virgo and thus the father had 
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parental property. Venus functionally responsible for paternal 
propetty and the aspects of transiting Jupiter from Pisces in its 4m 
round resu lting in native getting the possession of parental 

propetty). 

Opposition from those in higher posts: 

Around 41-42 years of age, the native will encounter opposition 
from those in higher position. When Jupiter transits Mars in Aries 
and then Rahu in Gemini which will be around 41-42 years of age 

and when native gets opposition from those in the higher position. 

Mars the Karka for dispute is in the opposition to Rahu. Therefore, 
depending upon the stages of transit, the planets give results. In 
the 1 sr round of Jupiter, Mars and Rahu gave wounds and gastric 
troubles. In the 2"d round , there were problems and now in the 3rd 
round of Jupiter 's transit, the native faces problems from superiors. 
The aspect of exalted Saturn over Mars, which is its enemy, gives 

the problem. 

Foreign travels: 

The Moon is Karka of travels, Sagittarius denotes long journey, 
Gemini for short journey and above all, Rahu indicates change. 
Thus when Jupiter during its transit gets conjunct with Rahu in 
Gemini and also receives the aspect of the Moon (Karka for foreign 
travel) in Sagittarius, the native will take up foreign travel. The 

transit in Cancer being the exaltation sign of Jupiter, it will give 

good results. As Cancer is owned by the Moon the Karka of foreign 
travel and Jupiter during its transit over it is bound to give good 

results and maintains foreign travel. 

So far as foreign travel is concerned, one must look for transit 
either over Rahu or the Moon. Transit over Rahu may give 
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moves but transit over the Moon or having aspect of the Moon 
during transit, may give foreign travels and moves as well. The 

foreign travels will continue until Jupiter crosses over to Leo signs 
owned by the Sun. Thus the native will retum when Jupiter transits 

in Leo. 

Higher job and greater emoluments: 

When Jupiter contacts the Sun in Virgo, the native on retum from 

his foreign travels will get a high job and greater emoluments. The 
transit of Jupiter in Leo means return from abroad and thereafter, 

as Jupiter contacts the Sun in Virgo and gets conjunct Venus, the 
Karka for money and also dispositor of exalted Satum (higher post), 

it will ensure higher job and greater emoluments. 

Elevation in status: 

He will go on improving his status until Jupiter completes the 4th 
round at the age of 48, and this goes up to 50th years. The native 
will continue to have elevation in status during Jupiter's transit 
over Ketu and the Moon, until Jupiter completes his 41h round at 

48lh year when Jupiter contacts natal position. The process will go 

on till 50 years of age when Jupiter transits in Pisces and gets 

aspected by Venus and Sun from Virgo. 

Children of the native: 

Normally, it is said that the Sun is the Karka of children and Venus 

as a giver of children. Here, the Sun and Venus are together in 

Virgo but Venus is debilitated and thus the Sun as Karka of issues 
has been considered. Venus conjuncts the Sun gives one daughter 

and Jupiter aspecting Sun gives a son. Thus the transit of Jupiter 
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on Venus at the age of 33, will give a daughter and when Jupiter 
transits its own natal position, at age of 36, the native will have a 
boy. Ofcourse, transiting over Satum and Mercury could not have 

given any issue being the dispositor of Venus in Virgo i.e. in the 
12m sign. Ketu with the Moon does not allow any progeny. Thus 

only Jupiter aspecting the Sun can give a male issue. 

5th round of Jupiter: 

Native's Longevity: 

Jupiter the proponent of soul when comes in a very weak place 
and in that round , it cannot sustain itself. Therefore, we should 

look for proper age in that round. Normally, Rahu and Ketu play 
important role in culminating the life. Here, Jupiter 's transit has 
been discussed upto 41h round and there was no problems of 
longevity, sutfaced. Now in its 51h round i.e., from 48 years to 60 

years, Jupiter will progress to sign Taurus, which is an inimical 
sign for Jupiter and having aspect of natural retrograde Rahu which 
has the characteristic to swallow. Besides, Venus the lord of Taurus 

sign is posited in Virgo ( debilited) along with the Sun and reckoned 
in Libra due to exchange with Mercury in Libra. Libra is the 6lh 
from Taurus and so in this round, Taurus gets highly afflicted. 
Therefore, 61h round from 48 to 60 years may prove fatal for the 

native. 

The life will end when Jupiter in this round comes in a critical 

sign. Jupiter when crosses over Rahu in Gemini i.e. at 53 years, he 
dies. Please remember Venus becomes 61h due to exchange and the 

association with the Sun cannot be ignored. This has been explained 
earlier. 
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Transit of Jupiter Summarized: 

The transit of Jupiter is very important in timing of events. Jupiter 

stays for one year in one sign and takes 12 years to complete one 
round. In three rounds, it completes 36 years. Jupiter even gives 

the results connected with employment which normally is the 
domain of Saturn. T herefore, transit of Jupiter is also given 

importance in the matters oflivelihood despite the fact that in most 
of cases, the issues relating to livelihood are considered from the 

movement of Satum. It means that both Jupiter and Satum during 
their transit can indicate the matters connected with livelihood. 

This is because of the fact that employment though is signified by 
Saturn , the enjoyment therefrom is ascribed to Jupiter who 

represents the soul. Therefore, it may be safely concluded that every 
activity of life which the soul enjoys (good or bad) can be 

deciphered through the transit of Jupiter but the same can be 
supplemented by the Karka representing that activity of livelihood 
(Satum), Venus (marriage) etc . 

Principles evolved for the 1st round of Jupiter transit: 

The 1st round of Jupiter is of 12 years duration. In the 1st round of 
the transit of Jupiter, it normally activates the Karakatwas of the 

planets, inespective of sign placements. During the transit, the 
retrograde planets (in natal) are considered to be in previous sign 
of the natal chatt . In the 1st transit, it also appears that no 
influence of any aspects or other aspects are considered. Thus 

based on these principles, we shall delineate the result of transit of 
Jupiter over 12 years. 

The natal position of Jupiter in chart is Capricorn and as Jupiter 
enters in Aries which would be at the 3 years of age and makes 
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contact with Mars. Mars in Aries will only give results of a natural 

Karakatwas i. e. wounds and swellings due to bad blood. Normally, 

Jupiter excitation of retrograde planet will not give good result as 

it is seen in this case. 

There is no planet to be excited in Taurus and thus Jupiter 's transit 
over it will not give any notable event in the first round. Jupiter 
transits in Gemini is where Rahu is situated. Here Rahu is exalted 

which is Karka for gastric troubles. Gemini is also an airy sign. As 

Rahu remains in natural retrograde mode, some trouble is expected. 
Thus Jupiter 's transit over Rahu will make the child suffer from 

gastric troubles in his 61h year. The native gets well from all these 

troubles soon as Rahu exalts in Gemini and the Jupiter next 

transiting sign Cancer is the sign of exaltation. Besides, the lord of 
Gemini Mercury is well placed and strong. Since there is no planet 

in Cancer and Leo, the effect of transit of Jupiter augurs no major 
events. 

The transit of Jupiter in Virgo and Libra which are owned by 

Mercury and Venus respectively and both these planets are having 
exchange of places and with results that the native will escape 
drowning. All this happens at the age of about 91h and 101h years. 
However, Jupiter transits in Virgo (Karka of well) having debilitated 

Venus (watery planet) causes drowning (Venus is debilitated). 
Jupiter 's next transit is over Libra where Mercury is placed which 

is definitely not good as its lord Venus is placed in the 12m sign 

therefrom. So these transits of Jupiter over Virgo and Libra are not 
good. However, the exchange between Venus and Mercury makes 

a strong combination. Here also only Karakatwas of planets and 

effect of signs had been considered and not even effects of 
conjuncting planets like the Sun (enemy) with Venus and Saturn 

friend of Mercury are taken into account. Karakatwas of planets 
and nature of sign only play the role . 
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Evolved principles in the 2nd round of Jupiter: 

In this round , no doubt the Karakatwas of planets (depending upon 
the sign of placement) are excited as in 1 sr round but here the 
aspects of planets in the 71h house of the natal chart are to be 
read with transiting Jupiter taking into account the enmity or 
friendship, between the involved planets. Jupiter during its 
transit, simultaneously excites the planets placed in the 71h house 

in the natal chart. In otherwords, it means that planet placed in the 
71h house from planet transited by Jupiter is also influences the 

transiting Jupiter. 

Why native get over the troubles from wounds and gastric troubles 
at the age between 14 and 16 years, when Jupiter in the 2"d round 
transits Pisces (14), Aries (15) and Taurus (16). Here the principle 

of transit in the 2"d round , giving different results as compared to 
1 sr round. As explained above, in the 1 sr round, the transit of Jupiter 

in Aries gave wounds and swellings and gastric troubles while 
transiting over Rahu in Gemini. In the second round , such results 

are not taking place or happening - why? Although Mars causes 
wounds and Rahu gastric trouble, Jupiter transit of Aries and Taurus 
in the 2"d round is opposed by Satum and Mercury in Libra (aspect 
of the 71h house) as they are enemies and they hinder both Mars 

and Rahu from causing trouble. To explain in depth, one may say 
that when Jupiter transits Mars and Rahu , it tries to excite them to 

give trouble of wounds and wind but the same is hindered by Satum 
and Mercury who are placed in the 71h house in Libra and also 

being the enemies of Jupiter. The enmity of Satum and Mercury 
with Jupiter did not allow Jupiter to excite the natural Karakatwas 

of Mars and Rahu. Here one thing also emerges that planets in the 
71h house in the natal chrut effect transiting Jupiter and not the 

transited as we will see. 
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In the 2"d round at the years 14 and 15 i.e. transit of Jupiter in 

Pisces and Aries, the native will make headway in his education. 

This explains another principle of transit of Jupiter in the 2"d round. 

In fact, apparently when Jupiter transits over Mars (retrograde) in 
Pisces and Aries, its aspect on Mercury (enemy of Mars) should 

create difficulties in his educational CatTier but it was not so, Why? 

Here Mercury the Karka of education is strong being in the house 

of Venus and having aspect of natal Jupiter (91h aspect as Mercury 

comes in Virgo due to exchange). Thus Mercury being an enemy 

of Jupiter did not allow Mru·s and Rahu to be excited to cause 

hindrance. Mercury on the other hand having overwhelming 

strength has been able to pass its effect to transiting Jupiter i.e. 
educational cru·eer (Kru·akatwas of Mercury). 

Retrogression of planets: 

Mathematical symbol of 43 54 is applicable to retrograde planet 

from Moon. If Mru·s retrograde is 51h from Moon it shall be 

considered as if in 3rd and 7m to Mru·s (R) would be in 41h to Moon. 

Thus during 2"d round of transit, when Jupiter contacts Mru·s (giving 

the results as if 3rct from Moon) and both being aspected by Mercury 

(giving the result as if 4m from Moon) indicate heavy expenses. 

Symbol 43 54 in Bhrigu Nadi is a symbol used and analysed in 

context to retrograde planets and delineated above for the readers 

to apply the test. 

Rahu in the 2"d round causes miseries and many troubles aprut 

from gastric trouble. Since there is no check for transiting Jupiter 
over Rahu and Rahu (natural retrograde) at the age of 17-18 brings 

about many troubles and miseries. 
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Death of elder sister: 

Here to predict the death of elder sister, the movement of the 
Moon has been taken as one year per sign. In the 1 sr round, the 

Moon in a friendly sign Sagittarius could not have caused any 
damage. In the 2"d round of the Moon, it contacts debilitated Jupiter 
and thereafter with retrograde Mars in the 3r<1 house and harming 

Moon. Jupiter is the dispositor of the Moon. Therefore, the death 
of sister was possible only in the 2"d round of the Moon. In the 2"d 
round , when the Moon contacts retrograde Mars in Aries and 
retrograde Rahu in Gemini, the death of sister takes place (elder 

sister). This explains the principle of movement of Karakas to get 
the results of person indicated by them. 

Jupiter has no planet to excite in Cancer and Leo in its 2"d round 

but in Virgo there is strong Venus. This comes at the age of 22 
years. In second round which finishes at 24 years the emphasis 
will be on education and on romantic affairs. Thus in the 22 year 

when Jupiter transits Mercury exaltation sign with subtle effect of 

Mercury due to exchange with Venus gives an upward trend in 
educational activity. This could be one reason but not very 
convincing. In fact, in the 1 sr round when Jupiter transited over 
conjunction of Venus and the Sun in Virgo and Mercury in Libra, 

it gave drowning and also bringing escape from it. Here, at the 22 
year when Jupiter transits Mercury's exaltation house Virgo, it is 

said that his educational activity will take an upward tum. The 
conjunction with Venus in that house and entry into Libra owned 

by Venus, indicates that marriage negotiation would take place. 
Thus there is great difference of activity emanating from transits 
of Jupiter on Venus in Virgo and Mercury in Libra in the 1 sr round 
and in the 2"d round and how these are accounted for. 
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This could be accounted for in two ways: 

Firstly: The natal position of Jupiter is advanced to the next house 
for the 2"d round i.e. Aquarius. From here Jupiter when crosses 
and comes over Mercury which is involved in the transit of 2"d 

round becomes lord of 51h house Gemini. This indicates educational 
activity which in the P 1 round was connected with sickness or 

drowning . T he Sun becomes lo rd of the 7 1h house which is 

associated with Venus Karka of marriage but both are inimical to 

each other and so it will just hive indication of marriage. As the 
Sun (marriage) associated with Venus Karka of marriage having 

exchange with Mercury Karka of negotiation. Therefore, it was 

caused negotiation for marriage but could not effect marriage as 
Venus is with the Sun. Thus when Jupiter in the 2"d round at the 
age of22, transits Mercury's (Karka of education) exaltation house 

Virgo, educational activity of native will take an upwards swing 
and its conjunction with Venus, Karka of marriage but associated 

enemy the Sun in that house and Jupiter 's entry into Libra owned 

by Venus, indicates that only marriage negotiation will take place. 

Principle: Jupiter in each rotation is to be prograssed in the 

next house and shall be treated as an Ascendant. 

Secondly, in the 2"d round the transits of Jupiter will be on planets 
the Sun, Venus, Saturn and Mercury in signs Virgo and Libra. The 

Sun is the Karka of father and its transit in Libra in the 2"d round 
does not speak well of father. Venus is debilitated in 1 st round and 

for 2"d round as Karka of marriage, Venus gets conjunct with Satum 

comes to Libra in strength but there is aspect of retrograde Mars 
(enemy) from the 7 1h house. Further, in Libra Venus is also 

conjoined with Mercury, the planet for negotiation. Thus there could 

not have been marriage but only negotiations. 
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Besides, marriage could not have taken place in the 2"d round during 

excitation of Venus (by transiting Jupiter) which is not only conjunct 

with the Sun but also in debilitation. It could also not have happened 
by excitation of the Moon as it was with Ketu and is in the sign of 
Jupiter just behind Jupiter. Thus, in the 2"d round , there could have 

been negotiation only. 

Third round of transit of Jupiter: 

The above principle of evaluation of transit of Jupiter will be 
emphasised over here. The transit of Jupiter in the 3rd round will 

be progressed from Pisces, its own sign as Ascendant and 
whereupon will cause a direct aspect on Venus in the 71h house. 

Venus has an exchange with Mercury, the lord of the 7m from 

Jupiter 's transit position in Pisces. Besides, the natal Jupiter 
becomes the lord of the 3rd round of Jupiter in Pisces. But natal 

Jupiter is in the sign of debilitation in Capricorn and at the same 
time, the Lord of Capricom Satum (Karka of profession) is in 
conjunction with Mercury. Again the lord of the 1 01h house Saturn 

the dispositor of natal Jupiter is placed in its exaltation sign. The 
lQlh house is l1 1h from transiting Jupiter in Pisces. Hence positive 

results for employment are indicative. 

As mentioned above that neither Venus nor the Moon can give 
marriage but still the Moon is stronger as having Jupiter as its 

dispositor. Gemini is the sign of Mercury which has an exchange 
with Venus in Virgo. As stated earlier that Jupiter while transiting 
Gemini in the 3rct round, contacts Mercury the owner of sign which 

is posited in Libra and having exchange with Venus in Virgo. In 
other words in the 3rct round, Jupiter uses this sign and gives the 

result of its lord if well placed. Thus the actual statement should 
be that Jupiter transiting Gemini in its 3rct round, contacts Venus in 

Virgo through its lord Mercury which is located in Libra. 
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In the 3rct round transiting Jupiter will give the results in various 

signs depending upon the location of their lords. In this round , 
Jupiter will vitalize the lord of signs if they have been excited 
earlier and failed to give results. In the 3rd round, the principle 
of dispositor which gives results has been used as explained in 
the case of employment. 

Immediately after Virgo, Jupiter contacts exalted Satum in Libra 
and so the native will be employed in a govemment institution in a 

gazetted post. Here, a very important principle has been explained. 
A simple statement stating that Jupiter contacts Saturn in its 

exaltation sign Libra has wide connotation. 

In fact, Jupiter after transiting Gemini contacts the Sun and Venus 
in Virgo in its 3rd round. As explained earlier, in the 3rd round the 

transiting planets excite the planet posited in it. Here the principle 
is exhibited by the fact that Jupiter excites Venus and the results of 

its excitation is transferred to Satum posited in sign Libra. Thus 
Jupiter while transiting over Venus in the 3rct round contacts exalted 

Satum in Libra and so the native will get employed in a govemment 
institution in a gazette rank. Gazette rank comes by because of 
association of the Sun (Karka of govemment and authority) with 
Venus (planet of value) . 

As Saturn is placed next to its dispositor Venus, and so Saturn 
gains further strength. Thus as Jupiter during its 3rd round after 
contacting Venus and the Sun, contacts exalted Saturn in Libra 

duly conjunct with its friend Mercury and so all the more native 

will be employed in a govemment institution in a gazette rank. 

Mars which is retrograde and friend of Jupiter did not stop Jupiter 
from activating Satum. 
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Transit of Jupiter over the Moon in the 3rd round: 

This is fmther augmented by the fact that Jupiter contacts the Moon 

in Sagittarius and natal Jupiter in the next house. This confers an 
exalted position to the native. 

The 4th Round of Transit of Jupiter: 

In the 4m round of transit, the planets aspecting the transiting Jupiter 

convey the effect of Karakatwa in the fotm of combinations and 
Yo gas i.e. cumulative effect is transmitted. Earlier in the P 1, 2"d 
and the 3rd rounds of transit of Jupiter, the aspects of the Sun and 

Venus were not considered but now it is being done even though 

there is no planet to be excited in Pisces. It has been discussed 
earlier that combination of the Sun and Venus means getting 
propetty of the father. This effect was felt in the 4m round. 

Besides, in the 4m round, Jupiter would be in Aries as Ascendant 
whose conjunction with retrograde Mars as lord of the Ascendant 

is aspected by Mercury, the dispositor of Venus which is conjunct 
with the Sun (parental pro petty). Then the Moon who is the lord of 
the 41h is in the 91h house indicating foreign travels. Mars is having 
aspect of exalted Satum from the 71h house (enemy) as the lord of 

lQlh, so the native will face opposition of seniors in service. But 

Satum being exalted will give higher job etc. T his is how planets 

give result of ups and downs. 

This principle has been explained in earlier pages: 

In the41h round, Jupiter while transiting its own sign Pisces, receives 

aspect of Venus from Virgo duly conjunct with the Sun and the 

native will get possession of the parental propetty. 
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In the first round of Jupiter's transit, there was only excitation 
of Karakatwas. In the second round, it was nature of aspect of 
planet on transiting Jupiter in matters of excitation of the 
planets being transited. In the 3rd round, the principles of 
vitalization by dispositor and inference of signs were used. In 
the 4 th round, the planet aspecting the transiting Jupiter convey 
their effects by virtue of their placement and conjunction. 

It has been indicated earlier that the native's father has amassed 

some wealth due to conjunction of the Sun and Venus. Father also 

has some parental property. He also had his own land and other 

propetty. This combination of the Sun and Venus gives property 
from father due to 9m aspect it received from natal Jupiter. Thus 

the aspect of the Sun and Venus on transiting Jupiter in Pisces 
gives possession of parental propetty. 

In the 41h round Jupiter when contacts Mars in Aries and Rahu in 

Gemini at about the age of 41-42 years, he gets opposition from 
those in higher position. In the 41h round, Mars and Rahu will causes 

opposition from the superiors as explained above. In fact, in the 
41h round, Jupiter would be in Aries as Ascendant with retrograde 

Mars representing as Lagna lord and they receive aspect from strong 
Satum, the lord of lQlh (Superiors). Thus this result will come about 

in the 4m round when Jupiter contacts Mars in Aries. In the 1st 

round, the transit of Jupiter in Aries gave wounds. In the 2"d round , 

no effect was felt as Mars was not activated because of Jupiter 's 
enemies Saturn and Mercury countered it. In the 3rd round, this 

has not been discussed. However, the trend was that it should have 
caused dispute with brothers and brothers of native's father. His 

brothers should have quaneled over father 's money. In the 41h round, 

as Jupiter contacts Mars, it gets excited now. As such Mars being 
the Karka of disputes and quarrel, it should indicate that. Besides, 
its enemies are exalted Saturn (Karka of service) and Mercury 
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(division, dispute) will cause opposition from those higher (exalted 

Satum) in position in his service. Similar results from Rahu will 

come by as Rahu represents Mercury being in the sign Gemini and 

also Rahu is the Karka of tensions and dispute. In the past, the 
emphasis has been given on aspect of planet and not so much of 

excitation of the transiting planet. By aspect it means what aspecting 
planet transfers to transiting Jupiter in relation to planets transited. 

Jupiter when contacts Rahu in Gemini gets aspect of the Moon in 
Sagittarius enabling native to go on foreign travels. 

In the 1 sr round Rahu could give gastric troubles in Gemini due to 

excitation of its Karakatwas by transiting Jupiter. In the 2"d round , 

it could not cause any troubles as it was not excited due to aspect 
of enemies like Satum and Mercury in Libra. In the 3rd round when 

Jupiter transited Gemini, its first duty was to finalize the maniage 
negotiation which took place in the 2"d round. Now in the 3ro round, 

when Jupiter transited Gemini, it did not excite Rahu as Jupiter 

was more concerned in exciting or vitalizing Mercury placed in 
Libra and through it, Jupiter vitalized Venus placed in Virgo being 
other sign of Mercury. Therefore, in the 3rd round the principle of 

vitalizing was more pronounced. 

In the 4m round , much importance is given to the aspecting planet 

and its impact on planet transited. Earlier, as Jupiter transited Pisces, 
we have seen acquisition of parental propetty due to aspect of the 

Sun and Venus. While transiting Aries sign, there was aspect of 
exalted Saturn (Karka of profession and exalted senior officers) 

on retrograde Mars (Karka of dispute) which being retrograde 
causes troubles. Mars is bitter enemy (opposition) of Satum and 

here Satum is aspecting enemy Mars (retrograde). This gave 
opposition from seniors or those in higher position. 

The presence of the Moon in Sagittarius has a potential to give 

foreign journey as the Moon being a watery planet, Karka of foreign 
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joumeys and possesses changeable nature. Rahu in Gemini is also 

like the Moon and becomes more so as the Moon aspects Rahu 
from Sagittarius (sign of travels). 

Transit of Jupiter in Cancer: 

Cancer is the exaltation sign of Jupiter and so good results will 
come by and this being the sign of the Moon (Karka of travel) it 

would keep the native abroad. 

Transit of Jupiter in Leo: 

It continues even during Jupiter 's transit in a friendly sign Leo 
which is owned by the Sun, friend of the Moon. The native retums 

only when Jupiter crosses Leo. 

Transit of Jupiter in Virgo: 

When Jupiter contacts the Sun in Virgo, the native gets a higher 
job due to Sun's association with Venus who is the dispositor of 
exalted Saturn, the Karka of service. 

Transit till Jupiter contacts Pisces: 

During transit of Jupiter over Virgo sign it vitalizes exalted Saturn. 

The Sun is royal and Venus a planet of value. When Jupiter contacts 
the Sun in Virgo, the native will get higher job on retum from his 

foreign travels. He will also get higher emoluments and will go on 
improving his status (as there is no opposition to transiting Jupiter 
after Virgo). It will not only sustain but will improve the situation 

due to friendly Moon and sign of Pisces coming by. Jupiter 
completes its 4m round at 48lh year. This trend will continue up to 
SQlh year in the sm round till Jupiter reaches Pisces as there again, 

it gets aspect of Venus and the Sun. 
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Chart No.2 

Legal minded person: 

The Native will be an expert legal minded person, with kind 
temperament and also gain much knowledge in another branch of 
studies, besides law. 

Mercury indicating education is posited in Aquarius and Jupiter is 
placed in the next house along with the Sun and Ketu. Mercury 
Karka of education with Jupiter and the Sun in next house, gives 
expertise in legal field. Jupiter is the Karka of law and the Sun is a 
royal planet. 

Jupiter with Ketu and the Sun will give royal, gentle and gracious 
temperament as Ketu is "Gyana" Karka and gains much of 
knowledge in another branch as denoted by Ketu (Ketu is posited 
next to Mercury). 

Fame: 

The native will earn fame as Jupiter is placed in its own sign with 
Ketu and the Sun. 
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Brothers: 

The native will have brothers as Jupiter is having planets before 
and after. Besides, Mars is also not badly placed and will lend its 

supp01t in this matter. 

House - Conveyance - Earnings: 

The native will own a house, have conveyance and will also earn 

well. The placement of Mars and Venus in the 2"d house to Saturn 

where Mars denotes property and Venus conveyance and earnings, 
the native will cettainly own a house and vehicle and will also 

have good earnings. 

The native will be responsible for settling quarrels: 

Satum is the Karka of service and all matters connected with service 

shall to be delineated through Saturn. Here Saturn is posited in 
Aries whose lord Mars signifies disputes and quarrels. Further, 
Saturn is conjunct with the Moon which indicates mind. Next to it 

is Venus which denotes justice and legal matters. Since Venus is 
friendly to Satum and is well placed in the 2"d house, the native 

will be responsible for settling quarrels. At the same time, Venus 
being inimical to Mars, he will also be involved in quarrels. He 
will be no doubt rendering legal aid (Venus) in dispute (Mars). 

Further, as Mars is conjunct with Venus which is well placed in 
Taurus, its own house, he will eam well in all these quarrels and 

feuds he gets invloved in his life. 

Elopement of Wife: 

While the native is busy, the Moon which is inimical to Saturn 

moves out. Satum is debilitated and more inimical to Mars than 
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Moon. Satum helps the Moon against Mars. The Moon having 
received aid from Satum (in debility) moves out and elopes with 

Venus. Satum over here is representing a low caste man (being 
debilitated) eloped with Venus (native's wife). 

The whole story is simple. Venus and Mars are in Taurus and Venus 
is strong being its own sign. This combination of Venus and Mars 

produces a child. So wife produces her child first. Then the Moon 
sitting with a debilitated Satum (representing Chandalas) favours 

the Moon as compared to Mars. The Moon is of course inimical to 
Satum but Mars is a greater enemy of Satum. Saturn does not 
want that the Moon should join bitter enemy Mars, so it bribes or 
gives help to the Moon to join Venus (a natural friend of Satum). 

Thus Venus elopes with the Moon. Now Satum in debilitation joins 
Venus in the next house. 

One can give another interpretation as well. Venus and Mars being 

in conjunction, first they give the result into producing a child and 
then comes the results of planets as dispositor. Mars is dispositor 
of both Moon and Satum (debilitated). As Mars being dispositor 

of the Moon is posited in the next house, the Moon can be treated 

as if it is placed in the next house. 

Birth of child and then Elopement: 

The native's wife would have given birth to a male child and then 

she goes away with chandalas in elopement. Question- when the 

Moon and Venus get conjunct in Taurus in a mother child 
relationship, what does Mars do? Would there be quarrels? The 
answer is that with Mars-Venus conjunction before the transit of 
the Moon in Taurus, the native's wife would have given bi1th to a 

male child and only then she would have eloped with Chandala. 
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Hard Times for the wife: 

There are hard times for the native's wife. Venus transits Cancer in 

the 3rct year and Virgo in the 51h year after elopement (elopement 
takes place in Taurus sign). These are hard times for the native's 

wife as Venus conjoins with Rahu in Virgo. 

To delineate married life, the movement of Venus may be marked 

(progress of Venus may be taken as one year for each sign). This 

elopement has come by when Venus was in Taurus. Birth of child 
takes place first. Since Mars is the dispositor of the Moon and 

debilited Satum , they produce effect in the place where Mars is 
posited i. e. Taurus. Satum and Venus are friendly and so they joined 
hands and eloped. Therefore, Venus elopes with Satum (Chandala) 

in Taurus and then Venus moves forward and progresses. In Cancer, 

Venus is not good being in an inimical sign and also in Virgo due 
to presence of Rahu (Karka of miseries). Venus governs movement 

of married life and to unfold mystery and timing one has to 
study the progress of Venus taking into account one year for 

each sign. This is only done when event is evident. This applies 
for all Karakas. 

Wife comes back - Native happy : 

The native will be happy as his wife comes back. It becomes 

possible when Jupiter transits Leo and the native will feel pleased 
and relieved, when his wife returns. 

Longevity: 

He will live up to a good old age of 72 years. The 61h round of 

Jupiter is from 60 - 72. Jupiter transits Leo sign whose lord Sun is 
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in the 81h from Leo having been placed in Pisces with Ketu. The 6lh 
round of transit of Jupiter in Aquarius whose lord Saturn is 

debilitated and posited with enemy Moon. Satum also being the 

lord of the l21h house from natal Jupiter will cause adverse effect 

on the longevity of the native. 

Therefore, the 61h round of Jupiter becomes fatal. Jupiter 's transit 

on natal Jupiter, of course promises happy life, but due to presence 
of Ketu, he dies. 

Chart No.3 

CHILD CHART ( C ) 

(The previous chart belongs to father and looking at that chatt and 

considering the transits of Jupiter, the native must have got married 

when Jupiter transited over Venus at 26 years of age and child was 

bom when Jupiter transited over Libra in the sign of Venus where 

Venus-Mars combination is there in Taurus i. e. at 31 years of age. 

By this time Saturn has come back to its natal position in Aries as 

indicated above. (Satum is to be taken for a period of 2Y2 years 

approximately in each house and Satum is in a sign for 30 years. 

Elopement could have taken place when transiting Jupiter was again 

in Taurus i.e. 38 years of age. Wife comes back when Jupiter transits 
Leo). 
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Nature 

The native is good minded and satvic in nature. 

As Jupiter has Saturn in 7m from its placement. 

Eldest Born 

He happens to be the eldest born (first born). 

65 

As Jupiter has no planet in the previous house and there is Ketu in 
Leo. 

Father Livelihood 

He will earn livelihood through machinery and judiciary (settlement 

of quarrels between the employee and employer). 

The child's father Sun in his movement forward meets Mars. Rahu 
in Aquarius and then again Saturn, Moon in Aries, he eams his 

livelihood through machinery and judiciary (settlement of quan els 
between employee and employed owning machinery) . 

(Sun in his movement forward meets Mars (machinery) and Rahu 
and then again Saturn (Karka of service) in Aries represents 
employee and employer owning machinery. Satum in Aries sign 
of Mars represents so. Besides, Saturn is employee and in Aries 
sign of Mars represents employment connected with quarrels and 
Moon (Saturn and Moon in Aries, so settlement of quan els i.e. 
judiciary). Here Mars and Saturn have exchanged places as well. 

Elopement of Mother 

Saturn is placed in Aries in debilitation and this gives Satum a 
worst place. Here Satum is having a destructive mind and A sura's 
qualities are at highest pitch. This is all the more so, because of 
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exchange with Mars, the commander in chief of the De vic group. 
Thus under such circumstances, Sa tum is worst and whenever there 

is exchange involved with Saturn in Aries, such happenings will 

be there. Mars is not interested in Moon as he himself is in problem 
being in the house of Saturn, one from As uric group. Thus as Moon 
meets Satum, it gets Daitya Amsa and futther as Mars moves 
forward, Moon gets frightened and clings more to Satum, it is 

only when it meets Satum which is debilitated duly conjoined with 
Moon and connected with Mars, the elopement occurs. In first 

case, Saturn (debilitated) with Moon with Mars in 2"d house along 

with Venus gave elopement of wife as Moon was next to Jupiter. 
In second case, Satum (debilitated) with Moon and Saturn having 
exchange with Mars (conj unct with Rahu in Aquarius), gave 

elopement of mother as Jupiter was in 71h to Moon (mother). The 

exchange of Sa tum and Mars in the other cases with association of 

Moon may not give elopement. This is when Satum is in Pisces a 
spiritual sign and having exchange with Ju piter assumes 
Ishwaramsa. This would be taken later but need to look at all 

aspects. 

Mother elopes with a chandala. 
Now as regards mother (Moon) as there is Saturn conjunction, it 
first contacts the debilitated Saturn, the Chanda!. Next as Saturn 

and Mars have exchanged places, Moon also gets Daityamsa 
(demons quality represented by Mars conjunct Rahu) and this 

explains the story of Mother as explained in details in the beginning 
while analysing the chart-2 of native's father. 

Father and Son Relationship 

Relationship between father and child is not very happy. 
Between Jupiter (the child in question) and Sun (father) there is 

Venus in the middle in the child 's horoscope. Hence this relationship 
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between father and child is not happy (Jupiter and Venus are 
enemies). 

Chart No.4 

The Question 

Are we to take it that in every case when Moon is conjunct with a 

malefic and there is a Parivruthan (exchange) of that planet with 
another, there is likely to be a bad history behind the mother? 

Above is a typical chart 

Moon is conjunct with Saturn (lshwru·amsa) and Sun conjunct 

Venus. When Jupiter who exchanged places with Saturn, moves to 
Pisces in his first round , he will conjunct both Moon and Satum. 

This transit indicates phlegmatic and windy troubles for the mother 
(Moon) as well as the native (Jupiter). So we cannot have the same 

results always. The particular place of conjunction, the planets 
involved and other influences based on Karakatwas have to be 
taken into account and judgement is made accordingly. One must 
be extremely careful in arriving at a conclusion by following an 
integral approach. 
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(It is a fact that whenever there is contact between Venus and Mars 

with Satum being in debilitation along with Moon in previous house 
to Mars and Venus, there will be elopement or a likely activity of 

wife. Obviously, Satum being in the house of Mars is debilitated 
and by contact with Moon, convetts Moon into Daitya Prakarti i.e. 

Daityamsa. Satum in Pisces assumes Ishwaramsa and so not mean.) 

Phlegmatic troubles because of Moon and windy because of Satum. 
Again Moon is Karka of mother and Jupiter for the native. 

Chart No.5 

Referring to Chatt (2) here is another similru· type of chatt. 

The native was bom in Roudri year on the ll 1h day after the 

commencement of the month in the Ascendant Aquarius. 

Intelligent 

Made him intelligent 
Conjunction of Mercury and Ketu 

Living Place 

He lives in a capital (Jupiter is exalted) 
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Won Name and Fame 

Sun and Saturn in Leo 

Nature & Temperament 

Mercury receives the aspect of Mars and Rahu from Pisces 

This made the native dogged, persistent and very proud. He was 

always for retaliation 

Blemish on wife and wife Duped 

There is a blemish on Venus and native:., wife being duped and had 

relations with another person other than the husband. 

Venus representing the native's pattner is conjunct Jupiter who 
has exchange of places with Moon in Sagittru·ius. 

(Moon is a planet of emotions and changeable and being in 
Sagittarius is indicated to be fiery in character. Venus is already in 
Moon 's sign which is inimical and also with exalted Jupiter which 

is again inimical. This placement of Venus in emotional sign with 

enemy Jupiter in exaltation, makes the wife highly emotional and 
gives relations with another person other than her own husband. 
The exchange of Jupiter with Moon in Sagittru·ius places Moon in 

Cancer in its own sign and makes Venus highly emotional and 
unstable and wife (Venus) is duped. Moon is also a Kru·ka for 

duping. Venus becomes blemish because of association with Jupiter 

exalted and bitterest enemy. This also gives relations with another 
person other than husband. (The exchange between Jupiter and 

Moon and placing Moon in conjunction with Venus in Cancer 
induces an unstable and highly emotional chru·acter and caused 

relationships due to the unstable emotional nature and getting 
deceived/duped as explained). 
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High post in water supply engineering department 

He will hold a high post in water supply engineering department. 
The Sun and Saturn combination means govemment and Mercury 
exalted in Virgo aspected by Mars in Pisces indicates mastery of 

engineering and so will hold a high post in water supply engineering 
department. 

(Saturn is Karka of service and its placement with Sun indicates 
government and more so its placement in Leo, owned by Sun.) 
Satum having place in govemment is having Mercury exalted in 

next sign to Leo. Sun in Leo ofcourse indicates high government 
post for Saturn. Now Mercury is also exalted (mastery and 

expettise) and aspected by Mars (engineering) from Pisces (watery 

sign). Thus it indicates that native holds a high post in water supply. 

Chart No.6 

Brothers and Sisters: 

Native will have many brothers and sisters but very few will live 
long. 
(Jupiter having planets ahead and behind but most of them are 
either in inimical places or with inimical forces combined). 
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Father Occupations: 

Native'sfather will be a trader in many things. 
Sun the Karka for father in Gemini with Venus in conjunction and 
Mercury is in 2"d house to Sun. 

Native -Intelligent, medium education: 

Native is an intelligent one (Mercury having Jupiter and Ketu in 
the 2"d house). 

But will have only medium education (Mercury the Karka of 

education aspected by Saturn) 

Previous Birth: 

Native in previous birth was bom when Jupiter was in Cancer 
(house behind the one occupied in present birth). It is occupied by 
Mercury. He was a trader in the previous birth and had all wealth, 

houses and conveyances. One day he visited the temple of Raj 
Rajeshwari in his town. He witnessed a young girl (Moon just 
coming out of conjunction with Sun) at the door way with a smile 

on her face. He was so much attracted towards her that he seduced 
her. The Goddess was infuriated and gave the native a blow on his 

back (Jupiter midway between Mercury and Mars) and cursed him 

to have a dark mark on his back and live a miserable life in the 

next bi1th. So, in this life native is plodding on with a little income 
and a perturbed mind and he will go on changing profession. 

The father of the native: 

Seducing a woman in a temple on being induced by a friend. 
This is an impo1tant interpretation. Sun the Karka of father is in 
Gemini with inimical planet Venus and full of lust. Sun in Gemini 
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is also in a sign of enemy. Now such a lusty father moves in the 
next house in Cancer, the sign of emotions. Mercury a friend is 

there. In Cancer Sun is aspected by Satum a Tamoguni which spoils 

his intelligence and makes him Tamoguna. Mercury though enemy 
but acts as a friend. Now they move in to Leo and contact Jupiter 

and Ketu. (Jupiter and Ketu conjunction indicates deity 
Subramanyam i.e. temple of Palani). The Moon in sign Cancer is 
highly emotional lady with lusty Sun (father of native) and induced 

by friend Mercury is the emerging scenario. As Moon moves in to 
Leo, Sun also moves there and Sun (father of native) seduces Moon 
(girls) when visiting Palani temple . 

Further explanations: 

This is very important aspect dealing with father attitude. Sun 
moves 30° in one month so it moves 1 o in one day, while Moon 
moves 13° in a day and moves faster. By the time Sun moves in 

Cancer, Moon reaches in Leo. Thus there is exchange between 

Moon and Sun. This needs to be noted as an important principle. 

Moon contacts Jupiter placed there at bi1th. Combination of Jupiter 

and Ketu denotes deity Subramanyam. Moon (the girl passing 
through Cancer and contacting Satum becomes Tomoguni) reaches 
Leo the temple of deity Subramanyam (Palani) and Sun established 
contact with such a Moon by exchange. Sun also becomes when in 

Cancer Tomoguni because of the aspect of Saturn. Thus it means 
Sun induces Moon with the help of a friend (Mercury) which joins 

Sun in Cancer. See, here also the Moon gets Tomoguni by Satum 
and comes in contact with Sun due to exchange, causing seduction, 

a Tomoguni act. As a result of this, Sun, the father in the next birth 
will be born (Cancer next sign of Sun 's natal place indicates next 

birth where it is having aspect of Satum low caste and full of 
troubles) in a low caste family and undergo trials and tribulations 

in life. 
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Profession of the native: 

He deals with drinks and dresses and will have business in various 

places. 
Saturn contacts Rahu first, next Venus and then the Moon who 

exchanges places with Mercury 
(Venus - dresses or things of beautification, Moon drinks and Venus 

conjunction means sweet drinks. Exchange in place with Mercury 
indicates business). 

He also deals in conveyances for same things as an employee in 

that concern. 
(As Jupiter is placed alongwith Ketu with Mars in the next house. 

Ketu means employee and Mars indicates conveyance) 

Wife Disease ridden 

The wife of the native will be disease ridden; will get a bad name 
and have financial losses. 
(Venus with enemies Moon and Sun. Venus with Moon give bad 

name and Venus as Karka of finances indicate loss. As Venus is 

with enemies so disease and bed ridden). 

Elder brother passed away early in life 

Mars in Taurus aspecting its own sign Scorpio gave birth to a brother 

earlier than the bi1th of the native as Scorpio is before Aquarius. 

Mars in Taurus is in inimical sign and so weak and made vulnerable 
by Rahu who moves retrograde and destroys Mars, the elder brother. 
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Chart No.7 

Place of Birth 

Place o.f birth was full o.f.fine drinks. 
In this case, life sustainer Jupiter is in Aquarius and Moon in the 
seventh house from there. 
There was a pilgrim centre nearby the place of birth. As Ketu is 

behind the Jupiter. 

Brothers and sisters 

Native has brothers and sisters. Jupiter having planets ahead, 
behind and Venus well placed. 

Educational Career 

Native will have steady educational career. (Mercury in friendly 

sign with friend Venus a planet of value). 
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Philanthropist - win over enemies 

The native is a philanthropist and will win over enemies. Moon 
and Jupiter are aspecting each other. 

Profession - decent job 

He will get a decent job, earn well, have conveyance, servants and 
live a harmonious life. 
In the house next to Satum, Sun, Venus and Mercury are placed. 

Wife - Suffers 

The w~fe of the native will however suffer from a great trouble. 
This can be overcome by pilgrimage to Haridwar and 

Rameshwaaram. 
Venus is having enemy, Sun in debilitation and in conjunction. 

Mother will suffer ill health 

When Saturn transit Libra (Sun dispositor of Moon Karka of 
mother, is transited by Saturn, the effect of malefic transit is 
transmitted by Sun to the planet dispositor in its sign i.e. Moon. 
Sun is debilitated in Libra and with enemies. The mother does not 
die as Moon is aspected by Jupiter and Moon in Royal sign). 
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Chart no.8 

Place of Birth 

There will be dilapidated wall by the side of the house in which the 

native was born. 
In this chatt the life propeller, Jupiter is conjunct with Rahu and 

thus there will be houses adjoining the birth home. As Mars is 
situated next to Jupiter. 

Native a brave man 

Native is a brave man. Rahu and Mars positions indicate so. 

Beautiful Native 

He is beautiful by looks. Jupiter in Taurus house of Venus indicates 

this. 

Riches through wife 

He will get riches through wife. As Mars is aspected by Venus 
(Mars in 2"d house to Jupiter aspected by Dhana Karka Venus) 
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Brothers - Younger 

Native will have two brothers younger to him. As Jupiter transits 

Mars first and Satum next. 

First Brother Sanyasi 

The first brother (Mars) will adopt sanyas. The first brother (Mars) 
has Rahu and Jupiter behind and Saturn next in 41h and Ketu in 61h. 

(Mars representing Lagna for the brother, Jupiter and Rahu in 12m 
the place of bed comfotts. Jupiter and Rahu don 't allow it. Saturn 
in 41h house is not good and Ketu in 6lh gives renunciation). 

The native committed sins (Daivadroha) in the previous birth and 
in order to obdurate suffering he should perform 48 Somavara 

vratam. As result of these, he will achieve fame in government 
sphere and be free from ill health. He will live a happy life with 

two children and his w~fe. He will have money, conveyances and 
house and spend a harmonious life. 

For previous life Jupiter comes to sign Aries with Rahu in 2"d, 
Mars in 3rd and Saturn in 61h place. Mars in 3rd in Gemini is not 

good. Thus this position indicates a lot of sins in the previous bitth. 

Moon is just behind Jupiter and ready to join whereas Venus in 
sign of Jupiter gives number of women. This Moon in the house of 

Saturn is weak and especially with Mercury. So Somavara 
(Monday) Vrata prescribed. If Moon becomes strong along with 

Sun once they move up in Pisces they will get aspect of Saturn and 
so fame and govemmentservice and all that mentioned will happen. 
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Chart No.9 

Native's appearance 

Native has well proportioned body with golden colour. Jupiter is 

exalted. 

Sex Relations -many women 

He will have sex relations with many women. Mars and Venus 
exchanged places and Venus conjunction with Mercury. (Mars and 

Venus exchange is for highly sexual life and combination of Venus 
(woman) with Mercury (multiplicity) indicate number of women). 

Profession 

He will be a money lender and dealer in jewellery. 

Satum first contacts Venus and then Mercury and thereafter cojoins 
with the Sun, Mars and Rahu. (Venus and Mercury combination 

indicates money lender as Venus (mo ney) and Mercury 
(communication & business). Thus business and communication 

of money means money lending and dealing in jewellery. This is 
because Saturn contacts Sun (Gold), Mars (manufacturing) . 

Mercury n01mally indicates business on commission basis. 
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Parental property - legacy 

Native will acquire parental property (legacy). Venus has Sun and 

Mars next to him (Sun 's conjunction with Mars denotes parental 

house. Here Mars and Venus have exchanged places and so, Venus 

goes in Taurus and represents propetty. Thus position of Sun gives 
parental property to Jupiter). 

Quarrels 

Mercury is lord of natural zodiac Virgo i. e. 6lh sign and 61h sign 

represents disputes and quarrels. Mercury being in the sign of Mars 
(enemy) is not good and may give troubles as Mars is ahead of 

Mercury. Mercury is Karka of commission (lending as 61h sign 
which also represents borrowing and lending). Thus in 3rd round , 

Jupiter will be in Virgo sign and exciting Mercury and in 4m round 
will have opposition of Mercury. In 3rct round around 34 years of 

age when transiting over Mercury and in the 4lh round of Jupiter 
again when transiting over Mercury i.e . 441h year there will be 

troubles and quarrels on account of money lending business. 

Servants and Agricultural Products 

He will have servants and own agricultural products. 
(Jupiter is having Moon in Virgo ahead representing agricultural 

products, Virgo represents agricultural vegetation. Next to it is Ketu 
followed by Saturn representing servants). 

Wife 

He will have one wife and live happily. 

(Venus and Jupiter separated by Rahu-Ketu axis and Moon is ahead 
of Jupiter). 
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Issue 

He will have one son. (Venus associated with Mars, male child). 

More famous and rich than father 

The native will become more famous than his father and richer 

too. 
Jupiter placement in exaltation and Mercury plus Venus in Aries. 

Mother - beautiful and faithful 

She (mother) will be beautiful to look at. She will be faithful to her 

husband. The representation of mother Moon is in Virgo. Sun in 
Moon's exalted sign. 

(Sun is Karka of father and Moon having Sun in its exaltation sign 
shows that Moon (mother) is faithful to Sun i.e. husband) 

Leprosy 

Troublefromleprosy 
The conjunction of Mars, Rahu and Sun. (Taurus is sign of beauty 

and all planets fighting there and malefic so it will affects beauty). 

Chart No.lO 
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The native being widow in the previous birth: 

Jupiter in previous bi1th would be located in Libra. The Jupiter in 

Libra exchanges place with Venus in Saggitarius. Both are placed 

in inimical sign and so nothing good was expected. Now examine 

this Venus as located in this f01m and then consider Jupiter as its 

dispositor of Venus. Venus is having Rahu in next house of Satum 

and so Tamsi of Venus in Sagittarius is not good; Rahu is about to 

pounce upon Venus. This indicates native being a widow in the 

previous birth, (Rahu would not have pounced upon Venus if it 
was in a friendly sign). Due to having exchange with Jupiter, Venus 

causes a subtle effect on Libra. Thus Venus before transiting Libra, 

will contact Moon at this point (i.e. Libra) and so this widow should 

be a relation of the mother of the native. She would be beautiful as 

Venus would be in its own sign Libra where it produces a subtle 

effect. 

Past Karma result explained 

Here Rahu is about to pounce upon Venus. Jupiter is placed in 

Libra. There it exchanged places with Venus and so originally Venus 

was in Libra. Venus as indicated above is a widow. Venus before 

transiting Libra will contact Moon at same point and so that widow 

is relation of mother of the native. She will be beautiful to look at 

(Venus in Libra). The native will have illicit relations with that 

widow girl (Jupiter in enemy house and Venus due to exchange 

produces subtle energy at Libra and Jupiter and Venus are together. 

This indicates that native will have illicit relations with widow 

girl and cause the bi1t h of a child (Venus associated Moon and in 

fact both Venus and Moon stand in relationship of mother and 
child). He will therefore, bring some poison. Jupiter moves forward 

and meets Saturn dispositor of Rahu (poison). Venus meets Saturn 
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(dispositor of Rahu- (poison) and so the native gives poison to 
destroy pregnancy. Venus representing her meets his enemies. 

Sun and Jupiter in the next house to Libra and so would become 
very weak and the result was that widow dies (Venus comes to 

Sagittarius and now influenced by Rahu) as a result of poisoning. 
By committing this offence, the native had to undergo living in 
(Narak) and got this birth thereafter. 

He will have good education 

(Mercury with Jupiter and Sun with Venus in next gives good 
education) owned landed property (Mercury exchanged houses 
with Mars) and money (Venus in 2"d to Satum). 

Chart No.ll 

Native characteristics 

Native is capable of winning over every one being very pleasant 
while talking, and is having easy and unoffending nature. The 2"d 
house to Jupiter occupied by Mercury and Venus with Jupiter. 
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Education 

Native will have good education. (Mercury with Venus in the 12'h 

house from it) 

Sex Relations 

He will have sex relations with other women. (Jupiter in conjunction 
with Venus and Mercury). 

Profession 

The native will take up wood sawing as his profession. 

Saturn contacts Rahu first, Mars next (Rahu and Mars indicate dry 
wood) and then Sun Venus conjunction with Mercury next indicate 

a clear way of giving new shape to dry forest wood purchased. 

Government officers Relations 

He will have beneficent relations with high government officers. 

Sun Venus conjunction. And get help from them. Jupiter exaltation. 

Previous Birth (Rule - Jupiter to be considered in previous 
house) 

Jupiter in Gemini with Mars shows ambitions of high order. Mars 
in Gemini aspected by Satum and Rahu in l21h (bed comforts). 

Rahu in 12m and Mars in inimical sign with aspect of an enemy 
Saturn indicate that he would have lot of immoral acts on account 

of his endless ambitions. He would have also committed robberies 

(Mars in Gemini with aspect of Satum) and duped many including 
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high government officers (2"d house to Jupiter source and nature 

of money). Sun and Venus indicate high govemment officers and 
Venus stands for money. This combination in sign of Moon and 

Venus being an enemy indicate duping and cheating. 

So the effect of all this is that there will be delay in having his own 
house in this life (Mars in inimical sign), loss of father at an early 

age (Sun with enemy Venus along with Jupiter) enmity with 
relations, (Mercury in Leo whose lord Sun in 12m), trials and 

troubles to wife (Venus with Sun and Jupiter in Cancer) and his 

mother (as planets fighting in Cancer the sign of mother). 

Principles explained in brief. 

His previous birth is indicated by Gemini in Jupiter. Mars is in 

Gemini and aspected by Satum in the seventh from there and Rahu 
is in l21h. He would have done a lot of immoral acts on account of 

his endless ambitions. He would also have done robberies and 
duped many including high govemment officers (2"d to Jupiter are 

Venus and Sun in Cancer the sign of duping with Mars in 12m and 
Saturn in 6lh). So effect of it all is that there will be delay in having 

his own house in this life, loss of father at an early age (Sun with 
Venus enemy) enmity with relations (Jupiter with inimical Venus 

and Mercury next), trials and troubles with wife (Venus in inimical 

sign with enemy Jupiter) and his mother suffers. 

Japa of Narayana Mantra completed with Homa (offering to fire) 
and charity to Brahmins, will bring relief. His son will be a leamed 

scholar and will help his parent in old age and eam plenty of money. 
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ChartNo.12 

Brothers and sisters 

Native will have one brother and three sisters. 
(Sun one brother and Venus with Ketu means three sisters) . 

Education 

Medium education 
Jupiter contacts his enemies Mercury, Venus and Ketu around his 
12 years. 

Parental Property 

Native will gain parental property including lands. 
(The Sun is in the house of Mars and with Venus in the next house 

and Venus and Jupiter exchanged places. In a way, the Sun is in 

the Mars sign with Venus in next house along with Jupiter due to 
exchange) . 
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Knowledge 

He will have religious knowledge and be charitable in nature. 
Mercury conjunction with Ketu and Jupiter exchanging places with 
Venus and getting contacted with Ketu or Jupiter had Sun and Ketu 

in the next house. 

House 

He will purchase a built house. 
(Mars is in its exaltation sign of Jupiter) 

Court cases 

He will involve himse(f in court matters. 
Jupiter contacts Sun and then Venus (Sun and Venus indicate coutt) 

situated along with Mercury. In fact, due to subtle placement of 

Jupiter in Sagittarius, it will be having influence of Venus inimical 
along with Mercury (friend) with Sun in the l21h (indicating 

govemment). Jupiter, as it progresses, comes across Sun in the 
sign of Mars (quarrels with govemment) and then Venus Gudicial) 
placed next in inimical sign. All this with Mercury (friend of Venus) 

and inimical to Jupiter. 

Selling away House 

Native sells away his house for meeting expenses of legal matters 
in which he is involved. 
Mars debilitated in Cancer indicate loss of house. Mars Karka of 

house contacts Jupiter in sign Venus placed behind Sun, so legacy. 
Mars contacts the Sun in the sign of Mars and then Venus and 
Mercury in Sagittarius and all are inimical to Mars, so (Mars) house 
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is disposed of for legal cases mainly due to Venus which is inimical 

to Mars. 

Longevity 

Lives up to his middle age of 50 - 60 years. 
(Jupiter transits in sign Aquarius where its lord Satum is debilitated. 

After transiting in Aries at 50 years, Jupiter then gets in touch with 
Rahu which has Mars ahead of it). 

Chart No.13 

Native Birth: 

Native was born to a cultivator. 
Jupiter, the life propeller is in the house of Mars and Ketu occupies 
the 2"d house. 

Therefore, the Sun in the sign of Jupiter and Jupiter itself is in the 
sign of Mars with Ketu to its 2"d indicates that father was a 

cultivator. In fact, Jupiter behaves like Sun being his dispositor. 

Follow great people: 

Native will follow some great people. 
As Mars transit Jupiter first. 
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Win Over enemies: 
He will win over all enemies. 
(Jupiter having Ketu to its next sign which indicates enemies and 
as next sign belongs to Jupiter, so he will win over enemies). 

Brothers and Sisters: 
His brothers and sisters will have some troubles to face in life. 
Mars and the Moon are next to Rahu. (Mars and Moon are crushed 
by Rahu and so troubles is to be faced in life). 

Father: 
Native father will have some enemies. 
The Sun has Saturn and Venus in the next houses, which will give 

him (father) power and he will win over his enemies. 
Sun's transit in that house (Aries) has given the native some power 

(as Sun is in its exaltation sign) to win over his enemies. 

Father Pilgrimage: 
As Ketu is behind Sun in Sagittarius, the father will complete 

pilgrimage. The reason is that Sagittarius is sign of pilgrimage and 
Ketu in it indicates pilgrimage. Sun has crossed and transited this 

sign which means father will complete pilgrimage as Sun comes 
in Pisces sign indicating mokshas and so end of tenestriallife. 

Mother of the native will have some troubles in her life: 
The Moon is in Cancer with Mars and Rahu is behind. The intention 

is probably that the Moon has passed over Rahu and the Moon 

being Karka of mother indicates mother has passed trouble. After 
crossing Rahu, the Moon comes with Mars again indicating trouble; 

It was indicated that Rahu being situated behind so troubles for 
them. 
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Native 
Native will take up agriculture and trading. He will also own some 
conveyance and live a happy life up to a good old age of seventy. 
Saturn in the sign of Mars, Aries with Mercury and so trading and 

agriculture. Next is Rahu in Gemini and after that Mars along with 

Moon in Cancer which indicate agriculture. Mars also indicates 
conveyance. Jupiter transit in the 61h place i.e. Aries whose lord 

Mars is debilitated with Rahu behind it. The61h round means Jupiter 

transiting over Venus, Saturn and Mercury and so happy. Seventy 
means that in the 61h round transit over Aquarius whose lord Saturn 

is debilitated with friend Mercury and Venus and therefore happy 

ending. 

Grand father of the native had money and landed property 
Rahu is the Karka of grand father. Rahu is always in retrogression 

motion and so tries to contact Mercury and Venus in previous house 
indicating the result. 

Chart No.14 

Education 
Native will have broken education. 
Mercury the giver of education is in its enemy's camp. Meets Rahu 
in 2"d house from there and also Mars in the 3rct house. 
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Property parental 
Native to come in possession of parental landed property. 
Jupiter being placed in Capri com along with exalted Mars indicates 
this effect (Sun is in the sign of Mars. The Sun Karka of father and 

Mars gets connected or Mars becomes dispositor of the Sun, so he 

will acquire parental propetty). 

Profession 
Native will fare well in agriculture and cattle trading. 

Satum contacts Mars in sign of Capricom (agriculture) and also 
Jupiter which indicates cattle breeding. Jupiter is life giver and 

being with exalted Mars indicates expansion of progeny and so 
cattle breeding). 

Grand Father 
Grandfather of the native had money and landed property. 
Mercury and Venus in the house adjoining to Rahu 's position (Rahu 

Karka for grand father). 

Parent property to native 
Parent inherited the rom their father property and passed on to 
the native. 
Sun's conjunction with Mercury and Venus indicate that parent 

have inherited the propetty and passed on to the native. 

And his sister (father sister) being left without children, he comes 
to possess that property. 

With respect to the Sun, Venus becomes sister and also Venus is 
behind Jupiter which comes to Sagittarius due to exchange. Satum 

becomes the propetty of sister. Venus having Rahu ahead in sign 
of Jupiter does not give children to Venus. Satum also produces 

hindrances. Now as Satum and Jupiter have exchanged places, 
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Jupiter comes to possess Satum, the propetty of Venus, i.e. the 

sister of father. 

Father lost all the property on account of his quarrelsome nature. 

(Sun Karka of father is in sign of Mars Scorpio which gives a 

quanelsome nature, but position of the Sun is strong being in the 
friendly sign Mars. The Sun is not only inimical to Mercury and 

Venus but also the sign is not friendly to Mercury and Venus. So it 
indicates that Scorpio and Sun are inimical to property (Venus and 
Mercury) and thus this result. 

Longevity 

Native will live up to a good old age of 60 -65 years. 
(60 - 65 means 61h round of Jupiter transit in Gemini as Ascendant 
over Ketu). Therefrom the lord of Gemini (Ascendant) Mercury is 

in 61h and in inimical sign with enemy Sun. So in the 61h round , 

Jupiter transiting on natal Jupiter in Capricom who is the lord of 
sign in l21h sign from Capricorn with Rahu is most appropriate. 
Thus the period from 60lh year when Jupiter transit on natal Jupiter 

and up to when it contact Ketu in Gemini i.e. 60- 65, it will be bad 
forlongevity of the native. 

ChartNo.lS 
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Profession 
Position in a financial Concern 
Satum has Venus in the 2"d house to his own position. 

Government job in afinancial Concern 
Sa tum next touches the Sun and Mercury in the 4m house ( 4m from 

Saturn indicates place of work) and this being the Sun (government) 
and Mercury ( concem or organization) in the sign of exaltation of 

Venus (financial) 

Foreign travels 
The native will have foreign travels on 3 occasions. The Moon is 
in exaltation with Ketu in the next house. 

The Moon is Karka of movements and Ketu is Karka for foreign. 
Normally, Ketu by statistical research indicates 3 times. However, 

it could be that foreign joumeys are caused by signs Taurus (Moon 
exalted), Gemini (Ketu) and Cancer (Moon's sign) 

Fruitful foreign journey 
Out of 3foreignjourneys, only 2 will befrui~ful. 
(The journey caused by exalted Moon, Ketu in Gemini will be 

fruitful while one caused by Cancer sign having debilitated Mars 
may not be fruitful). 

Divine interest 
The native is deeply interested and in love for divine 
(Jupiter is having Satum next in Sagittarius and also Jupiter is 
occupying the house of exaltation of Satum. However, the most 

appealing is that next to Jupiter is Saturn in Sagittarius which has 
the aspect of Ketu from 71h). 

Large family 
He may have large family of 9 children. 
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Longevity 
Live up to a good old age of 80-83 years and perform pilgrimage 
in the 71h round of Jupiter i.e. in 84 years of age. Here, Jupiter 

contacts sign Aries, the lord of which is debilitated and aspected 
by bitterest enemy Venus. He may die any time when Jupiter transit 

over Ketu in Gemini in inimical sign and up to Leo, the lord of 
which is located in gm in Pisces. Jupiter before transiting in Gemini, 

it transits Pisces (godly sign) where the Sun is placed and aspected 
by natal Jupiter. Pisces is godly and watery sign and the Sun is 

Karka of Atma. This also indicates pilgrimage before the end of 
life. 

ChartNo.16 

Native 
Native is an administrative man helpful to others. 
(Jupiter having the aspect of Mars from Scorpio and Venus Sun 

Mercury in continuation are placed next to Jupiter.) 

Father 
Native's father is a commercial minded person: 
(As the Sun has Mercury in Leo, which is in the second house to 
the Sun in Cancer.) 
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Brothers and sisters 
Native will have 5 or 6 brothers and sisters 
Mars is in its own house Scorpio, with Jupiter in the 71h, Venus in 

the gm and Mercury and Rahu in the 101h. 

(It appears planet with reference to Mars the Karka of brother gives 
clue to co-boms. Here Mars is in its own house with Jupiter in 71h. 
Next to Jupiter is Venus i.e. Venus in 81h to Mars and then in 10m to 

Mars are Rahu and Mercury. Thus there are planets in 71h, 81h and 
l01h from Mars) . 

Employment 
He will be employed in a rich concern. 
As Satum has Mercury in the 71h. Mercury depicting the concern is 

in Leo, a Royal sign. 

Name and fame 
He will earn name and fame in his 34-35 years of age. 
Transit of Jupiter is over Saturn in Aquarius with aspect of Mercury 
from royal sign Leo. After this, it will transit in Pisces in the 

exaltation sign of Venus placed in Gemini. 

Financial gains 
He will then have.financial gains 
(As discussed above, the transit of Jupiter over Pisces the sign of 

exaltation of Venus giving financial gains and Pisces also is the 

sign of Jupiter.) 

Income from landed property 
2-3 years later, income from landed property is indicated. 
(2-3 years later, Jupiter will be transiting in Taurus the sign of 

finances. It will be transiting over natal Jupiter with aspect of Mars 

(landed property) from Scorpio. Thus this result). 
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Issues and children status 
2 of his children will be good and earn great name and fame . 

With Venus and the Sun following Jupiter position shows that Venus 

and Sun are 2 children and both of them ahead (following) of Jupiter 

indicate that Jupiter will be joining them and so this good results. 

Children settle down abroad 
It is likely that one of the children will settle down in a foreign 

country. 

With Mercury and Rahu following Sun. 
(Sun is one of the children as mentioned above. Sun in Cancer 

indicates sign of movements and ahead of it Rahu also indicates 

settlement in foreign country. T hus Sun behind Rahu and Mercury 

indicates that one of his children will settle down in foreign country. 

Leo is a fixed sign). 

Unhappy 1st marriage 
Jupiter in the 12m to Venus indicates unhappy 1st marriage. Venus 

is lord of Taurus and as such has passed over Jupiter in inimical 

sign indicating unhappy 1 st marriage. Venus in common sign may 

give two marriages. As Venus progress further, it has friend Mercury 

and Rahu indicating happiness thereafter. 

Children Settled 
By about 75, he will have all his children married and settled in 

l~fe. 

(By this time, Jupiter would be transiting in the sign of Mars Scorpio 

in its 71h round). 

They will all be rich and happy 

(Mars, Jupiter, Venus and Mercury are all well placed.) 
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Longevity 
Native live up to 80-81 years of age 
71h round of Jupiter will be contacting in Scorpio where Mars is 

located and aspected by Jupiter. This is strongest position of Mars. 
The only reason that can be forwarded is that Mars has been 

weakened by having Mercury (bitter enemy) on one side and Satum 
on the other at equidistance. Besides, Mars is outside Rahu-Ketu 

axis and thus Jupiter and Mars are separated. However, this has to 
be ascettained. 80-81 means Jupiters transit over Satum and Ketu 

or Capricom with the influence of Ketu 's retrograde position and 
this is more likely. 

Chart No.17 

Settlement not specific 
Native will have no specific settlement in life and will change his 
profession frequently. 

There are no planets in the adjoining houses to the house occupied 
by Satum. On the whole it is a miserable life . 

Debts 
He will be greatly under debt. 

(Venus Karka of money is placed with inimical Sun and Jupiter 
and the Moon are posited in in the 12m house to it) 
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Brothers and sisters 
He will have 5-6 brothers and sisters. 
(Planets associated with Jupiter and in the 71h house and in the 
12lh) 

Brothers and sisters will have unhappy time: 
Though born in a goodfamily they don't have a happy time. 
As Venus is in conjunction with the Sun and Jupiter who are 
enemies to Venus and the Moon is in 12m to the position of Venus. 

(Venus is Karka of happiness, comforts and luxury. The position 

of Venus is spoiled being with enemies Jupiter and the Sun. Besides, 

Moon an enemy of Venus may join Venus from its l21h position 

and this will further spoil Venus) 

ChartNo.18 

Father's profession: 
Native father will make livelihood in a Vedic educational service. 
This will happen due to combination of the the Sun and Mercury 

in Taurus and parallelly Venus is placed in Cancer. (Sun Karka for 
father with Mercury Karka of education is in Taurus sign which is 

also Karka of education. Venus in Cancer represents educational 
institution). 
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Native will own lands and houses: 
(Cancer sign in zodiac stands for house and land and Venus is 

posited over here and there Venus being with Sun behind it indicates 
so). 

Profession of native: 
Native will live by earning from propitiations to the divine and 

doing holy actions and living an austere life. 
As Saturn is followed by the Sun, Mercury placed in adjoining 

houses to Cancer where Venus is placed with Jupiter and Ketu in 
7m to Saturn. (Saturn the Karka of service aspected by Jupiter and 

Ketu is responsible for such a profession). The placement of Sun 
and Mercury next to Saturn and Venus in Cancer along with aspect 

of Saturn on Jupiter and Ketu clearly describes his profession. 

He will have children: 
One daughter will have many troubles in her life 
(Venus is the house of Moon enemy.) 

His children will be in medical profession or dedicate their life to 
Vedic culture 

Chart No.19 
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Ambitions of the native mounting to skies 
As Jupiter is placed in Scorpio, the native will have high ambitions 
mounting to skies 

Native will have trouble in his 5th year 
As Rahu 's placed in sm house to Jupiter 

He will become a rich man 
(As Saturn is placed in the 71h house to natal Jupiter and in sign of 

Venus). 

Troubles will arise in 6th, 11th, 29th, 33rd and 37th years and 
then again in 69th to 70th years 
(In the 61h year, Jupiter will be in Aries sign which is 81h from 

Jupiter and will get surrounded by malefic planets Satum and Rahu. 
In the 11m year, it will be transiting in Virgo sign over Ketu which 

is an inimical sign. In the second round of Jupiter, the deciding 
factor will be taken from the next sign Sagittarius, which is the 
own sign of Jupiter and without any malefic aspects. In the 3rd 

round, it will be in an enemy sign Capricom with the aspects of 
Ketu an enemy of Jupiter. In this round , Jupiter will be transiting 
Pisces over Rahu at 291h year and in sign Leo in 32-33, where 
enemies are there and dispositor in 12m or over the Sun aspected 

by Rahu. In 37-38 year again in its own sign and with its dispositor 
in 12th. In 51h round Jupiter will be in Pisces at Rahu. Now 

considering the 51h round i.e. 60 to 72, again in Cancer over Sun, 
with aspect of Rahu and Saturn, and then in 71 st when transiting 

over Ketu) . 
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He will have Yoga (good days) from 30-31 and reach heights at 
the age of 42-43. 
Jupiter in 3rd round comes under the aspect of Sun i.e. 24-30. In 
the 41h round comes under the aspect of Mars in Leo. In the case 
the dispositor is in sm. In his 30m year comes in contact with Saturn 
which is Yoga Karka from Jupiter and transit in Jupiter at 31st 
friendly sign and so on and in 42-43 comes in contact with Satum, 
again a Yoga Karka from Jupiter. As it comes in contact under it is 
aspected by Jupiter. 

Trial and disappointment in educational career 
(As Jupiter transit over Mercury which is in conjunction with Mars 
his enemy and so he will face trial and disappointment in 
educational career (Mercury is Karka of education). 

Native will be well versed in 3 languages 
With Ketu in Virgo (owned by Mercury Karka of education) the 
native will be well versed in 3 languages. (Ketu gives the results 
of planets whose sign it occupies and so the result as Virgo happens 
to be the exaltation sign of Mercury). 

Native will have profit through his father's gain 
With Sun and Mercury following Satum. (Saturn as Karka of 
profession contacts Sun (aspected by Jupiter) first. T his Sun has 
got Venus in 2"d sign to Sun and friendly planet Mercury Karka of 
business. Sun is dispositor of Venus and Mercury, and Mercury in 
2"d to Sun associated with Venus. T his Sun is aspected by Jupiter 
then Saturn with Sun having Mercury and Venus in 2"d in sign of 
Sun indicates gains to father and gains to self from it because of 
aspect of Jupiter). 

Troubles he will have through 2 persons in gaining the parental 
property and may have to go to court of law. 
In second house to Sun the finances of father there are 3 planets 
Venus and Mercury with bitterest enemy Mars. Thus Mars fights 
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with 2 Mercury and Venus and so a dispute is indicated. Venus and 
Mercury in the sign of Sun indicate court oflaw. 

Much gains after 57 upto 63 
In the sm round i.e. 48 to 60, Jupiter has Rahu in sm sign in Pisces 
belonging to Jupiter. In sm round good results of Pisces will be 
there besides others troubles because of Rahu. 

Children troubles between 69-70 years 
From 61-72 Jupiter will be in 61h round in Aries sign surrounded 
by malefic Satum and Rahu and so notmally not good. In this 
round there may be enemies and other troubles and worries. In 63-
64 years Jupiter will be transiting in Leo where Mars is with 
enemies Venus and Mercury. Mars, Venus and Mercury represent 
children and so troubles from own children. Besides the dispositor 
Sun is in l21h and so also bad results. 

Good functions performed of marriage etc between 68-71 
In 6lh round transit of Gemini sign Cancer and Leo and Virgo. 
Lord of Gemini with Venus (Karka for functions). Sun is friendly 
and then transit over Venus Karka for functions and value placed 
in Leo royal sign. Transit over Ketu will be also good and so the 
results. 

The question arises as to what will be the result of Sun being 
between Satum and Mars. Now Saturn is in house of finance (2"d 
Taurus sign) and having Mars in next house causes problem to 
Saturn in Taurus thereby causing problem and suffering. Saturn 
and Mars are inimical. The problems and suffering may be because 
of money. Now Mars a planet of activity and work sitting in Leo (a 
great friend) with Sun behind mental power. Leo land in Sun. 

Vaginal trouble for wife and he will suffer on account of 
ailments at his 69-70 years of age. 
Venus in Leo and Ketu in Virgo indicate some vaginal troubles for 
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the wife. (Venus is very weak in Leo and contact Ketu in Virgo 
sign of vagina. It is because of this Venus suffers when contacting 
Ketu. Jupiter will be transiting over Ketu 69-70 years of age. 

Have one daughter and 2 sons and they will take up their own 
profession 
The daughter to will have vaginal trouble. 
(Venus can be Karka of daughter and probably the presence of 
Ketu in next house may be the cause). 
His daughter and one son will earn well and bring him name and 
fame at his 69-70 years. 
(Venus being Karka for daughter placed in royal sign Leo and Ketu 
in next sign should do good. The same applies to Mars who could 
be a Karka of boy. Jupiter in 6lh round will transit on Mars and 
Venus which may be 63-64 years of age. In 6lh round Jupiter will 
transit in Aries with its dispositor in 51h i.e. Mars. The years 
mentioned are rough, rotating Jupiter from the Asc. Jupiter, 
depending on the round. Superimpose the actual transit for accuracy. 
There could be errors in the counting but planets on which they 
transit or are in opposition, give the clue to you. Please note this. 

Live up to 76th year and will visit holy places before that 
(761h year mean 71h round of Jupiter when Jupiter will be in Taurus 
whose lord Venus is in enemy's house with enemy Mars and Sun 
before it. Mercury is weak being in 12m sign to Virgo. In 61h round 
transit over Rahu will end his life. 

Native will suffer a lot but his power will be hidden in his mind 
and he will get several things done. 
As Sun is placed in between Satum and Mars. (Saturn before Mars 
may cause problems as both are inimical but Mars after Sun gives 
lot of power and energy and so bestows with highest degree of 
activity. 
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Born in a place where there are no neighbours on either side. 
Jupiter is having no planets on either side. 

The native was an "lshwaramsa Sambhuta". He is one wedded 
to both dharma. 
Jupiter being aspected by Satum in 71h from his position shows 
that this native was an "Ishwaramsa Sambhuta". He is one wedded 
to both dhatma. (Moral principles Jupiter) and katma (action Satum) 

ChartNo.20 

Native born in a noble family 
Jupiter in its own sign Sagittru·ius 

Father and grand father are men of Vedic learning (Holy 
Scriptures.) 
(Sun Kru·ka for father having Jupiter in next sign and Rahu Kru·ka 
for grand father has Jupiter behind it as Rahu has retrograde motion) 

Native is also well versed in Vedic lore 
As Mercury (Kru·ka for education) has Jupiter in 2"d house. 

Native knows the mystical lower order of mantric knowledge 
As Jupiter contact Rahu first in his movements and Mat-s also. 

Impediments all along life I career 
Though Saturn is well placed in house of f01tune (house of Venus 
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and is friendly to Saturn) the 2"d there from is unoccupied, the 3rct 
is occupied by debilitated Mars and Ketu placed in 4m. 

He will start with writing until the influence of Mars and Keto 
is over and till Saturn contacts Venus in his own house. 
Here the movement of Saturn has been taken to show the 
professional activities. The contact of Satum with debilitated Mars 
and Ketu no development is there but when Saturn contact Venus 
in his own house he starts writing because Venus is Karka for rut 
and writing and more so placed before Mercury Kru·ka for writing. 

As Saturn contact Mercury and Sun in the next house the native 
will enter into treasury service and obtain great name and fame 
but he will have only ordinary comforts 
Satum contact Sun and Mercury where Mercury is a friend and 
having Saturn in 71h house. Mercury represents accounts . 
Association with Sun gives government job and so finance of 
govemment i.e. treasury and opposition of Saturn give great fame 
and name. Besides this dispositor of Scorpio sign is in 9m from it 
and so great name and fame. But will have only ordinru·y comfort 
because Venus Karka for comforts whom Satum has already 
contacted is before Sun. 

Another reason could be that Sun and Mercury ru·e lords of 91h and 
10m from Jupiter and contact of Satum in this combination give all 
fame, name and govemment job. Treasury could be because of 
Mercury to Venus. This combination is sunounded by benefic too 
i.e. Venus and Jupiter. Both great powers of Venus and Jupiter in 
their own house and sunound Mercury and Sun. 

He will come in limelight when Saturn contacts Venus in his 
own house. 
Satum contacts Venus in his own house (Satum and Venus ru·e 
great friends) and contacts of Satum with Venus in own shall be a 
house of exaltation for Satum. 
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The native will enter into a treasury service and obtain great 
name and fame but he will have very ordinary comforts as 
Saturn contacts Mercury and Sun in the next house. 

One of his brothers is a great pundit and will occupy a great 
position. 
(Mars represents one of the brothers and having Ketu next to it in 
sign Leo which is a sign of value.) 

More troubled life up to the age of 60 years of native when he 
will get some financial help from his wife's side. 
Up to 60 years 51h round of Jupiter i.e. up to Aries sign from 
Sagittarius transit in Capricorn opposition Mars and Rahu in 
Capricorn and in Aries oppositions Venus. At the age of 60-61 
Jupiter will be transiting Capricorn whose sign lord is Satum placed 
in 2"d house of zodiac and lord of Taurus well placed and Venus 
represent wife's side. 

He will live up to the age of75 
(Jupiter contacts Satum in Taurus sign whose dispositor is in gm 
and inimical sign with suppott of enemy Mercury. So in 51h round 
he may end his life at a time when Jupiter is transiting over Rahu. 
Age could be 74 completed or 75m running.) 

ChartNo.21 
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Native will take up to art of painting 
Sun and Saturn placed in the Mercantile sign (Gemini) Mercury is 
placed in the house of mind (Cancer is sign of mind and intellect) 
and Mars and Venus in Leo under the shade of Ketu. 

Two sources of happiness 
Jupiter having Mercury in 71h to his place and Venus in gm indicate 
two sources of happiness 

He has extraordinary intellect 
Mercury placed in the house of mind with planet of value (Venus) 
and energy (Mars) in Leo sign, the place of value. 

He is well read in Vedic lore 
Mercury is having Ketu in next house in Leo. Mercury is Karka of 
education and Ketu Karka of Vedic lore. 

He will establish himself in a big place and provide comforts to 
the public by his intellectual powers 
Mercury in exaltation sign of Jupiter with Jupiter in 71h (big place), 
Mercury placed in house of mind with Jupiter in 7m and with Venus, 
Mars ahead. 

His last period of life from 71 to 80 will be the happiest time. 
71h round will fall in Cancer where Mercury is aspected by Jupiter 
and transit of Jupiter from Gemini to Pisces shall be good. So from 
71 to 80 will be happy times. 
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ChartNo.22 

He earns as a low paid servant 
Here Mars is placed in 71h house to Satum position. 

In a kings court 
Ketu in Leo (Ketu is for entry and being in Sun's sign means kings 
COUlt). 

His happy days start from his 35 to 38 years 
Jupiter transiting over Mars (35 years) over natal Jupiter (36 years), 
over Rahu may not be so good. Transit on Pisces with Jupiter in 
um good (38) . 

He starts life at 22-23 
(Jupiter transit over Mars in Sagittarius and lord of sign in 2"d) 

Live up to age of 76 years 
In 71h round Jupiter transit over Ketu with aspect of Saturn. Jupiter 
transit over Gemini with its lord in 6lh may prove fatal. So he lives 
up to 76-77 years.) 
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ChartNo.23 

General - Rahu is in Capricom (watery sign) and Jupiter is in 
Pisces then again Mars and Saturn both inimical to each other, 
fighting in Gemini, Ketu in Cancer and Sun in Leo with Venus and 
Mercury ends the chain of planets. 

Native will be employed in a technical concern 
As Sa tum is in Mercury's house. 

Native will rise high despite obstruction 
Though Ketu creates obstruction the native will rise high as Sun is 
powerful in his own house with Mercury. 

He will be employed in accounts department but will not rise 
high 
Satum is placed in sign of Mercury associated with Mars the planet 
of toil and labour which is requirement of accounts i.e. Mercury. 
(He will not rise high as Ketu is next to Saturn and Satum is with 
enemy Mars). 

Native comes of a high family but will have to work as 
subordinate 
Native comes of a high family as Jupiter is in its own sign but will 
have to work in a subordinate position as Saturn is with Mars and 
Ketu in next sign or because Saturn and Mars are next to Jupiter. 
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At about 64 - 65, he will take up work in a religious institution 
When Saturn transit Virgo and is aspected by Jupiter in Pisces at 
birth (Saturn is Karka of work and 41h from Saturn is place of work 
which is Virgo). Thus when Saturn transit Virgo and is aspected 
by Jupiter (religious) in Pisces at about 64 - 65 he will take up 
work in a religious institution. 

Good days up to 74 - 75 
After 64 - 65, while Satum transiting from Virgo to Sagittarius it 
is good i.e. up to 74 - 75. 
The combination of Sun, Mercury and Venus in sign Leo; Sun is 
giver of children and so planets associated with Sun will also give 
progeny or children. As there are two planets associated with Sun, 
in all there will be three children, one for Sun and other two for 
Venus and Mercury. 

One boy and one girl will be able to live a very ordinary/poor 
life 
Now as Sun in Leo is strong and inimical to Mercury and Venus. 
Besides Mercury is dispositor of Mars and Saturn both fighting, 
so one boy and one girl (Venus) will be able to live a very ordinary/ 
poor life. 

Chart No.24 
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Will be of intellectual type and will shine well 
Mercury is in his own sign or house Virgo with Venus (Mercury 
Karka of education and intelligence in its own sign with a friend 
Venus a planet of value) . 

Father to be honoured by Government and occupy a high 
position 
Sun in 2"d house aspected by Jupiter in Aries (Sun is the Karka of 
father and has house to Venus and Mercury in 2"d), Venus is 
dispositor of Sun and Venus going there will add to value of father. 
In fact Venus is Sun representing government and so Sun is going 
to join Sun. On top of it Jupiter from Aries is aspecting this Sun 
and so this result. He occupies a high position as Venus adds to the 
value of Sun. Despite Sun being debilitated its value has increased 
because Venus being dispositor of Sun with exalted friend in a 
previous house aspected by Jupiter from Aries. 

Father will have some landed property 
Since Mars occupied the next house to Sun owned by lord (2"d 
house is house of pro petty and finances and so position of strong 
Mars in 2"d to Sun shall give landed propetty (Mars Karka oflanded 
pro petty) to father. 

Father having a government job 
Saturn and Ketu in Cancer the entrance to Leo owned by Sun. 
(Sun apparently have no relationship with Saturn (Karka of service) 
excepting that it is in exaltation sign of Saturn (Karka of service) 
and it is to be taken a connection than combination of Saturn and 
Ketu in Cancer at entrance to Sun (Leo sign) which may give a 
government job. Besides sign Leo owned by Sun is in father's 
place. 

Native will have a decent job and own property earned by his 
father 
Jupiter, Karka of self in Aries aspected by Sun from the sign of 
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exaltation Libra besides Venus the Karka of money with exalted 
Mercury is in a next sign of Leo the seat of father where Sun was 
supposed to be and Venus becomes dispositor of Sun. As such Sun 
gets the result of Venus which aspects Jupiter. It appears more 
appropriate that Venus is dispositor of Sun and is ready to join Sun 
the Karka of father which in tum aspects Jupiter and so he gets 
propetty of father. Decent job could be that Sun in the sign of 
exaltation of Satum aspecting Jupiter). 

(Sun is having Mars in 2"d house and so father owns propetty. As 
Sun aspects Jupiter so the native owns propetty eam ed by father). 

His finances will be secured and earned with very little labour. 
(Sun is in the house of Venus with exalted Mercury. Sun aspects 
Jupiter and so money earned with very little labour and secured 
finances. From Jupiter 6, 7 and gm are all occupied fotming a great 
Adhi Yoga) . 

Saturn transit on Jupiter will take him to a height 
(Saturn transit on Jupiter means Aries sign where Saturn is 
debilitated but it will be aspected by Sun from Libra. Sun gives 
the result of Venus and this could be that Venus in Libra aspects 
Saturn. Besides Sun will not be aspecting Satum from its sign of 
exaltation, but will be aspecting its sign of exaltation where Jupiter 
is sitting). 

At end of life will own a religious institution by sea side 
Mars is property or house and Mars dispositor of Jupiter indicates 
a religious institution. So a relationship between Mars and Jupiter 
indicates a religious institution and Scorpio a watery sign and so 
sea side . 

He will spend a happy life up to 68 - 73 in institution 
(End of life may come when Jupiter transits in Libra over debilitated 
Sun whose dispositor is in Virgo the 12m sign and time will be 72 
- 84 years. In 73 year Jupiter will be transiting in Taurus whose 
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lord is debilitated and cause of death (Venus). Here it is aspected 
by Mars representative of religious institution. So the native lives 
up to 73 years and dies in the institution). 

Have a few Children not of very high order 
Sun's the giver of children and Venus producer of children. Both 
are debilitated. An impottant principle to be remembered. 

ChartNo.25 

As the page is missing, so this horoscope has been formed with 
the help of description of planets. It looks that Jupiter is in Taurus. 

Father in great trouble at the time of birth of the Native 
Satum in Cancer and Sun in Leo just after crossing Satum. (At the 
time of bitth Satum was in Cancer and just before birth Sun was 
crossing over Sa tum, enemy of Sun Karka of father which indicates 
that just before bitth father was in trouble). 

Father was a government employee and owned lands 
Sun the Karka of father in Leo, the sign owned by Sun indicates 
that father was in govemment service. Next to Sun is Venus which 
is dispositor of Mars and owned lands. 

Father was short lived 
As Sun is sunounded by Satum on one side and Venus on the 
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other and both are enemies. 

Brothers 
Native will have a brother who is short lived. 
As Mars indicating brothers is moving towards debilitation. 

Native Eldest Son 
As Jupiter has no planet behind him, the native is the eldest son. 

Native will have a brother who is also short lived. 
With Ravi in 2"d to Satum, the native will have a brother who is 
also short lived (brothers are indicated by planets next to Jupiter 
and Mars indicates one brother as discussed above. Saturn also 
indicates another brother. As enemy Sun is next to Satum so the 
brother dies. 

Native Government employee 
With Ravi in 2"d to Saturn, the native will have government 
employment (Satum Karka of service with Sun in 2"d (Govemment 
Karka Sun) indicates service. 

May have no sisters 
As Venus is debilitated (Venus is Karka for sisters here) . 

But he will be a great intellectual 
Combination of Venus and Mercury gives intellect of high order. 
Mercury is Karka of intellect, which is exalted with Venus gives 
sparkling intellect. Sun behind it also the intuitive power. 

May be employed as a village accountant 
Saturn having Sun next to it gives a govemment job and next it 
contacts Mercury exalted which indicates accounts. Debilitated 
Venus gives a low post in a village and so the result. 
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Will be short lived 
Jupiter the propellant of soul in inimical house with no planets 
behind or in 71h to supp01t, gives a short life. Besides Jupiter all 
alone outside Rahu-Ketu axis is in a weak position which also 
gives short life. 

May be married at 28 years 
Jupiter in 3ro round transiting over Venus and Mercury. The 3rd 
round because Jupiter contacts Satum in Cancer in a female sign 
and aspecting Venus. 

One of his brothers will be married first 
As Mars conjunct Ketu and Venus conjunct Mercury, one of his 
brothers will be married first. (Planets associated with Mars or 
Jupiter gives the brothers). Here Mars indicates brothers and 
Mercury being dispositor of Mars another brother. Besides they 
are after Jupiter. Mars conjunct Ketu and Ketu represent Venus 
being in Virgo. Thus both Mars and Mercury are associated with 
Venus (Karka of wife). So one of his brothers will be married first 
because of association with Venus in a first case. (Ketu 
representative of Venus). 

Both of them (brothers) will have children 
(In first case Ketu like Venus is giver of children has Saturn next 
to itself and to other planet, so children. Similarly in other case of 
Mercury associated with Venus is aspected by Jupiter and so both 
will have children). 

Native will get married at 30 years 
(As Jupiter will be aspecting Ketu representative of Venus from 
Sagittarius at 30 - 31). 

He changes place at 58 
(This is 51h round of Jupiter when it will be contacting Mercury 
and Venus which are connected with Ketu and Mars aspected by 
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Rahu. In the 51h round Jupiter will be transiting at Pisces and 
aspecting Mercury dispositor of Ketu) . 

Live up to 67 - 68 year of age 
(It is 61h round of Jupiter and transition in Libra which is inimical 
sign 61h from its place and its dispositor Venus in 12m to it. In 6lh 
round while transiting over Sagittarius where Rahu is there and 
lord Jupiter in 6lh place will be total). 

I have given in preceding horoscopes the method to calculate the 
life span. The logic is consistent (dispositor in gm followed by 61h) 
and aspect by a debilitated planet, dispositor and confronted ahead 
with negative forces. I of course mean the rotation of Jupiter and 
then taking into account aspects as explained above very briefly. 
Please read the horoscopes ahead and apply this researched 
principle of Brigu Samhita. 

Chart No.26 

Native takes up religious studies 
Mercury in Aries and followed by Jupiter in Taurus and Ketu in 
Gemini. (Here Mercury has been progressed as a Karka of studies 
or education to know the nature of studies). Mercury in Aries gives 
intelligence and Jupiter next to it gives spiritual or Vedantic studies. 
In next sign Ketu (ganana Karka) Karka of religion in intellectual 
sign (Gemini) indicate, that native takes up religious studies. 
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Native will come up to occupy a place in a religious institution. 
Retrograde Satum follows Ketu in Cancer. (Saturn is Karka of 
service or profession and it contacts Ketu having Jupiter behind it 
which indicates a place in religious institution). Retrograde planets 
as per Brigu Shastra contacts/conjuncts with the planet behind it. 
Rotation of Satum is done in the houses ahead as read earlier. 

Laborious Profession 
Mars in Leo next to Satum house indicate a profession to be 
laborious one. 

No peace of mind 
As Moon is in Libra (Moon Karka of mind in inimical sign Libra) 
followed by Rahu in Sagittarius. (Rahu next to Moon Karka for 
mind indicates no peace of mind or Moon is going to join Rahu 
enemy and Karka of misery). 

Native will be having somewhat good times (after contact of 
Saturn with Rahu) thereafter and will earn name and fame 
Satum touches Venus after his contacts with Rahu and so native 
will have somewhat good times thereafter and will eam name and 
fame. (This is very impottant as Satum is Karka of service and in 
service or profession one can earn name and fame till Saturn 
contacts Mars. Moon and Rahu there is no gain but laborious job 
and no peace of mind. As Satum contact Venus planet of value and 
great friend of Sa tum there is peace and fame and name after wards 
as there in no planet after Venus). 
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Chart No.27 

As no horoscope available so extracts as combinations indicated. 

Native is a devotional and very reliable person 
As Sun is in conjunction with Jupiter. 

His father is a very popular man 
Sun Karka of father conjunct Jupiter. 

Native is highly intellectual but will not obtain scholastic degree. 
The conjunction of Venus, Mercury and Saturn. 

Profession will be a laborious one 
As trio (Venus, Mercury and Saturn) are not aspected and have no 
planets in the next house. 
Though Jupiter has been accepted as propellant of life of female 
horoscope and contact of Venus with Jupiter (ill placed) is not in a 
happy situation and so the result of unhappy and unstable mind. 
Venus has also been it appears given impottance in case of female 
horoscopes. 
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Chart No.28 

Learned 
Native will be very learned 
With Satum and Jupiter is in Virgo in the house of intellect. 

Father 
Father who does hard work and is born with a load of sins to be 
washed off 
With Sun, Rahu and Mercury in the same house indicate it. (Sun 
Karka of father with Rahu with Saturn (hard work) indicates hard 
work. Mercury is enemy of Sun and if Sun is in rear house for past 
bi1th, Rahu retrograde tries to contact and so lot of sins. Besides in 
next house to Sun will be Rahu and Satum indicating load of sins 
to be washed off. 

Mind Unstable & unhappiness 
Causing unstable mind and unhappiness 
The controller of life Jupiter is unhappily placed. Venus is placed 
in previous house causing an unstable mind and unhappiness. 

(The most imp01tant thing, Jupiter is also the controller of life for 
female horoscope. Jupiter here is placed in an inimical house along 
with Satum and Rahu causing unhappiness. Besides Venus is 
bitterest enemy of Jupiter and going to contact Jupiter already in 
an unhappy situation). 
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Character 
She is not good character 
(Venus is placed in an inimical house and is going to join Mars 
placed in Leo. Venus is Karka of love and Mars a Rajoguna in 
Leo. Thus it indicates a bad character as Mars in such a condition 
represents a lady with passions). 

Partner - Husband 
Will face great humiliation in a court of law. 
Mars indicating pattners comes in contact with Saturn and Jupiter, 
Sun and Rahu. (Sun represents govemment which is inimical to 
Rahu so humiliation by government and Jupiter represents legal 
actions or Karka of legal things. Satum ofcourse is along with 
Rahu. Both being da rk planets bring about disgrace and 
humiliation). 

Profession 
She will start on educational concern but will not be greatly 
benefited by the job and have plenty of internal quarrels with those 
who assist her in the educational effort 
(Satum is Karka of profession in contact with Jupiter and Mercury 
indicates an educational concem but Rahu and Sun and Mars behind 
may cause lot of quan els, as these also represent those who assist 
her). 

Sisters 
Her sisters too will have no happiness 
Venus Karka of woman representing sister is in Cancer. 

Employment 
She may find a happy employment in a concern dealing with Sastras 
(moral codes) 
(Ketu Karka of spiritual placed in godly sign Pisces ahead of Satum 
may give such results). 
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Wealth 
Earning wealth 
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Venus in 11m to Saturn indicates earning wealth (Venus is Karka 
of wealth and its placement in house of gains to Satum Karka of 
katma indicates so. it appears that results o.fSaturn can be assessed 
by having planets in favourable houses from Saturn may be they 
are in inimical houses as Venus here in Cancer). 

Longevity 
She will have a long life o.f about 73 years. 
(It comes in 61h round 60 to 72 yeru·s when Jupiter will be transiting 
in Aquru·ius with its lord Satum in 81h house with enemies and 
specially Rahu. Thus in 61h round when Jupiter transits over Rahu , 
she may die i.e. 72-73 yeru·s ). 

Chart No.29 

Father -profession 
Father of the native will be dealing in jewellery and earn a lot. 
Sun is in Aries exalted, the next house of jewellery and finance is 
occupied by Venus (owner) and Mercury signifies dealing with 
jewellery. 

Native -profession 
Native will follow his grandfather's profession 
Satum goveming profession is in commercial house of Virgo with 
Jupiter and Rahu. 
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(Rahu is Karka of grand father and also connected with Satum 
located in commercial house so commerce or trade and probably 
grand father was also doing the same). 

Native - nature 
He is charitable in nature and morally inclined one. 
(Jupiter associated with Satum and aspected by Ketu). 

Native - physical body 
Native physical body is windy in temperament 
The combination of Saturn, Rahu and Jupiter shows this as well 
(Rahu is Karka of windy temperament associated with Jupiter). 

Longevity 
And live up to 75 
(Jupiter in 7m round contacting Ketu in Pisces. Its lord Jupiter with 
enemy Satum and Rahu. In 7m round in Sagittarius whose lord 
Jupiter is weak in Virgo with enemies) . 

Children - 3 or 4 
He will have 3 or 4 children including daughters 
As Sun is followed by Venus Mercury combinations, he will have 
3 or 4 children including daughters. 

Chart No.30 
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Native profession 
Native is a merchant 
Saturn in Virgo 

Learned and religious 
He will be learned in religious books and texts 
(Satum associated with Jupiter) 

Land 
Mars in his own house. 

Dry land 
Some acres of dry land owned 
Rahu with Satum 

Good yield from land 
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By the help of pumping sets and sinking wells he will obtain good 
yield from his lands. 
Satum contacts Moon in Aquarius and Ketu in Pisces after his 
contact with Mars. 

(Mars means mechanical devices and machinery etc. being in 
Scorpio. Moon in Aquarius indicates water from sinking wells. 
Thus all this indicates that by the help of pumping sets and sinking 
wells native obtained good yield from his lands. Here Ketu indicates 
gate. Mars (mechanical devices), Moon in Aquarius (water from 
sinking well) and Ketu (gate or pumping) give good yield as 
depicted by Jupiter. 

Trade location 
He comes on his trade in a city or he lives in a city suburb 

Marriages- number of 
Two marriages 
With Venus in Cancer, Leo vacant and Jupiter in Virgo indicates 2 

. 
marnages 
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Venus in Cancer and Leo vacant, means Venus is going to join 
Jupiter directly and Moon will determine, thus two marriages. 

The cause is Moon in 6lh to Jupiter and Venus occupies 11m from 
Jupiter (this is another reason which says Moon in 61h Jupiter which 
in 12m to 71h and sharing of bed comfotts and Venus in 11m means 
gain of wife) 

Conveyance and finance 
Native will have conveyance and goodfinances 
Venus is in l11h in Cancer from Jupiter (Venus being Karka of 
conveyance and good finances in ll1h from Jupiter gives gains of 
these and besides it is going to enter in Leo the royal sign). 

Appearance 
He has a lean body 
(Jupiter with Satum and Rahu in Virgo) 

Longevity 
He will live up to 63 or 72 
(63 means (12 x 5 + 3). Contact sign Aquarius whose lord Satum 
is in gm place with Rahu. This is a dangerous period and if he 
survives transit of Jupiter in Libra whose lord Venus in Cancer in 
inimical sign he may die at 72 when Jupiter transits Virgo, whose 
lord is Mercury) 

Chart No.31 
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Honors 
Native will receive kindly honors 
Mercury is in Cancer with Rahu in Leo and Mercury will enter his 
exaltation in Virgo after crossing Rahu. 

Profession 
He will be a village head man 
Ketu with Mars 

Wives- two 
Two wives 
Venus in dual sign Gemini indicates two wives 

Status- goes down 
His status will go down 
When Satum comes to Gemini 
There seems to be no patticular reason as Venus in friendly sign 
and Satum transit should be good. The only reason that could be is 
that of placement of its lord Mercury in inimical sign with no 
support. 

Longevity 
!fthe native outlives 69-70, he will see his 74th year. 
(12 x 5 + 9 = 69) So Jupiter contacts Mru·s in 61h round which is in 
inimical sign Aquru·ius along with Ketu . He may survive it. 74m 
yeru· means 71h round and transiting Taurus sign whose lord Venus 
in Gemini. As discussed above the lord of sign is in inimical sign 
with Rahu in next sing and ready to swallow it. No support to 
Mercury. Now in this round Jupiter in Aquru·ius sign of debilitation 
and Ketu, Mru·s in next sign with aspect of Mercury) . 

God's name 
The native is wedded to god:., name during the last lap of his l~fe 
which will be peaceful 
With Jupiter in 2"ct and Ketu in sm to Satum. 
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It is most interesting with Satum as Lagna and indicating katm a. 
If katma is service of god then Jupiter the planet of spiritualism in 
2"d and moksha Kru·ka or divine planet in 51h from Satum is right 
disposition. 

Chart No.32 

Father troubles 
Native:., father had troubles at the time of birth of boy 
Sun in debilitation with Satum 

Studies obstacles 
Obstacles for studies 
Mercury though placed in his sign Virgo, the placement of Sun 
and Satum in the second house had put obstacles for his studies. 

Job decent 
He will have a decent job 
Satum has Jupiter in the next house 

Renunciation 
A l~fe of renunciation 
Later Ketu's position in Capricorn indicates a life of renunciation. 
(Ketu's position in 41h from Satum indicates place of work and as 
Ketu is Kru·ka of renunciation and so Ketu in Capricom in (in 41h 

place from Satum indicates renunciation). 
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Ayurveda 
He will practice Ayurvedafor sometime thereafter 
With placement of Mars in Aquarius he will practice Ayurveda for 
some time, thereafter. 

Dealing in chemicals 
Indicates dealing in chemicals 
The contact with Moon later indicates dealing with chemicals 

House owning 
Shows house owning 
Saturn next meets Rahu and then Mercury in exaltation show 
owning a house 
(As Saturn meets Rahu and then Venus in Leo, the royal house 
with aspect of Mars indicating earning plenty of money and owing 
a house) 

Earning plenty of money 
Show owning a house and earning plenty of money from 44-45 
onwards 
(As Satum moves to meets Moon as indicated above and deals 
with chemicals. As it further progress and comes to arise (44-45) 
and there meets Rahu in Cancer and Venus in Leo with aspect of 
Mars and then exalted Mercury in Virgo, show owning a house 
and eaming plenty of money from 44-45 onwards) . 

Good period 
The good period continues upto the age of 60 
(Till Satum transits over Mars aspected by Venus in Aquarius) . 

Foreign journeys 
He may undertakeforeignjourneys 
(Ketu in Capricom and Moon in Pisces the watery sign. This transit 
of Satum may give foreign joumeys). 
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Married life- unhappy 
The married life of the native will not be happy 
Rahu-Ketu axis between Mars (in Aquarius) and Venus (in Leo) 
with Jupiter coming across Ketu. 
Mars planet representing husband and Venus wife separated by 
Rahu-Ketu axis with Jupiter, Karka of spiritualism coming across 
Ketu (divine) indicates more of spiritualism. 

Longevity 
74years 
Jupiter in Taurus lord in inimical sign aspected by Mars enemy. 
Transits over Ketu in 71h round. The analysis can be done as in 
earlier horoscopes. 

Chart No.33 

Employment 
Native employed in government holding a high post 
Profession planet Satum is in exaltation and has Sun and Mercury 
on either side. 

Knowledge 
He will gain religious knowledge and hold an important place 
earning name and fame 
Combination of exalted Saturn with Sun and mercury on either 
side followed by Jupiter in Scorpio 
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In fact, having Jupiter in 2"d house to Satum to give name and 
fame etc. - this is in the horoscope of one of the large Indian 
industrialist though the horoscope looks apparently mediocre. 

Religious minded and moksha 
The native will also be religious minded and enlighten himse(f to 
moksha 
With Ketu in Capricom. (In fact Jupiter in 2"d to Saturn and Ketu 
in 41h in Capricom give indication of religious minded and moksha). 

Patient and god loving 
He is always patient and is always god loving 
Jupiter and Mars have exchanged places. (Jupiter in Scorpio and 
mars in Pisces (godly sign)) 

Chart No.34 

Intellect and education 
A great intellect and will have good education 
Mercury, Sun are in Pisces 

Job 
Native holding high position in government 
Venus in Aquarius with Sun and mercury in the next house (This 
could be because Venus is Karka of money and 2"d is source of 
eaming. Sun in 2"d means from govemment Venus in friendly house 
means high places). 
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Profession change 
He may change his profession 
As Venus and Saturn have exchanged places 

Marriages 
He manies when Venus is in Aquarius 

Woman - another contact 
Will get contact with another family woman 
When Venus contact Rahu (Rahu is in Cancer and highly emotional 
besides Tamoguni. So when Venus contacts Rahu , another family 
woman comes in). Jupiter enjoys the action, propels the activity 
and so the time should be in all cases related to Jupiter signifying 
as explained in the initial chatts and then rotation of Venus as 
explained in the beginning. 

Fame in government level 
Will gain greatfame in government level 
Jupiter has Ketu in the next house to his own 
Profession lord Satum when transiting Aquarius occupied by Venus. 

Second contact- when? 
The second w~fe will be contacted at the age of 42-44 
(When Jupiter transits Rahu as Rahu was cause of contact with 
second woman as mentioned above is when Jupiter will transit 
over Leo aspected by Venus). There is a possibility of giving the 
second contact the status of wife due to Jupiter in Pisces. 

Professional rise 
He will be very rich and own houses 
When later Saturn transit Virgo and Sun aspects from Pisces. (Sun 
has been patty in rise and govemment job) 
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Riches and Owns house 
He will be rich and own houses. 
(Venus Karka of riches is going to enter its exaltation sign Pisces) 

Children 
He will have two children form one wife 
(Venus having Sun and Mercury in the next house). 

ChartNo.35 

Birth place 
Native is born near a temple 
Ketu in 2"d house to Jupiter 

Prosperity place 
He will shine in a place other than his native place 
As Jupiter is retrograde 

Educational breaks 
Shows educational breaks 
Mars conjunct Mercury 

Intelligence 
Even then he is an intelligent man 
(Mercury having Ketu in 7) 
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Elope with a woman 
He will elope with a woman 
Venus, Rahu conjunction with Mars indicates he will elope with a 
woman. 

Trouble 
This will lead him to trouble 
(Venus in inimical sign Cancer with enemy Mars and associated 
with Rahu) 

Enjoy with other woman 
He will enjoy with some woman other than his w~fe 
(Venus conjunct Rahu). 

Yoga 
Chandra Mouli Yoga 
Exalted Satum indicating profession is conjunct with Moon. 

Profession 
The native:., profession is one o.fbeing religious head and preceptor 
Jupiter in 3rct and Ketu in 41h to Satum. 

Struggle 
The native struggles up to 22 - 23 years of age 
The adjoining house to Saturn are vacant, the native will struggle 
up to his 22 - 23 years of age. 
(As Saturn has no planet in the adjoining house and so up to 2"d 
round no definite progress in employment, i.e. up to 30 years. As 
Saturn is unsupported so Jupiter transit on Satum in 1 st round i.e. 
22- 23 will not be good as unsupported planet needs more excitation 
and so probably a 2"d or 3rd round is beneficial and give results). 

Settle in a big town 
He will settle in a big town and receive government honours 
Sun 's aspect to Jupiter 
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Married 
He will be married 
Moon position with Satum indicate he will be married. 

Help - Female, Artist etc. 
He will help female folk, artist and widowed women a great deal. 
Mercury, Rahu, Venus and Mars in 101h to Satum indicate this. 

Sister Poor living 
His sister will have only poor living. 
Venus is in inimical sign with Rahu. 

Longevity 
Lives up to 76 - 78 
(Jupiter in 71h round contact Sun in Gemini an inimical sign and 
outside Rahu-Ketu axis which weakens Sun for non living things 
i. e. longevity. However besides lord of sign Mercury is weak in 
inimical sign Cancer with Rahu. Besides Jupiter is in orb of Rahu, 
so 71h round is not good for longevity. In this round transit in Gemini 
I.e. 76 -78 will be fatal). 

Chart No.36 

Broken Education 
The native will have broken education 
The planet Mars is there in adjoining house to Mercury position. 
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(Broken education or problems in education are indicated when 
either Mars is in adjoining house ahead to Mercury or rear to it) . 

Intelligent 
Native is intelligent and has regard for elder. 
The next house to Mercury is occupied by Jupiter and Ketu. 

Brothers and sisters 
Including him five brothers and sisters constitute the progeny to 
his parents. 
(Jupiter has four planets behind and one planet Moon behind. Thus 
including him (Jupiter) five brothers and sisters). 

Parents Godly 
Godly parents with great learning 
Sun in Sagittarius with Mercury indicates a Godly parent with great 
leaming. 

Parents- Name and Fame 
The parents have won name and fame through government. 
(Sun having Jupiter in next house with Ketu and Jupiter is dispositor 
of Sun). 

Parents- Charities for poor 
Both the parents have done poorfeeding and other charities. 
(Sun is having Jupiter and Ketu in the next adjoining house). 
Here transit of Satum has been well demonstrated. In fact Satum 
is lord ofkruma (work). He is neither good nor bad. The transit is 
enjoyed by the giver- Saturn transits indicate the changes. 

The results of transit ru·e given from the 2"d round of Satum. The 
conjunction ofMru·s and Satum indicate great troubles in the period 
when Satum transits a second round (i. e. after 38 yeru·s). The 
combination of Satum and Mru·s, both inimical and having tomogun 
ru·e indeed very bad. The transit of Satum over Satum and Moon 
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combination will naturally give lot of trouble in 2"d round which 
comes at 30 years, nearly. Transit of Saturn in Sagittarius with Sun 
and Mercury again inimical to each other cannot be good and so 
little comf01t and strained finances. Transit in Capricom over Jupiter 
and Ketu is good and this period will be good in all directions. 

(There is one impottant point to be noted i.e. when transit is over 
the planet or house, the surrounding planets do not contribute or 
influence but if transiting in the 7m place surrounding planets do 
influence. As in case Saturn was transiting over Sun and Mercury 
it was a local used affair of Sun and Mercury being inimical to 
each other. Later when Saturn will be transiting in Gemini 
opposition, Sun and Mercury could have jailed because of inimical 
influence of Mercury over Sun but Mars in the adjoining house 
being a great enemy of Mercury will not allow to act against Sun 
and so the native comes out unscathed). When Sa tum transits Aries 
and aspected by Moon in inimical sign and having Saturn and Mars 
in the next house cannot be good and there will be ill health etc. As 
Satum comes in Taurus and aspected by Satum and Mars, the native 
is committed to robbery (because of Tamoguni influence Mars 
action and Saturn Tamoguni and so robbery. Both are inimical and 
so bad results). This period of transit in Aries is 42 - 43 year and 
transit in Taurus comes at 44 - 45 years. Transit of Satum over 
Gemini would have been bad as both Sun and Mercury are inimical 
but Mars in adjoining house does not allow Saturn to influence 
and also acts as deterrent for Mercury. The native comes out 
unscathed by the help of his brother (Mars is Karka of brother and 
Mercury is in 2"d to Mars). Satum when transiting Cancer aspected 
by divine planet Jupiter, Ketu and so finances improve and enjoy 
good times. 

Improves his finances and he will enjoy good times 
When Satum transits Cancer, Jupiter aspect improves his finances 
and he will enjoy good times. 
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Previous Birth 
All the above troubles arise because of the effect of the previous 
birth when Jupiter was in Sagittarius and Moon in Libra moving 
to his debilitation. Satum and Mars in the 2"d house to Moon now 
indicate that in previous bi1th the native had taken away all wealth 
from his mother and gave much trouble to her and she cursed and 
died. By propitiating the Goddess at Madurai with religious 
sacrifices, feeding and giving presents to five kanyas (unmarried 
girls) will give him great relief from the present troubles. 

Present Life 
Employment 
Native will be employed in a factory of iron machinery. 
(Satum Karka of service conjoined with Mars (machinery) in sign 
Scorpio which also represent machinery). 

Good Times 
He will have good times from 5Qtlt year onward.<>. 
Jupiter will be transiting in 51h round in Taurus sign with aspect of 
Saturn and Mars which does not speak well. However at sam year 
Jupiter will be transiting over natal Jupiter and Ketu both devine 
and so good times onwards as transit over Venus will also be good 
and there are no planet. Sa tum will be transiting in Cancer sign 
which as discussed above will be good. 

Brothers 
One of his brothers will attain good fame. 
Mars signifying brother has Mercury and Jupiter in consecutive 
house. 

Medical Knowledge 
Native will be known for his medical knowledge and earn great 
deal. Venus in 2"d to Jupiter 
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Sisters and daughters- come to limelight 
His sisters and daughters will come to limelight. 
When Satum transits Leo as Venus and Moon will receive aspect 
of Satum. 
(Of course transit of Satum in Leo will be causing aspect of Saturn 
on Venus in Aquarius which is 7m aspect and gives prominence to 
daughter. But aspect on Moon in Libra the sign of exaltation means 
3ro aspect which brings sister in prominence thus 3ro aspect of Sa tum 
is also to be considered as 9m of Jupiter). 

Daughter 
His daughter will be very rich. Venus next to Jupiter 

Partner Health 
His partner will not be having full measure o.fhealth. She may be 
s~~ffering from piles and urinary troubles. 
(Venus is having Ketu behind itself) . 

Loss of Father 
Native may lose his father at the age of 47 - 49. 
(It may be transit of Saturn in Gemini or Jupiter on Venus as Sun 
while progressing meets bitterest enemy Venus). In fact if Sun 
progress and it comes to Pisces sign (36 - 48) no problems. As it 
comes to Aries ( 48 to 60) its sign of exaltation but its lord Mars in 
81h with Saturn enemy is fatal for Sun (father). Thus as Sun 
progresses in 51h round and contact debilitated Jupiter with Ketu 
bad for Sun. Thus equivalent would be transit of Jupiter on Venus). 
Note the rotation o.fSun ~{predictions o.f Father is wanted. 

Mother predeceases her husband 
(In relation to Sun, Venus is w~fe) 
This is very impottant aspect and Rahu has been made a tool. Rahu 
in Cancer represents Moon and so affliction to Moon as dispositor 
of Moon (Mother). Rahu has a retrograde motion and there being 
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no planet between Rahu and Venus, Rahu contact Venus first and 
then Sun. Thus mother dies first. 

Mother witnesses the passing away of daughter. 
Moon 's Karka of mother and Venus is in relation to daughter. As 
Venus meets Moon after meeting Rahu the mother witnesses the 
passing away of daughter (Venus) . In other words Venus meets 
Rahu first and then Rahu meets Moon. Thus Rahu with retrograde 
motion kills first Venus (daughter) and Moon (afterwards), so 
mother witnesses the death of daughter. 

Financial improvements 
From 54 - 55 year of age, the native will improve .financially a 
great deal and peiform marriage during that time. 
(Jupiter in 51h round will be transiting in Taurus and Venus in 10m 
is in friendly house good. In this round (48 to 60) Jupiter transit in 
royal sign Leo and aspects of Venus from Aquarius indicates 
improvement of financial position and petformance of marriage). 

Foreign journey 
About 58 - 59 he may go to foreign countries. 
While transiting in Scorpio above Satum (In fact Saturn when 
progresses meets Jupiter and Ketu which give foreign journey 
connected with profession. Even otherwise Satum is dispositor of 
Ketu in watery sign, so when Jupiter transits over Satum in Scorpio 
at 58 - 59 there is a foreign joumey). 

Losses 
He may have losses in his 6(Jh year, but there will be happiness. 
(In 60lh year the start of 61h round when the progressing Jupiter 
touches Gemini when it is aspected by its own lord Mercury and 
also Sun. However at 60 Jupiter will be transiting on natal Jupiter 
which is debilitated with Ketu. This will give losses, happiness 
and spiritual bend. 
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Propitious Time 
From 61 to 70 he has a very propitious time. He will enjoy peace 
of mind and have conveyances etc. 
From 61 transiting Jupiter crosses Venus which is good and no 
planets up to Libra where Moon is there. So from 61 to 70 a very 
propitious time and enjoys peace of mind and gets conveyances 
(transit on Venus). 

Native Longevity 
He will live up to 74 - 75 
It is 71h round when Jupiter contacts Rahu in Cancer with its lord 
Moon in inimical sign Libra. In 71h round transit in Pisces where 
its enemy is going to be exalted and its lord Jupiter is debilitated 
with Ketu. 

Chart No.37 

Brothers and sisters 
He has brothers and sisters 
Jupiter representing the life force and has planets in both, previous 
and next house 

Longevity of brother 
One of his brother lives a short age. 
In between Jupiter and Satum there is Mars. 
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Profit from brothers 
Native will have some profits from his brothers. 
Mars is lord of 4m and 11m from Jupiter. 
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(Here Jupiter is taken as Lagna and Mars as lord of 41h and 11m 
indicate profit from brother being Karka of brothers) . 

Power of argument 
Endows the native with great power of argument. The native knows 
the religious texts and becomes very learned 
Venus and Ketu with Jupiter endow the native with great power of 
argument. 

Father 
Father of the native passes away between the age of 12 to 18years. 
Sun is in inimical sign of Satum and surrounded by Mercury and 
Venus both enemies. Sun is very weak and as Jupiter contacts Sun 
in 2"d round from 13 it is not good and there are no planets after 
wards. 

Educational Careers (Transit of Mercury) 
Educational careers not smooth but ridden with obstacles. 
Mercury transits Saturn and Mars in the course of his transit. 

Wander aimlessly 
Between 18 to 29 years of age, the native will wander about 
aimlessly. 
(Jupiter meets Rahu at 18 and after that no planet till Satum and 
Mars) . 

Status 
He will be in a low position from 18 - 24 
Satum the Karka ofkruma is having Mru·s next to it. Mars is enemy 
of Satum. As Jupiter contacts Rahu and no planets upto Saturn and 
Mru·s. 
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Settle 
He will settle down in between 24 to 26 
Jupiter in 2"d round could not do much having Sun but afflicted. In 
3rd round contact Moon and debilitated Mercury and so a better 
round. In this round transit in Pisces from 24 to 26 will give 
settlement when Jupiter transits its natal position. 

Marriage 
He will get married in between 26 to 28 
When the Jupiter transits on Ketu 
(When Jupiter will transits Pisces the sign of exaltation of Venus 
and contacts Moon). 

Partner 
Partner will be a religious lady and beautiful 
Venus located with Jupiter and Ketu 

Partner abortions 
She willface abortions 
Venus is in conjunction with Ketu, and inimical Jupiter in debility. 
Both Saturn and Venus are weak in this chatt and so also is Moon 
who just emerges from Sun's conjunction. (Probably it indicates 
below average chrut as Kru·ka of krum a is weak and so comforts 
and money (Venus) and mind (Moon) afflicted. 

Children 
Native will have 3 boys 
Sun, Jupiter and Mru·s (they ru·e all neru· to Venus the giver of 
children). 

Longevity of Children 
They may not live long 
Sun, Jupiter and Mars ru·e all sunounded by inimical planet or 
located in inimical signs. 
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His daughter will not survive 
(Venus and Moon not well placed) 
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In his 54 - 551h age, his son will attain a good position and have 
advancement in l~fe 
Jupiter in his sm round will aspect natal Jupiter. 

Retirement 
The native will retire in between 56 - 57 
(Jupiter is transiting in Virgo with aspect from Moon and debilitated 
Mercury and both inimical to each other. It is 51h round of Jupiter 
and contact with Taurus where aspected by Satum from Mars sign. 
Saturn is a Karka of service and located in inimical sign). 

Sickness 
He will suffer from piles and wind troubles 
(Venus conjoined with Ketu) 

Children 
By his 601h year all his children will be settled in life. 

Visit to holy places 
In between his 59 - 60 year he will visit holy places and go around 
on pilgrimage 

Not good for wife 
His 63rd year is not goodfor wife 

House 
He will come into possession of a house through a son at the age 
of64 - 65 
Jupiter transiting is in Gemini and having an aspect of Mars Karka 
of house and representing the son (Sun, Jupiter and Mars). 

Last Days 
He will spend his last days in God thought and live up to a good 
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old age of 78 years 
(It means 71h round in Cancer sign in the house owned by Moon. 
Here Rahu is located. In this round the lord Moon is placed with 
enemy Mercury. In this round when Jupiter transits at Cancer he 
will end his life) . 

A combination to remember 
Sanyasa - Moon in 2nd and Ketu in 3rdfrom Saturn is indicator of 
sanyasa 

ChartNo.38 

Native- Government job 
Native will have a government job- high one 
Satum in Libra, next Ketu in Sagittarius aspected by Sun in Gemini, 
and Jupiter in Aquarius. 
(Saturn Karka of service exalted in Libra meets Ketu aspected by 
Sun (govemment) and meets Jupiter in Aquarius). 

Financial Gains 
Financial gains through land 
Next Mars in Pisces, this show financial gain through lands (Mars) 
Karka ofland in 2"d to Jupiter. 

Marriage among his own relatives 
He will be married among his own relatives 
Since Venus is in his own house. 
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Mother had trouble when native is young 
Native's mother had trouble when he was young 
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Jupiter retrograde aspecting Capricorn shows this result. 
(Retrograde Jupiter aspecting Capricorn will give the result of 
debilitation and aspecting Cancer the 4m sign of zodiac) . 

Native difficulty 
He himse(f had to overcome a great difficulty, with the help of 
relatives 
Jupiter retrograde aspecting Capricorn (Jupiter representing soul 
becomes debilitated by going to Capricom indicates troubles in 
young age). 
(Thus Jupiter aspecting Capricom indicates lot of difficulty, but 
he will overcome them with the help of a relative as Mercury will 
be in the 71h to it) . 

Father possession of a house 
Father to have come into possession of a house and father will 
overcome his troubles too. 
As Capricom is aspected by Mercury who is posited next to Sun's 
position. 
(Jupiter due to retrogression is in Capricom and having direct aspect 
of Mercury from Cancer. Thus Mercury is aspected by Jupiter 
placed before Pisces having Mars. So it indicates a house as 
Mercury is 2"d to Sun Karka of father. Mercury is inimical to Sun, 
so capable of causing troubles but because of aspect of Jupiter he 
overcomes them as well). 

Elder brothers - none 
The native had no elder brothers as so the eldest born 
As there are no planets behind Jupiter except Ketu 

Father Marriage 
The father would have been forced to marry a girl whom he did 
not approve 
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It was a forced marriage as Sun is conjunct Rahu 
(Sun the Karka of father is having Venus representing a wife in the 
rear. Rahu is very friendly to Venus and Sun is inimical both to 
Rahu and Venus. Sun does not want Venus to join but Rahu being 
friendly with Venus (Venus is Guru of Rahu) suppresses Sun and 
allows Venus to join and so a forced maniage which he did not 
like. 

Brothers and Sisters 
Native has brothers and sisters 
Jupiter is having planets ahead of it. 

Father- troubles 
Native:., father had a lot of troubles while young caused by his . 
cousms. 
(Sun is having enemy Mercury in 2"d house and Mercury represents 
cousins) . 

Parents- Great love for God 
The parent was one who had love for God and was learned in 
Vedas and Puranas (ancient religious ore). 
(Sun placed in Gemini and aspected by Jupiter and also having 
aspect of divine planet Ketu placed in divine sign Sagittarius). 

Native amassed wealth 
Native amassed wealth when his sisters were in great troubles 
Mars in Pisces transits its own place Aries, which is exaltation 
point for Sun. As the next house is occupied by the planet Venus, 
the native amassed wealth when his sisters were in great trouble. 
(Mars in Pisces the sign of Jupiter and placed next to Jupiter 
indicates that Mars is source of money. How Mars behave and 
give money? Mars as it transits its sign Aries indicates a lot of 
money as it is an exaltation sign of Sun and Sun also indicates 
money as it is great royal and king. The next house is transiting 
where Venus is placed and Mars would be joining Venus, but Mars 
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is inimical to Venus so Mars causes great troubles to Venus, so the 
result). 

Native temperament 
Makes the native dogged in nature and one who comes in tense 
situation for making money 
Mars position in 2"d to Jupiter (Mars is in 2"d becomes the source 
of money and gives dogged nature. Mars is Karka of tension, 
quan els etc. Thus the position of Mars in the 2"d indicates tense 
situations for sake of money). 

Amass wealth opportunity 
He will avail the opportunity to amass the wealth 
While Rahu come to gobble up Venus, Mars helps him and avails 
this oppott unity to amass wealth. 

Above it is said that native amassed wealth when his sisters were 
in great troubles and this has been explained here well. As Rahu 
comes to gobble up Venus and creating troubles to sisters, Mars 
progresses fUither and comes to Aries which is exaltation sign of 
Sun with Venus in 2"d, thus Mars helped native to amass wealth 
when sister were in troubles). 

Native - possession of old house 
In his 40 - 41 year of age, the native comes in possession of an old 
house 
It is said that in during fu ture round Jupiter transits Mercury he 
comes into possession of an old house. Obviously when in 4m round 
Mercury is transited by Jupiter it is 41 years of age, but how 
Mercury has given a house. In first instance as mentioned above 
as Capricorn is aspected by Mercury who is posited next to Sun's 
position indicate the father to have come into possession of a house. 
So this house is owned by father being 2"d to Sun. Mercury 
aspecting Jupiter in Capricorn and Jupiter is dispositor of Mars. 
Since this house belonged to father so it is old. 
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"Thus native comes into possession of an old house when during 
fourth round Jupiter transit Mercury." (This is a very important 
statement. Mercury is aspecting Capricorn where Jupiter as 
dispositor of Mars is there . Rahu presence with Mercury was 
obstruction in getting a house but Rahu has just passed out of 
Mercury and so with the removal of obstruction, the house is 
obtained. Besides association of Rahu give an old house). 

Native wife will pass away 
Mercury is in Cancer and its lord is in Aquarius so transit on this 
will not be good. Jupiter progresses and meets Mercury in 61h house. 
This time this could be 65 - 66 years. Moon is lord 152 of Mercury 
sign and a female planet in 81h becomes the cause. Thus wife may 
meet her end in 65-66 years of the native age. 

During the 51h round before Jupiter leaves Cancer the native's wife 
will pass away. (This comes to be 53 years) . 

Retirement from service 
When Jupiter transit Sagittarius he retires from service 
(When Jupiter transit Sagittarius then Sun and Rahu both inimical 
planets aspect and Rahu is stronger Mercury being in its sign of 
exaltation so his could have given retirement from service or 
govemment because of Sun.). Mercury aspected by Satum Karka 
of service or Mercury is dispositor of Sun. In this 6lh round 
retirement from service is indicated when Jupiter transits Sagittarius 
i.e. 70 years of age. 

And suffer from cough, cold and piles 
Why the native would suffer from cough? 
In the previous bi1th the native gave blow to a calf which had 
come to graze his fields and as a result it died. Hence the native 
will suffer from a suffocating cough as the calf suffered. This could 
be recovered by feeding Brahmins and giving away a cow in charity 
and visiting Gokam a, a religious place. But all will not defiantly 
appeal to the native. 
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Longevity 
The longevity as discussed indicates longevity to be 68-70 age. 
This means 6lh round when Jupiter transit Sagittarius. In 61h round 
he may retire i.e. 68-70 years. Now regarding longevity the native 
should in my opinion must complete 6lh round as the dispositor of 
Mercury Moon has conjoined with Jupiter. Jupiter is lord of 9m 
and Moon lord of 4m and so the question of dying does not arise. 
Besides Jupiter the propellant of soul won't allow him to die. Only 
in 71h round i.e. 12 x 7 = 84 or from 72 to 84 he may die when 
Jupiter transit Mercury or Cancer i.e. at 77 years (Kattik Shukra 
Navmi Guruvru·) 

Why in 7'h round. In 71h round Jupiter will be touching sign Leo 
whose lord Sun is in inimical sign with Rahu and surrounded by 
bitterest enemy Venus and Mercury. Sun of course is aspected by 
Mru·s (a malefic). As Venus joins Sun lord of 51h and Rahu is there 
Sun becomes very weak. The Atma leaves the worldly structure. 
Jupiter when in 71h round comes to Mercury or Cancer sign the 
native dies i.e . at 77 yeru·s. Now this round is very bad and death 
should happen. I think Venus is being gobbled by Rahu and Mru·s 
another enemy, so Venus is trapped between 2 devils Mru·s and 
Rahu. 

So transit of Jupiter in 71h round on Venus i.e. Taurus may kill wife 
i.e. 75 yeru·s of age. Wife may die at 75 yeru·s of age. 

This incident of the previous bi1th could be read from the horoscope. 
Jupiter retrogression to Capricorn which is exaltation point for Mru·s 
shows the native was born as a kahastriya in previous birth being 
in Aquru·ius Jupiter aspect to Capricorn signifies the calf. Mru·s in 
Pisces indicates homs and Ketu in Sagittru·ius shows tail. Mercury 
aspect to Capricorn indicates the green fields. Jupiter placement 
between Mru·s and Satum indicates the dilemma for this man when 
he acted rashly and killed the calf. 
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Learned 
Learned man 

ChartNo.39 

Jupiter conjunction Mercury 

Brothers and sisters 
He will have brothers and sisters 
(Jupiter is having planets in rear and ahead.) 

Partner devoted and capable woman 
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Partner to be devotional and very capable woman 
Placement of Jupiter and Sun next to Venus 

Difficulties 
Native would have faced difficulties in life at start 
Satum's conjunction with Ketu 

Post 
A very high post in a concern dealing in wines and drinks 
As Mars in Capricom has exchanged places with Satum the position 
of Venus in 2"d house. 

(Exchange of exalted Mars with Saturn Karka of service indicates 
a very high post. Now Satum's subtle placement in Capricom with 
Venus in 2"d indicates source of income wines and drinks.) 
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Married 
He will be married in between 20 to 24 
(It appears that Venus opposing Satum in Leo or transit of Jupiter 
on Satum dispositor of Venus i.e. 20 years and till transit of Venus 
in the exaltation sign of Venus i.e. Pisces). 

Job 
Gets a good job in 30 
(Satum transiting over natal Satum as Saturn because of exchange 
with exalted Mars give a high post) or (Jupiter transit in Leo and 
aspect of Jupiter and Sun) 

Promotions 
Hence promotion in 31-32 
(Jupiter transiting sign of Venus Libra as Venus is responsible for 
job or exaltation sign of Satum.) 

Afraid of servants 
Native is afraid of servants 
Native is afraid of servants as Jupiter transit Rahu. Being placed in 
its own house Jupiter also produces necessary removal of fear. 

Own a house 
He will own house between 45 and 48 
(As Jupiter transits from Scorpio sign owned by Mars and transit 
over Mars and contact with Jupiter.) 

Marriages etc. performance 
Perform marriage etc. at 54 
(Jupiter is transiting in Leo in 51h round and aspected by Venus.) 

Visit to holy places 
Visit to holy places and even his brother place 
Jupiter in Pisces 
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Wind troubles and nervous weakness 
Indicates wind troubles and nervous weakness 
The placement of Rahu next to Jupiter. 

ChartNo.40 

Intellect 
A great intellect 
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The placement of Mercury Venus in Libra indicates a great intellect. 

Name and fame in Career 
He will earn name and fame in his career and rise high 
Retrograde Satum aspecting Mercury denote this 

Job 
This denotes a job in government in a position of importance. The 
job will be in an educational institution 
Satum transits Jupiter at first in Aries (Jupiter in Aries has been 
considered as very good). Job will ben an educational institution 
as Jupiter receives the aspect of Mercury. 

No eminence 
Till about 26-27 there is no eminence as Satum in conjunction 
with Ketu. 
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Promotion 
The native will get promoted and have reverses. 
Saturn transiting Virgo where Sun is placed. 
In this mostly the transit of Satum is there. 
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Sun in Virgo when transited by Satum may give promotion along 
with reverses. 
Then Saturn transits Jupiter in 2"d round and there may be 
defamation. 
When Satum is transiting Virgo and Libra he will be reinstated 
and rise high. This period is about 54 

Law knowledge 
Conj unction of Mercury Venus and Saturn, Ketu indicates 
knowledge of law. 
(Mercury is for knowledge and Venus represents law. Next Saturn 
and Ketu indicate combination also influence. Satum is retrograde. 
The combination becomes Mercury, Venus, Satum and Ketu . Satum 
is exalted and Ketu results in divine knowledge. Thus all are in 
consonance indicating knowledge of law. 

Good times 
Times are good up to 61 -62 
(The Saturn transits Saturn and no planets after it and so good up 
to 61-62) 

Trouble 
Again 62-63 will be trouble for some period 
(Transit of Jupiter on Mars in Gemini in the 61h round.) 

Good times 
After 65 upto 75 the period will be good 
(Jupiter transit in Virgo, Libra, Scorpio and no planet after that till 
Pisces, and so up to 72 years. Again Taurus is good so 73-74 years 
are good.) 
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Law knowledge 
Indicates law knowledge 
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Conjunction Mercury, Venus and Saturn Ketu indicate knowledge 
of law. 
Results of Rahu placement next to Jupiter. In fact the disciple 
wanted to know what result of Rahu 's placement next to Jupiter 
would indicate. 

The master says the parent (father) of the native (Sun) is in Virgo 
a friendly sign placed and Mercury conjunct Venus indicates the 
father before had marital relations with the such·a woman. (Venus 
next to Sun indicates a woman). It is also that Venus is dispositor 
of Rahu and so a Sudra woman. It could be understood that father 
could have relations with a Sudra woman, but premarital why? 
Probably Jupiter indicates the eldest Sun with no planets behind 
and retrograde Rahu contacting Jupiter and giving the result before 
the bi1th of native. However this needs more study and research. 

(The above reason can be replaced as follows. It is to be seen that 
whatever relationship Venus has with Rahu it indicates premarital 
relationships. Here Rahu is next to Jupiter, since Rahu aspects 
Jupiter and the Jupiter with effect ofRahu aspect Venus therefore 
there is influence of Rahu on Venus, and so there is influence on 
Venus sitting next to Sun (father). Pre-marital relation of father, as 
Venus is also dispositor of Rahu hence a Sudra woman). 

Chart No.41 
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Father's profession 
Parent was dealer in costly dresses etc. 
Sun is placed in Virgo with Venus and mercury in the next house. 
(Sun in Virgo business, Mercury dress and Venus costly.) 

Native great intellect 
Endows native great intellect 
The conjunction of Venus and Mercury endows great intellect. 

Educational career impediments 
Impediments in educational career 
In the next house to Mercury Satum and Ketu placements show 
impediments in educational career 
(Mercury having Saturn and Ketu in the next house). 

Employment 
He will be employed in 24 years 
(Jupiter transiting natal Jupiter with aspect ofVenus and Mercury.) 

And rise high at 30 
(Jupiter transiting on natal Venus and Mercury with aspect of 
Jupiter). 

Tradesman capacity 
Endows native with tradesman capacity 
Saturn in next house to Venus and mercury with Jupiter in Aries 
aspected by Venus and Mercury in Libra. 

Business - printing etc. 
He will later on take printing machinery and do business and earn 
considerably 
With Mars in Gemini, he will later on take printing. Machinery 
and do business and eam considerably 
(Mars is Karka for printing and machinery and Gemini for 
business). 
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Children profession 
One son will occupy a judge place and another will follow the 
father:., profession 
The one represent by Satum and having conjunction of Ketu with 
mercury and Venus in rear with aspect of Jupiter will be a Judge. 
The one represented by Mercury and having Sun in the rear or 
Mercury becoming dispositor of Sun will follow father's 
occupation. 

Perform marriages, houses etc. 
Between 51 -54 he will perform marriages etc. and possession of 
house. 
Jupiter transit over Mars gives house and transit over Sun, Venus 
and Mercury indicate petformance of marriages more so by transit 
over Venus. 

Troubles from enemies 
Naive will have troubles from enemies 
Jupiter transit Virgo then native will have troubles from his enemies. 
(Virgo is natural sign of zodiacs representing enemies.) 

Good days 
From 59 to 63 he will have good days 
Jupiter transit in Pisces with aspect of Sun, and Jupiter and transit 
over Mars with no planets in Cancer and Leo indicate good days 
from 59 to 63 years. 
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ChartNo.42 

Knowledge of the eternal 
Native will get knowledge of the eternal 
Saturn in Scorpio with Ketu 

Government job 
Government job 
Sun in ll1h to Satum 
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(Sun in house of gains to Saturn means gains from govemment). 

Job - nature of 
Accounting of conveyances and earning therefrom. 
Jupiter Rahu and Mars in consecutive house shows accounting of 
conveyances and earning therefrom. Mars a Karka of conveyances 
in Gemini shows accounting and presence of Jupiter in Aries also 
shows conveyances. Rahu means some things smoky, thus the 
result. 

Elder brother - none 
He has no elder brother as these are no planets behind Jupiter 

Brothers and sisters 
He will have 5-6 brothers and sisters younger to him 
Next to Jupiter is Moon (sister) Mars (brother) Sun (Brother) 
Mercury (brother) Venus (sister) and Sa tum (another brother). Thus 
5-6 brothers and sisters. 
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2 daughters and a boy as his children 
Venus in relation to Mercury acting as wife and next to Venus is 
Satum so a boy and Ketu aspected by Moon notmally give 2 or 
three daughter and so 2 daughters. This is more appropriate 

Brother and sister details 
One of the brothers will be dogged type, have medium education 
and have no help to him 
(Mars having behind Rahu behind and dispositor of Saturn. 
Mercury and Mars related being in the same sign so medium 
education. No planet in 71h to Mars so no help) 

2nd brother will have mental aberration 
The 2"d brother represented by Mercury has Saturn and Ketu next 
to him. This brother will have mental aberration. 

His wife will be dullard with poor memory 
Venus and Mercury conjunction shows his wife will be a dullard 
with poor memory and as Ketu is placed in 2nd house. (Venus 
represents wife as conjoined with Mercury and dullard poor 
memory as Ketu is placed in 2"d with aspect of Moon.) 

House owning 
At 41 -42 he will come to own a house but will not live in it 
(At 42 Jupiter transit over Venus and Mercury is dispositor of Mars, 
so he may own a house. But he will not live in it as at the time of 
transit Jupiter (self) is aspecting Venus and Mercury and being 
inimical to both does not enjoy the fruits.) 

House selling 
He will sell the house at the age of 54-55. 
(After 12 years of acquisition i.e . at 54-55 he sells away the house 
as Jupiter will be transiting over Venus (Karka of money) and 
Mercury dispositor of Mars (house) 
Jupiter will be aspecting both the enemies Venus and mercury and 
so sell away and gains money.) 
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Inheritance by 2 daughters 
2 daughters will inherit the amount 
(Venus represents one daughter and Venus as dispositor of Moon 
represents another daughter. Thus Venus represents 2 daughters. 
Mercury represents Mars and so division and distribution due to 
effect of Mercury. Besides Venus is inimical to Mars. Thus the 
Venus (money) is shared by 2 daughters) 

Religious ceremonies 
He will have religious ceremonies perfotmed at age of 55-60 
(Jupiter transit in Scorpio having Saturn and Ketu with aspect of 
Moon, indicates religious ceremony. As there are no planets after 
Scorpio till Jupiter so religious ceremonies between 55-60.) 

Detached from house 
He will become detached from house at 60 
(As Jupiter transit natal Jupiter and having aspect of Venus and 
Mercury both inimical to Jupiter and detrimental of propellant of 
soul i.e. self.) 

Longevity 
And live up to 70 
It means 61h round of Jupiter i.e. Jupiter contacting Virgo and Sun 
located there. Now let us examine Mercury lord of Virgo placed 
with friend Venus. Mercury is dispositor of worst enemy Mars and 
aspected by Jupiter another enemy. Mercury is not happy as he left 
its exaltation sign Virgo. Venus is not able to sustain who is also 
weak because of Sun before it and mercury. Besides Mercury is 
also dispositor of Sun. Thus with so many odds, 6lh round is fatal. 
In this round there is transit in Aquarius where there is no planet. 
Its lord Satum is in inimical sign with aspect of enemy Sun. The 
lord of sign where Satum is there in 81h in inimical sign. Thus 
Saturn has become very weak and so Aquarius also. Thus he dies 
at 70. In Scorpio at the age of 67 when Mars in the gm it could have 
been fatal too. 
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ChartNo.43 

Born in one place and livelihood to another place 
The native will be born in one place and migrate to another place 
and make his livelihood there. 
(Probably Jupiter is retrograde and so this result.) 

Business 
He will deal in diamond and old jewellery 
(Saturn having Venus in 2"d house with aspect of Mars an enemy 
from Gemini sign.) 

Troubles to mother and brother 
During his childhood when 2-3 years old, he would have brought 
troubles to his mother and brother 
(Jupiter transit on Moon with Rahu indicates trouble to mother at 
2 years. In 3ro year contact with Mars and Satum in opposition 
means trouble to brothers) 

Native nature 
He is trustworthy person and has a brother and a sister 
(Jupiter having Moon in next house indicates that he is trust wotthy 
and Jupiter having Moon in next also means a sister and Mercury 
in 7m means brother. Besides Jupiter being in the sign Aries also 
indicates that he is honest.) 
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Education 
He will have only medium education 
(Mercury having Saturn in the next house.) 

Impediments in study further 
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He will have impediments at 17-18 to study further (Jupiter 
transiting over Mercury at the age of 18 years.) 

Reversal 
He will have reversal between19-21 and live for some time under 
another person:., care. 
(Jupiter transit Scorpio having Saturn and Sun both inimical and 
so reversal. Even aspect of Moon adds to the problem. As Jupiter 
transit Venus with aspect of Mars (another person) means under 
another person's care) 
Marriage 
Gets married at 25 
(Jupiter transiting over exalted Moon in sign of Taurus owned by 
Venus.) 

Married life unhappy 
He will not be happy in married life as w~fe is sickly 
(Venus in Sagittarius an inimical sign and aspected by enemy Mars.) 

Religious ceremonies 
At 53-54 he will perform religious ceremonies and own a house 
(Jupiter transiting Mercury dispositor Mars and aspected by natal 
Jupiter.) 

Sufferings 
He will suffer from piles and paralysis at 70-71 when life ends. 
Please apply the principle to decipher life span and conclude. 
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ChartNo.44 

Profession 
He will take up a mercantile profession and earn well 
Satum conjunction Mercury with Venus in the next house. 

Good days 
Good days begin with 20-21 age 
(Jupiter transit in Sagittarius with Satum and Mercury and Sun 
and aspect of Mars.) 

Born in an old house 
As Jupiter has Rahu next to him. 

Parent trouble 
3 years before the birth parents had plenty of trouble 
(Sun must be in Libra an inimical sign with aspect of Ketu which 
is retrograde.) 

Good days 
Good days start from 27 
(Jupiter transiting Cancer with aspect of Venus.) 
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Chart No.45 

Beginning 
At the beginning the native will have an ordinary life 
(Saturn having Mars in 7th) 

New concern 
From his 5Qtlt year he will start new concern 
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(This will be 5th round and Jupiter will be in Leo whose lord Sun 
is well placed. Thus in 50 Jupiter will be transiting over Mars Karka 
of concern and aspected by Saturn Karka of krum a Mru·s is placed 
n Gemini. ) 

Earn well 
And between 51 and 54 he will earn well and own a house and 
have great improvement up to 581h years. 
(As these ru·e no planets after Gemini and till comes to Libra. Jupiter 
will be aspected by exalted Sun, Jupiter and others. Transits in 
Libra means 54). 

Dealing in machinery 
He will be dealing in machinery 
(Saturn having Mat-s in the 7m house.) 
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Brothers 
No brothers 
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ChartNo.46 

Satum in Scorpio with no one placed in the adjoining houses. 

Education 
Medium 
(Mercury has Mars ahead of it.) 

None to help him 
He has none to help him. 
(No planet in 71h house to Jupiter) 

Spends the earning 
He spends away what he earn 
Venus is in Aries which is debilitation point for Saturn hence he 
spends what he eams. 
(Satum is Karka for service and Venus represents eaming as a result 
of service. As Venus is in point of debilitation of Saturn so spends 
what he earns. 

Issues 
He will have girl 
As Venus conjunct Rahu 
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ChartNo.47 

Education Medium 
Native will have medium education 
(Mercury having Mars in the next house) 

Serve under someone 
At 24 he will start service under some one 
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(Jupiter transiting natal Jupiter in inimical sign and dispositor of 
Saturn which is gm from it. In fact Jupiter being dispositor of Sa tum 
and 61h from Satum indicate service under someone when Jupiter 
is transited by Jupiter at 24) 

Married 
Will be married at 25. 
(Jupiter transiting Venus) 

Rise High 
He will rise high at 25 
(Jupiter transiting over Venus with aspect of Satum a great friend 
ofSatum) 

Better 
He will get better between 36 and 45 year of age. 

Disappointments 
Disappointment will be in lots. 
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Venus has Sun next to him and Mars in the next house. 

Wife 
His wife is dogged type. (Venus is having Satum in the 71h house) 

ChartNo.48 

Happiness from Father Non-existent. 
Native will not see his father for a long time 
Saturn and Venus have combined with Sun and Mars. Mars is 
inimical to Satum and Venus. 

Brothers 
Will have no brothers 
Here two things are indicated (i) Father (ii) Brother 
Satum and Venus are friends and inimical to Sun and so the native 
does not see father for a long time. 
Satum and Venus are friends and Mars in inimical to both and so 
no brother as Mars is Karka for brother, 

Sisters denied 
Denies him sisters. 
The combination of Sun and Venus denies him sister also. 

Eldest and only son 
He is the eldest born and will be the only son to the parents. 
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There is also Rahu behind guru (Jupiter) and hence this result. 

Abortions to mother 
The mother of the native will have abortions and may be able to 
give birth to a girl who does not live long. 
Here Moon is in debility. Rahu is in inimical Aries owned by Mars. 
Jupiter is therefore unable to render any help to Moon. As Jupiter 
and Venus have exchanged places, Venus influences the 71h house 
to Moon, and so the mother of the native will have abott ions, may 
also give bitth to a baby girl who does not live long 

Question : if on account of the Moon being aspected by Jupiter and 
having Venus in front and Ketu in the back house the native mother 
predeceased the father. 

The answer has not been clear. It appears that Moon being in debility 
and surrounded by Ketu and Venus should have been enough cause 
for the native mother predeceasing the father. However she could 
have been saved because of Jupiter aspect. But probably the answer 
is in the negative that native's mother predeceased the father 
because Jupiter is not helpful to Moon due to presence of Rahu in 
an enemy sign Aries owned by Mars. 

Abortions 
The 7m house to placement of Moon indicates pregnancy and 
placement of an enemy in that position indicates abott ions. 

Sun and Venus weak 
Sun's position amidst enemies and Venus conjunct Mars his enemy 
has made both Sun and Venus weak. 

Good Results - Why not. 
It is wondered why Venus in 2nd and Jupiter in ?hfrom Moon did 
not offer good results. 
The answer is that likely position of Jupiter on one side of the 
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Rahu-Ketu axis with all the other planets on the other side has 
made the native to wander about and have impediments in 
education. He will go to foreign country. In the present context 
going abroad is positive. 

Wander about and impediments in education 
Jupiter outside the Rahu-Ketu axis has made the native to wander 
about and have impediments in education. He will go to a foreign 
country. 

Mother- have money from sons in foreign country 
The mother will have money by the good position of sons in the 
foreign countries. 
(The 2"d position to Moon also indicates source of money. Here 
Mars and Sun are placed in friendly sign and these planets being 
in 2"d to Moon represent issue of mother. Thus sons will be in 
good position and give money to mother. Venus is dispositor of 
Ketu and so influence of Ketu is also indicating foreign country, 
and so the result. This is only on the consideration of good and 
friendly position of Sun and Mars next to Moon). 

Money Loss to Mother 
The mother:., money will be lost to others. 
The grouping of Satum, Mars and Venus next to Moon shows that 
mother 's money will be lost to others. 
(See mother 's interpretation. Venus is a Karka of money to mother 
being in 2"d. Above Venus was money eamed by sons and went to 
mother. Now above sons occupied good position because of 
placement of planets in friendly sign and also friendly. Here 
between planets indicates loss of money of mother). 

Father will have troubles 
That will be on account of the boy when father will have many 
troubles 
The retrograde Rahu takes 6- 7 years to reach Sun's position in 
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Sagittarius. 
(Rahu takes mostly 1 year 3 months to cover one sign in retrograde 
direction and so within 6-7 years reaches and contact Sun (father) 
in Sagittarius). 

Father's Profession 
The father to be a manuscript writer. 
Sun's conjunction with Mercury 

Educational career 
Native education continues up to 11 
As Jupiter transit Rahu , Rahu becomes the cause of break of 
education being next to Mercury and no planet in between them. 
In fact Mercury has been progressed and when meeting Rahu 
discontinuity of education is seen. 

Discontinue his education 
At 11 the native discontinue his studies. 
When Jupiter transit Rahu. (As Mercury progresses to meet Rahu 
which becomes the cause of discontinuance of education and so 
when Jupiter transit Rahu it gives the result of its action i.e. 
discontinue of education). 

Education continues 
Education continues in Jupiter second round from Taurus to 
Sagittarius 
(Mercury as it progresses beyond Rahu and meets Jupiter then 
education continues and since there is no planet upto Ketu it 
continues and thereafter Moon is favourable till Jupiter transit over 
Jupiter in 2"d round till it comes to natal Moon the education 
continues crossing sign from Taurus to Sagittarius). 

Education obstruction 
Transit of Jupiter in Capricorn will give obstruction in education. 
(In Capricom mixed planets both friendly and inimical planet to 
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Mercury are placed and so obstructions. Thus in this place transit 
of Jupiter shows obstruction to education). 

Education continue 
When Jupiter transits and meets Mercury in Capricorn and 
thereafter as there are no planets education continues till Jupiter 
reaches Rahu. 
(Thus as Mercury progresses from Jupiter in Taurus till it contacts 
Moon and upto Sagittarius continuation of education is shown. 
Then in Sagittarius mixed planets indicates obstructions and again 
contact with Mercury and further having no planet till position of 
Rahu continuance of education is shown. These places when 
transited by Jupiter give similar results). 

Ill fame and loss of finance 
The native will suffer from ill fame and loss offinance. 
When Jupiter during its transits contacts Rahu it gives these results 
presumably because of its position ahead of Venus and Sun. 

Government Job 
When Jupiter reaches Gemini it gives him government job. 
When Jupiter reaches Gemini, the aspect of Sun and Saturn gives 
him govemment job. 
(Here Sun and Satum acted as Karka of govemment and job and 
effect being inimical is not there. It probably may give results in 
other ways). 

Place change 
At 31 he will have change of place 
When at 31, Jupiter transit Scorpio (place of Moon) he will have a 
change of place. 
(Scorpio is a watery sign and Moon Karka for change and so this 
result. Here counting Jupiter place 24, it should be 30, but taken as 
31 and so it could be either i.e. 30 - 31). 
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Marriage 
After Jupiter crosses Ketu the native will get married 
(After Jupiter crosses Ketu and meets Moon then Venus he may 
get married specially contacts with Venus may give marriage). 

He will have loss of mother and perform her ceremonies. 
He will have loss of his mother at 62 - 63 i.e. in 61h round of 
Jupiter when it contacts Ketu, that does not satisfy. 

Progresses Moon and in 6lh round it meets Rahu, so death in 60 -
72. Now in its progression when Moon comes to Capricorn and 
meets Mercury whose sign lord is Satum in l21h, so death at this 
point is possible of mother to whom Mercury is inimical. This 
comes to 62 - 63 and now when this con vetted to transit of Jupiter 
it comes 6lh round and Mercury has been the cause of death so 
when 6lh round of Jupiter comes to Cancer and aspected by Mercury, 
loss of mother is indicated. 

TRANSIT OF JUPITER 

Promotion and change of place 
When Jupiter transits his own place he will have promotion and 
transfer to another place at 36 years of age. 
When Jupiter transits his own place he may have promotion and 
transfer to another place (Moon 's aspect to Jupiter). 
(Thus contact of Jupiter to his own place after end of 2"d round 
gives 36 year and so as explained above it gave). 

Promotion 
He will have promotion at 48. 
(Transit of Jupiter in 41h round at its own place) . 

Improved Finances 
At 54 - 55 he will have improved finances. 
When Jupiter transit Scorpio at 54 - 55 he will have improved 
finances. 
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(Moon is leaving Venus in 2"d house and so Moon becomes his 
cause of increased finances). 

House and family pleasure 
Offers him house andfamily pleasure 
Jupiter contact with Mars and Venus offers him house (because of 
Mars) and family pleasure (Venus Karka of family pleasure). 

Mother's Loss 
At 62 - 63 he will lose his mother and perform her ceremonies. 
(Jupiter transit in Cancer sign which is 4m from zodiac and lord 
Moon debilitated. Here Jupiter gets aspect of inimical planet 
Mercury gives death of mother and aspect of Mercury from 
Capricorn (101h of zodiac) indicates petfotmance of ceremonies). 

Loss of wife 
He will have loss of his w~fe in between 75 - 77. 
(This means 71h round and contact with Moon does not indicate 
any such things and progression of Venus also no trouble till it 
contact Mercury through its lord in 12m but Mercury is also friendly 
and lord Satum is conjoined with Venus. No problems till it comes 
up to Jupiter i.e. 61h round. Now when Venus comes to Gemini 
after crossing Jupiter 's place Taurus whose lord in 81h. But Jupiter 
contact with Jupiter and is having aspect of Moon may not cause 
trouble. Besides Venus contact its own sign. Venus and Jupiter 
have exchanged places and so Venus comes there and this defect 
of Venus being in gm is not there. This is most impottant reason. 
Thus Venus comes in Gemini whose lord Mercury in gm so this 
becomes fatal i.e. 7m round 72 - 84. In this round retrograde aspect 
of Rahu i.e. 75 - 77. This is when convetted to Jupiter transit it 
comes to transit in Leo to Libra. 

Children 
He will have 5 children o.fwhomone boy and one girl will come up 
well. 
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(Combined with Venus there are three planets. Mercury next and 
Moon behind, so 5 children. Moon aspected by Jupiter and Mercury 
well placed and so one daughter and one son well placed and will 
come up well). 

ChartNo.49 

Obstruction in Educational career 
Obstructions in the educational career are there for the native. 
Venus, Mercury combination has no planet in succeeding houses 
and Mars, Satum are placed in previous house. 

Intelligent 
He is an intelligent type. 
(Combination ofVenus and Mercury) 

Job obstruction 
Obstruciton in obtaining jobs. 
Sa tum and Mars combination will give obstruction in obtaining 
job. 

Follow his brothers 
He will also follow his brothers. 
Satum and Mars combination. 
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Finances drain away 
Wrong attachments drain away his .finances. 
Jupiter in sign of Taurus. (Jupiter sign ofVenus means attachment 
and Taurus sign of finances and being an inimical sign indicates 
drain away of finances) . 

Settlement 
He will settle down .from 27 onwards with no definite income. 
(Jupiter transiting Leo the royal sign indicates settlement but as its 
lord Sun is in 61h with enemies and will have no definite income. 

Brother business transactions 
He will have brother business transactions and get ill reputation 
from 55 onwards. 
(Mercury sitting ahead of Saturn and Mars gives brothers business 
transactions and as Mars and Satum are enemies so ill reputation. 
In fact Sun with enemies actually gives ill reputations. Thus when 
Jupiter transit Capricorn at 55 there is brother business transaction 
and ill reputation. This will happen in 51h round. 

Chart No.SO 

Employment 
He may be employed in a broadcasting department 
Here Satum and Mercury are in Jupiter 's sign. 
He will live happily and have good promotions. He will come into 
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possession of the house and also live happily all along his life. 

Satum and Mercury are friends and have Mars, Venus alongwith 
royal planet Sun. There would be some pins and pricks but life 
will be generally smooth. 

For detailed prediction apply the principle explained in previous 
charts with rotation of Jupiter and the Karkatwa concemed etc. 

Chart No.Sl 

Intelligent 
This native is an intelligent person. 
(Mercury having Sun and Venus in the next house being its house 
of exaltation). 

Education 
With medium education. 
(Mercury with Mars). 

Mother lives long 
Mother lives long. 
(Moon aspected by Sun and exalted Venus). 

Help 
What he earn.'> suffice for food. 
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Satum has no planet in adjoining houses. Jupiter in Taurus only 
should help him. This is like staying in a forest. No planet aspects 
Satum too. 

Mother 
His mother is not of great help to him. 
In 7m to Moon Venus and Sun are situated. 

Father property 
He cannot getfather:<> property as it is little and even that he cannot 
get. 
(Venus associated with Sun indicates father property but Venus is 
with Sun and its enemy, with Rahu ahead (swallow effect) so he 
cannot get it). 

Brothers 
Two brothers will come to limelight. 
(Probably two brothers are represented by Saturn and Mercury). 

Efforts and gains 
All effort and no gains in his fate. 
(Mars has planet in four succeeding house including Aquarius 
where he is placed). 

Settle down in trade 
At last he settles down in trade. 
Jupiter in 61h to Satum and 71h lord from Satum is Mercury, which 
is in 3rd place to Saturn. (Benefics planets in 61h, gm or l21h are 
good). 

Dull years 
Period between 43 and 50 are dull years 
(Transit of Saturn on Jupiter is not very good as its lord is in gm 
and no planet after Gemini still Sagittarius i.e. 43 to 50 are dull 
years). 
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Happy functions at home 
At 49 there will be happy functions at home. 
(At 48 - 49 Jupiter will be transiting over natal Jupiter in Taurus 
belonging to Venus). 

Marriage at home 
At 50 - 51 will witness a marriage at home. 
(Jupiter transiting in Cancer aspecting Venus). 

Best years 
His 50 - 65 are best years, primary rotation of Jupiter explains it 
and evident. Best years mentioned is relative. 

Issues 
4 girls and one boy. 
Venus is aspected by Moon and Venus is dispositor of Ketu 
(represents three as deciphered earlier) so four girls and a boy 
represented by Sun. 
They will grow rich 
(Venus in exaltation and Sun also well placed). 
Between 50 and 56, the children will come up well 

He owns a house at 56 - 58 
(When Jupiter in sm round transit over Mars). 

Longevity 
Lives up to 75 years. 
(In 7m round contacting Libra, the lord in 61h and in this round 
transiting over Leo the lord is in 81h with Venus and Rahu ahead. It 
is negative placement of rotated Jupiter and transited Jupiter which 
gives the indication of longevity having considered the overall 
horoscope and primary Karaka. 
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ChartNo.52 

Father's Employment 
Father is employed in a government concern. 
(Sun having Venus in 2"d in the sign Aries of exaltation of Sun). 

Father Loss 
In between 47 - 50 he will have lost his father. 
(Sun having Venus and Rahu next to it and specially Rahu tries to 
gobble Sun, so when Jupiter transit Venus, Jupiter (dispositor of 
Sun), the event can happen. 

Family Happiness 
From 25 to 28, he will have family happiness. He likes all. 
Jupiter transiting over Jupiter in Taurus 2"d sign of zodiac 
representing family and there is Moon ahead in the next sign. 

Earnings Spent 
However much he earns, he spends it all. 
(Venus located in the sign of debilitation of Saturn). 

Pumps Sets - converted from property 
He will have pump set on the property earned by hisfather and get 
much money out of it. 
(Venus is in 2"d to Sun represent the property of father and this 
being in Aries sign of Mars (mechanical device or machinery) along 
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with Rahu (out let or gate) represents propetty being converted 
into pump sets. As Jupiter in 2"d house of Venus and so he makes 
much money out of it) . 

Issues 
He has two girls and 2 boys. 
(As Venus is aspected by Ketu so 2 or 3 girls and Sun and Jupiter 
give two boys). 

Politics 
He will also participate in politics and spend away all earning 
and spend time in improving village. 
(Sun Karka for politics is behind Venus in the sign of debilitation 
of Saturn indicating the he spends away all his earning in 
(patticipate in politics as Sun in the sign of Jupiter) improving 
village (Jupiter next to Venus and Rahu). 

Name and Fame 
Great name andfame by being in the good eyes of others. 
(Jupiter dispositor of Sun and Sun being in Pisces and having Moon 
in the 2"d house). 

Longevity 
The longevity is till 66 - 68 years of age. 
(In 61h round in Libra its lord Venus in inimical sign with Ketu in 
it. Venus surrounded by inimical planet Sun and Jupiter. As Jupiter 
transit Libra that is end of life). 
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ChartNo.53 

Brothers and sisters 
Native will have two brothers and a sister. 
(Jupiter having Moon, there Mars aspecting Moon and then exalted 
Sun). 

Education 
He will have medium education. 
(The only reason that appeals is that Jupiter is dispositor of Mars 
and associated with Mercury). 

Intelligent 
But he is very intelligent. 
(Mercury alongwith Venus). 

Native Nature 
He loves all and helps all. 
(Jupiter alongwith Venus and Mercury. Besides Venus is dispositor 
of Ketu). 

Political Field 
He is in the political field. 
(Sun is exalted in the debilitated sign of Satum behind Jupiter). 
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Jobs 
He will try many jobs and generally will be mediocre. 
(Jupiter has dispositor of Satum associated with Mercury in an 
inimical sign Taurus with enemies). 

Job government 
And at 28 he will finally settle down in a government technical 
institute. 
(Satum Karka of service contact Mars having exalted Sun in the 
next house with aspect of Moon from 71h indicates govemment 
(Mars dispositor of exalted Sun) technical (Mars) institute (Moon). 
Thus when Jupiter transit Moon at 28 with aspect of Mars it give 
this result). 

Marriage 
He will be married at 28 years. 
(Probably Jupiter transit over Moon in Virgo, whose sign lord 
Mercury associated with Venus) . 

Pull on 
He will pull on till 40. 
(In 3rd round after 28 years means contact with Cancer the sign of 
exaltation and then contact Moon in 41h round i.e . 40 years). 

Promotions 
Have some promotions in between 40 - 48 or 50. 
(Jupiter fomth round means contact with Royal sign Leo and in 
this round transit over Moon ( 40) is very good for promotion and 
lasts till it transit Saturn. 
(At 50 - 51 Jupiter transit Cancer sign of exaltation of Jupiter with 
Jupiter in l1 1h ) . Dispositor in 11m is gain and good/excellent 
depending on the planet's status. 

Operation 
Between 52 and 54 he will undergo operation and there after 
improve health. 
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(In 51h round transit in Virgo the natural 6lh sign and with Moon in 
inimical sign and aspect of Mars Karka for operation. Thus at 52 
when Jupiter transit Moon in an inimical sign there will be health 
problems but aspect of friend Mars (Karka of operation) from a 
friendly sign gives operation and improvement). 

Health - wind troubles 
He will have wind troubles at 43 - 47 and 53. 
(Rahu behind Jupiter and Satum in the sign of Jupiter may cause 
wind troubles more so Jupiter is in 61h from its sign Sagittarius. 
Thus when Jupiter transit Saturn ( 43) Rahu ( 47) and again 
opposition Rahu in Libra with its lord Venus in 81h give the 
problems. This is very impottant. Transit of Jupiter on Satum with 
its lord Jupiter in 61h is malefic for health. As Jupiter is dispositor 
of Satum and Rahu behind it causes wind troubles. Similarly transit 
over Rahu with its lord in Mars in 12m causes troubles and so 
again its transit in Libra with its lord in gm causes wind troubles. 

Wife 
W~fe will be a noble lady. 
(Venus associated with Jupiter and Mercury. Venus is also dispositor 
of Ketu). 

Trade - gain of money 
Between 52 - 57 trades will bring him much money and it will 
continue till65- 67. As explained in earlier paragraphs the 51h and 
61h round of Jupiter have the inherent potential. 
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ChartNo.54 

Brothers 
Brothers will not come up well 
As Jupiter is in Gemini with Mars Satum aspecting Mars shows 
his brother will not come up well 
(Mars along with Jupiter represent brothers and both being in 
Gemini which happens to be an inimical sign is not good. Besides 
aspect of Saturn is also bad). 

Sisters 
He will also have a sister 
(Jupiter aspect Venus or it could be that Mars is dispositor of Moon). 

Wife short lived 
His wife will be short lived 
Jupiter after contact with Saturn meets Rahu in Aries, hence his 
wife will be short lived. (Venus carries the effect of Ketu also) 

(The transit of Jupiter contacting Saturn and then Rahu in Aries 
has no relationship with longevity of wife. However it could be 
that Venus after contacting Satum, contacts Rahu in Aries. However 
Venus with Ketu indicates sh01t life for wife.) 

Employment 
He will be employed in forest department giving instructions to 
subordinate. 
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(As Karka of service Saturn is placed in Sagittarius the sign 
representing forest and Mars aspect Saturn so instruction to 
subordinate.) 

Agriculturist 
But at the end the native will turn to agriculture 
(Satum contact Mars and Jupiter and Sun and in the last sign of 
Mercury in Virgo.) 

Issue 
A boy and 2 girls at least 
Sun is strong and so next to Sun is Mercury (boy) Venus (girl) and 
Moon (girl). 
51h house from Jupiter is Venus so a girl and elder to her is Mercury 
so a girl and a younger a girl represented by Moon. 

Life 
He will spend an ordinary life of simplicity. (Jupiter in Gemini 
with aspect from Satum.) 

Garden 
He will own a garden 
(Mercury dispositor of Jupiter with Venus (garden) in the next 
house.) 

Longevity 
Live up to 65-70 years 
(It means 61h round occupied by Scorpio with Moon in it. The lord 
of sign Mars in 81h and so contact is fatal and life span is 65-70 
years. 
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ChartNo.SS 

Education 
He gains only ordinary educations 
As Mercury is in Libra with Sun debilitated and Ketu also there. 

Intelligent 
All the same he is intelligent 
(Mercury with Sun and Ketu and Venus in next house.) 

Good soul devoted to God 
He is a good soul devoted to god 
Jupiter has Mars in the next house 

Father 
His .father will have good days up to 40-48 
As Sun is conjunct with Ketu 
(Jupiter transit (Sun + Ketu) after the 48lh year). 

Brothers and sisters 
He will have brothers and sisters 
(Jupiter having planet after it.) 
One brother will suffer much in life. (Mars is debilitated) 
The brother will not have .family happiness. As there are no planets 
in the succeeding house i.e. house next or opposite house to Mars. 
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Marriage and job 
Native gets married when he takes up a job 
Venus contact Saturn first and Rahu next 

Job 
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At first he will take up a small job. As Saturn contact Rahu first 
Later he will get a good job. When Satum contact Jupiter in his 
rounds 
The job will be in a trading concern. As Jupiter is in a commercial 
house (Gemini) 
He will also serve in a trading concern of drinks like food etc. As 
Mars is in a watery sign in the next house to Jupiter 
In fact after contacting Jupiter and identifying a commercial house, 
it next contacts Mars in watery sign. Mars is debilitated and Tamsic 
so the nature of drink has to be of a low order and intoxicating. 

Improvement 
He will make much improvementfrom 27-28 onwards 
(Jupiter in 3rct round (Leo royal sign 24 to 36) when contact (Sun + 
Ketu +Mercury) in Libra and afterwards Venus and Satum and 
there no planets so from 27-28 onwards makes much improvement.) 

Land dry owned 
He will also own some dry land 
As there is Mars in 2"d to Jupiter 

House owning (Saturn-transit) 
Native will come to own a house between 47-51 
When Satum transit Cancer and Leo 
(As Mars functionally indicates a house being next to Jupiter and 
so transit of Saturn indicates it. Incidentally Jupiter transit Mars of 
49-50) 

Wife suffering 
His wife suffers from wind troubles 
As Venus contact Satum and later Rahu. 
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ChartNo.56 

Intellect and education 
He has a highly developed intellect, success in his educational 
career 
As mercury who rules the intellect is situated in the house of Moon 
who rules the mind. 

Character 
His character is governed by moral laws (Dharma) 
(Jupiter with Saturn and aspect by Sun.) 

Marriage 
He gets married in his 24th year 
(Jupiter transiting over natal Jupiter and aspected by Venus.) 

Female partner 
In case of a female his partner is employed in a financial and 
commercial concern on a high level 
(Mars located in its own sign contacts first Sun and Venus in a 
commercial sign (Gemini) with aspect of Saturn and Jupiter. 
Financial as Venus is involved and commercial as sign Gemini is 
there and is of high level as Sun is there along Venus.) 

Native- fame and name 
He will earn fame and live a high life of comforts 
(Saturn is along Jupiter and with the aspect from Venus and Sun.) 
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Father's Profession 
Native father is dealing in intoxicants 
Sun and Venus conjunct with Mercury in the adjoining house, Rahu 
in 3rct house and Moon in 4m from Sun (Sun in its progress first 
meets Venus showing items to be drink and next Mercury (business) 
and Rahu (intoxicants) and in 41h place is Moon indicate watery 
substance.) 

Profession primary concern of father 
Profession is a primary concern 
Jupiter and Satum in 7m from Sun. 

Delayed marriages 
Native has angarka dosha 
Mars in Aries and this delays marital happiness 

Better life 
Things get better from 25th year upto 63 years 
(Jupiter is 2"d round with aspect of Moon and till6lh round in Taurus 
and in his circle transit up to Ketu 12 x 5 + 3 = 63 is a period of 
progress) . Circle transit means the one year progression of Jupiter 
after fixing the 12 year period in each sign. In this case it is Taurus. 

Issues 
He will have 2 girls and one boy who will bring happiness 
(Sun conjoined with Venus and then Mercury and Moon all well 
placed. ) 
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ChartNo.57 

Father's longevity 
Father will not live long in this world 
Satum and Jupiter are in the same house with Mars in the opposite 
in 71h house, Satum and Mars are enemies, hence the father will 
not live long in this world 

Mother's longevity 
Short life for mother 
Moon has Jupiter at his back and Ketu and Venus in front. (planets 
in the front affect more). 

Possessions 
Possession of beauty products, learned in atharvana Veda 
Satum and Jupiter are conjunct with Sun, the next sign is occupied 
by Moon and next by Ketu and Venus. 

Father's two wives 
Native:., father will have 2 wives 
His female planet occupy his succeeding house (Moon and Ketu 
Venus) 
1st wife of father passes and remarries and things prosper. Since 
Moon is succeed by Venus and Ketu in the next house. 
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Service represented by Saturn - a failure 
In the explanation Satum represent service and Jupiter represent 
life. Now Satum the Karka of service is a strong dispositor of Venus 
(being in kumbha and it also aspects Venus). Thus Satum strongly 
represents Venus and this is inimical to Jupiter (the life). This is 
also aspected by Mars enemy of Satum, thus Satum is completely 
annihilated and the service given by Saturn fails. Here again local 
action first and then subsequent one's due to other factor. Saturn 
conjoined with Jupiter in the same house and so gives service. But 
now other factor of being dispositor and then aspects. Being 
dispositor ofVenus is good and so service must be good but aspect 
of Mars is inimical and so the service given by Satum fails. 

Life and service represented by Jupiter and Satum aspect Venus 
and are aspected by Mars in opposite house and so foil service 
represented by Satum. 

(In my thinking Jupiter representing life is associated with Venus 
an enemy and Saturn representing service aspected by Venus 
bitterest enemy Mars destroys the job. In fact Satum aspects Venus 
and dispositors of Venus and so represent Venus in relation to Jupiter 
or disregarding Moon, Jupiter has Venus in front and Mars aspect 
Saturn) 

Native tries to commit suicide 
So meddling of2 women the native gets disconnected and so will 
try to commit suicide by taking poison. 
Jupiter finds it difficult to move forward being opposed by Venus 
and Ketu. So meddling of two women the native get disconnected 
and so will try to commit suicide by taking poison 
(Jupiter has Moon and Venus in next two houses and so meddling 
of two women. In fact Satum conjoined with Jupiter represent two 
women being dispositor of Moon and Venus. Now Jupiter tries to 
move up but having Venus and Ketu in 3rd house from Jupiter is 
stopped and so gets disconnected etc . Jupiter is along with Sun 
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who is dispositor of Rahu and so he tries to commit suicide by 
taking poison. But Ketu a divine planet associated with Venus 
(probably doctor) move back ward and saves Jupiter i.e. the native.) 

Native saved 
Native is saved after taking poison to commit suicide 
(Venus being conjunct with Ketu who moves back ward saves him 
(native) 

Native attempt to commit suicide and meddling of woman etc. 
Native meddling with 2 women and attempt to commit suicide and 
escape from death etc all happen between the 18 and 20 years and 
23rdyears 
When Jupiter transit Mars, or transit in Leo on Rahu and natal 
Jupiter at 23-24 years 

Native driven to outside place. 
This weakness for women drives the native to outside places. 
(Jupiter Ketu moves back wards and contact Moon and so being 
2"d to Jupiter derives the native abroad or outside place. Thus transit 
of Jupiter over Moon and Ketu takes the native to outside place.) 

Brother's- opponents 
The brothers of the native will be his opponents 
Mars opposes Satum. 

Profession of native 
As regards profession of the native he will acquire land and 
machinery 
Moon in 2"d from Saturn so he acquires land and machinery (Mars 
in 71h from Saturn) (all for profession) 

Marriage 
Native will get married about the age of24 or 25 
(Jupiter transit Satum dispositor of Venus or Moon i.e . age of 24 
or 25) 
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Married life troubles 
After 28 he will have troubles in married life 
(After 281h Jupiter transit Aries and Mars in Gemini aspected by 
Satum enemy of Mars and dispositor of Venus.) 

Landed property 
Landed property is acquired at the age of 30 onwards. Some native 
deal in chemicals 
(Jupiter transiting over Mars at 30 years.) 
The native deals in chemical as Moon in 2"d Satum means watery 
and Mars in 71h to Satum chemicals 

Lucky year 
The 47th year is lucky 
(Saturn transit over Cancer and aspect of Moon) 

Chart No.58 

Poor education 
The native will have poor education 
As there is no planet in the house adjoining the one occupied by 
Mercury 

Yoga Bhagna (destruction) 
Indicate Yoga Bhagna (destruction) 
Venus being opposed by Moon. 
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Studies break 
So there will be break in studies 
Mercury (Budha) in its forward movement comes across Mars and 
Rahu and so there will be break in education 

Mental aberration and spirit possessed 
The native will have mental aberration and he will be possessed 
by spirits which happen to be in the 17th, 19th and 20th years 
As Moon is opposed by Venus and Rahu, Mars occupy the 
preceding houses, the native will have mental aberration and 
possessed by spirits. (This happens at times when Jupiter transit 
planet causing it i.e. Gemini sign (intellectual sign preceding Mars), 
Rahu (19m year) and Moon (201h year)) 

Partners 
Partners will be small wage earners (in case o.ffemales) with little 
education but having Vedic knowledge. 
(Mars in debilitation with Rahu in the next house indicate a small 
wage earner and aspect of Jupiter and Satum indicate having faith 
in Vedic lord. As Mars is connected with Mercury so less education.) 

Stomach disorder 
Native will have stomach disorder and longevity is reduced 
(With the reference to Venus or lagna the Sun is next and so it 
denotes illness. However it looks more convincing that sm from 
Venus is Mars which is debilitated and 51h means stomach, so 
stomach disorder. Venus having exalted Sun in next house so 
longevity reduces.) 

Abortion and longevity reduced 
During 20 and 21 
Venus having a strong Sun in front with Rahu in Leo sign belonging 
to Sun i.e. Sun is dispositor of Rahu. Besides Rahu is in 6lh from 
Venus. 
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Father's profession 
Father will be in a government service (Finance Department) 
Sun has Venus behind him aspected by Moon and there are no 
planets in 2"d to 71h house from the Sun's position. 
(As there is Venus behind Sun in exaltation so it gives govemment 
service (aspect of Moon). Presence of planet in 2 and 7 would 
have shown the own effect and as such no planet in 2 & 7 may 
influence Venus and thus finance indicated by Taurus primarily 
with Libra sign reinforcing it. 

Father getting low salary 
This is due to presence of Mars Rahu and Chandra in the succeeding 
houses to that occupied by Sun. 

Mother angry and stubborn type 
Mother will be angry type and stubborn in nature 
On account of closeness of Moon and Rahu and opposed by Venus. 
(Closeness to Rahu gives stubborn type and aspect by Venus 
(enemy) gives angry nature.) During practical reading of horoscope 
for accuracy in conjunction take the degrees into account. This 
tells the planets ahead as they stand in conjunction. 

Younger brother 
Native will have a younger brother 
(Jupiter having planet in succeeding houses.) 

Longevity 
He may not live long. (less than medium life) 
(Jupiter in debilitation with aspect of debilitation Mars.) 
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ChartNo.59 

Native born with divine blessing 
Native is born with divine blessing 
Jupiter conjunct with Saturn and Ketu is the next house. 

Father's profession 
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Natives father will be employed in a department governed by 
Jupiter (philisohpy, judicial etc.) 
Sun conjunct Mercury in the intellectual sign Gemini and the next 
sign aspected by Jupiter and Satum 

Father benefited by landed property 
Father will be benefited by landed property 
With Mars and Rahu in 3rd from Sun and Moon in the 4lh the father 
will be benefited by the landed property 

Sister 
Native will have one elder sister. As there ares no planets in either 
side of Jupiter excepting Moon. 

Profession of native is land development 
The native will be employed in the land development department 
occupying a high post 
Satum profession lord is in conjunction with Jupiter Ketu in the 
next house aspected by Mars. 
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Conveyance 
He will own conveyance. (Ketu aspected by Mars located in the 
2"d of Satum along with Jupiter. Mars Karka of conveyance as 
well.) 

Marriage and employment 
He will get employment in 28th year and be married with one from 
his own relations. 
(Jupiter transiting Venus in the sign of Mars (one of the 
functionaries in employment) and also get married with one from 
his own relations, Jupiter transit on Venus.) 

Financial gains name and fame 
Between 30-31 he will have many financial gains. He will have 
fame and name and be in touch with government officials who 
help him. 
(Jupiter will be transiting in Leo royal sign owned by Sun 
(govemment) over Mars (official aspected by Ketu). This will be 
31st year. At 30m year while transiting Cancer its sign of exaltation 
with aspect of Satum and Jupiter and specially Saturn ensuring 
fame and name and financial gains. Thus during 30-31 he will 
have many financial gains. He will have fame and name and be in 
touch with govemment officials who help him when transiting in 
Leo Sun will be in lJ'h. 

Foreign travels 
Between 30-32 he may undertake foreign travels 
(Between 30-32 Jupiter will be transiting in sign Cancer owned by 
Moon and actually transit over Moon into Virgo at 32, thus the 
results.) 

Wife partner 
The partner (w~fe) may come from a high and renowned family 
(Venus is in Aries the sign of exaltation of Sun.) 
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Success 
Success in his life and it lasts up to 58-60 years. 
(In sm round transiting Taurus sign between Venus and Sun Mercury 
so success will be there especially from Scorpio, Capricom and 
onwards.) 

Accidents 
May cause accidents 
Venus in Aries. 

Noble profession and happy peaceful life. 
With a noble profession this native will live a very happy and 
peacefull~fe 

Ketu in 2"d house to Saturn aspecting Sun's house. 

Chart No.60 

Intellectual type 
Native is high intellectual type 
In this chart Venus and Mercury are combined in Taurus 

Brave valorous man 
He becomes a (Brave) valorous man 
With Sun in 2"d house there from (Mercury+ Venus) 

Father's profession 
Native's father employed in a government factory of machines 
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The place of Mars and Rahu in Leo two houses away from Sun. 
(Mars is for machinery Rahu and being in Leo the royal sign. The 
combination in 2 houses away from Sun in Leo happens to be 3rd 

house which also indicates govemment.) 

Service entry, rise etc. and marriage 
Native enters service at 25 and rise up during 26 and 28 and will 
get married 
(Jupiter transiting Ketu with aspect of Rahu, Mars in Leo Rahu 
aspect from Leo means gate and so entry into service). 

Rise- however entry into service when Jupiter transit natal Saturn 
and promotion transiting Ketu with Mars means 24-25 and 25-26. 
Rise again when Jupiter transit Mercury and Venus at 28 and at 
this place marriage also takes place as Venus being transited by 
Jupiter. 

The disciple observed this chart to be very peculiar with Saturn 
and Jupiter on one side of Ketu, with Moon and Mars on one side 
of Rahu and Venus and Mercury at the back of Sun Gemini. It tells 
a story of sin by the mother. 

The person is prosperous but much cannot be said of their mother 
and the bi1th. A similar horoscope is analyzed earlier. Moon is in 
the grip of tamoguni Rahu and Mars supports with Sun helpless 
and losing its royal nature. Sun Lord of Leo (King) is not there. It 
is occupied by Moon (queen) alongwith Mars Virgo brother. Rahu, 
a tamoguni (darkness oflowernature) planet has imprisoned queen 
Moon. This is a story of sins. 
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ChartNo.61 

Father's job 
Father holds a low government job 
Sun is in his headquarters Leo (own house) along with Rahu (the 
door keeper.) 

Intellect 
Intellect itse(f a .foe 
In the 2"d house Mars and Mercury indicate intellect itself being a 
foe 

Life and profession 
L~fe and profession are not very strong 
Satum and Jupiter (profession and life) are behind Ketu and so are 
not very strong Jupiter is in debilitation. 

Mother, a foe 
Mother becomes a .foe 
Jupiter is in debilitation and is opposed by Venus situated in Cancer, 
Venus is placed in mother 's house so mother becomes a foe. 

Native will be posioned 
With Saturn adjoining Ketu and inimical planet Venus in Cancer 
the native will be piosoned 
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Younger Sister 
Indicates a younger sister 
Venus in 71h to Jupiter indicates a younger sister. 

ChartNo.62 

Brothers 
Native will have 3 or 4 brothers (horoscope of a lady) 
Sun, Mars and Mercury are in Virgo. Mercury is exalted here. (The 
native will have 3 or 4 brothers. Here it appears that next to Jupiter 
in Virgo are Sun, Mars and Mercury and so three brothers. 

Mercury being exalted in Virgo indicates 3 or 4 brothers or Sun 
and Mars may give 2 and exalted Mercury can 2 more and so 3 or 
4 - the prediction needs to be confi1med atleast by two logics 
explained earlier. It leads to better predictive accuracy. 

Sister short lived 
He may have a sister who is short lived. Moon is debilitated 

Educational career obstruction 
Obstruction in educational career 
Mars will create obstruction in educational career. (Mars along 
with mercury may give such results.) 
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Native attains great wisdom and learning 
Native will attain great wisdom and learning 
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As Mercury is exalted. Wisdom and educational success are two 
different things. 

Job in highest place in a medical institution 
Native will occupy the highest place in medical institution 
Jupiter conjunction Saturn with Ketu in 2"d and Venus in 7m from 
Satum the native will occupy the highest place in medical institution 
(Jupiter in conjunction with Satum and Ketu in 2"d gives executive 
pos in medical organization or in chemical organization but aspect 
of Venus on Jupiter gives the highest place in medical institution 
as Venus represent medical 

Higher studies 
26th and 27th and again 30th and 31 styears indicate higher studies 
Jupiter transiting Pisces aspected by exalted Mercury (26 and 27) 
and again at 301h and 31st Jupiter transit Cancer where Venus is 
located gives higher studies. 

Fame and honor 
Native will earn .fame and honor from government 
(Satum conjunct Jupiter with Ketu in next aspecting Venus) in fact 
Saturn Karka of profession with Jupiter and Ketu in 2"d is enough.) 
Government as Ketu aspecting Leo sign owned by Sun Karka of 
govemment. 

Partner or husband 
Her partner will be highly educated intellectual working at a 
treasury 
(As 2"d house from Mercury, Mars is that of Venus and so working 
in a treasury. Mars with exalted Mercury and Sun give high 
education and highly intellectual. Mars with Sun give government 
and 2"d house lord to Mars, Venus means treasury (Venus Karka 
for treasury.) 
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Partners earn in several ways 
As the 2"d house from Mercury, Mars is that of Venus and there is 
Moon in 3rd the partner eams in several ways. In case of female 
horoscopes Mars is the Male in relation to Venus and needs to be 
studied. 

Issues 
She will have 2 sons and a daughter 
(Sun associated with Mars and Mercury with Moon in 3rd) 

ChartNo.63 

Native characteristic 
Native is good looking, of excellent character and highly intellectual 
(Jupiter conjoined with Satum and Ketu with Moon in next house.) 

Position high 
He occupies a high position 
(Moon a royal planet in next house to Satum and aspecting Leo, 
the royal sign Moon indicates also the new environment. ) 

Place of position 
It will be a religious institute 
As Satum is conjunct with Jupiter and Ketu both interested in 
religion, and thus a religious institute. 
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Friends dealing in chemicals 
Native will have friends dealing in chemicals and earn money 
through their help 
As there is Moon in the 2"d house to Satum 

Education not completed 
His education is not completed 
As there is Mars next to Mercury 

Highly learned 
All the same he is highly learned 
(Venus conjoined with Mercury.) 

Love with another woman 
He will fall in love with another woman 
(Jupiter having Moon in next house or Jupiter conjoined with Satum 
dispositor of Moon, another woman) 

Service entry 
He enters in service in 26th or 27th years 
(Jupiter transit Moon, planet placed next to Satum at 25-26 or 26-
27 years.) 

Marriage time 
Gets married at 28 
(Jupiter transiting Aries with aspect of Venus which is 27-28 years 

Brothers versed in many matter 
He has brothers versed in many matters 
(Jupiter having planet Mars and Mercury before it in good position.) 

Father- financial help from brother's educational institution 
Father gettingfinancial help from brother:'> educational institution. 
From the Sun in 3rct house Jupiter and Saturn conjoined indicates 
father getting financial help from his brother's educational 
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institution (Moon in 41h from Sun.) 

Moon is 2"d from Jupiter and Satum conjoined. Jupiter and Satum 
in 3rct from Sun indicate brothers and Moon in 2"d indicate help 
from brothers' educational institution. 

Longevity 
Native lives up to 60 or 62 years happily 
(51h round in Taurus whose lord Venus is in 6th. Jupiter there is 
aspected by Sun and Mars. In sm round transit of Aquarius (60 or 
62) whose lord , Saturn in l21h aspected by Rahu and conjoined 
Ketu.) 

Chart No.64 

Father employment 
Father to be employed in a government concern, occupying a decent 
position 
Sun and Ketu conjunction 
(Ketu behaves like Sun being conjoined with Sun. Ketu gives decent 
position.) 

Low paid official at 1st 
He was an ordinary low paid official at first 
(Sun conjoined Saturn in its own house and so 1 st action of Saturn 
is low paid official). 
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Mother disease ridden 
The mother is disease ridden 
Moon being with Rahu. 

Mother is in love with other 
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One should predict mother is in love with one other than her 
husband 
If the above circumstances as only Mars is outside Rahu Ketu orbit 
one should pretend that mother is in love with other than her 
husband 

Labour hard 
He will Labour hard till22nd year 
Enter machinery division and get. (Jupiter contact Mars before 
Satum.) 

Marriage 
As Jupiter transit over Venus. 

Longevity 
Live up to 68 to 70 years 
(In 61h round contact Gemini before Rahu and lord Mercury in 81h 

and transiting Leo (67-68) whose sign lord Sun in 61h.) 

Chart No.65 
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(When Jupiter transit Venus in Leo). 
(Venus has been functionally responsible for employment being 
aspected by Jupiter). 

Improvement in emoluments 
There will be improvement from 24'h year and high emoluments 
from 30'h year. 
(In the year 241h Jupiter will be transiting on natal Jupiter aspected 
by Venus (functionally responsible for service). At the age of 30 
years again, Jupiter will be transiting over Venus (finance and 
money) and aspected by natal Ju piter and so rise are of 
emoluments) . 

Marriage 
He will marry at the age of24 - 25 someone from parental relations. 
(Jupiter transiting over natal Jupiter and aspected by Venus Karka 
of wife. She will be one from parental relations as Venus is in Leo 
owned by Sun representing father). 

Living simple and ordinary 
He will live simple and ordinary life. 
(Jupiter with Ketu and Saturn in the rear. In fact Satum is dispositor 
of Jupiter and Satum conjoined with Ketu). 

One marriage to father but will be attached to another woman 
One marriage for father but will be attached to another woman. 
The placement of Moon in 7m both from Sun (father) and Jupiter 
in 71h house with no planet on either side of Moon indicates 
marriage. Now attachment with another means love and a keep. In 
this case Sun's position has been taken as lagna and attached woman 
or other love considered. Notmally love is denoted by involvement 
of lord of 71h and sm and if one becomes prut of family then 2"d is 
involved. Here the lord of71h from Sun father is Mercury which is 
placed in 2"d house to Sun and lord of 51h Moon is placed in 71h. 
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ChartNo.66 

Educational career not smooth-medium education 
His educational career will not run smooth, and will acquire 
medium education. 
Mercury is disposited in the house adjoining Jupiter and position 
of Mercury is in enemy camp. 
(Mercury in the house adjoining Jupiter gives educational career 
but being in enemies house not smooth but gives medium 
education). 

Father's high position and fame 
Father is in high position in life and will earn fame. 
Sun representing native's father conjunct with Jupiter. 

Father's marriage and attachment with another Woman 
One marriage for father, but will be attached to another woman. 
The placement of Moon in 71h house to both Sun and Jupiter. There 
are no planets on either side of the Moon. The 71h lord from Sun in 
the 2"d and 51h lord f01m the Sun in the 71h indicates one marriage 
for father but will be attached to another woman. 

Father's profession 
Father to be a shopkeeper. 
Mercury in the 2"d to the Sun. 
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Native intelligent 
Native is intelligent. 
(Mercury is adjoining Jupiter). 

Studies 
Will study up to 25127 years. 
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(Jupiter transit on Mercury at 25m till touches the sign of Mercury 
in 27m year). 

Education - break, but will complete 
There will break in education but will complete it, 
As Mercury comes across Rahu before touching Moon, there will 
be break in education but will complete it. 
(As Mercury touches Rahu, there will be break but fUither contact 
Moon in the sign of Mercury gives completion of education). 

Trade roaring in wines and other costly things 
Indicate roaring trade in wine and other costly drink..<> from about 
27h year. 
Satum with Ketu in Capri com and Venus in the next house indicate 
all this when Jupiter transit over Mercury 26/27 year. 
(Here Ketu conjoined with Satum of course gives a divine grace 
and blessing to profession and so a high position of roaring activity. 
Now Saturn is in addition in its own house, so all the more better, 
Venus Karka of drinks (Venus being in sign of Saturn indicate 
Tamoguna) of high value i.e . costly. In fact Satum is dispositor of 
Venus and so all the more better as both are friends. Now as Mercury 
causative for business being in the sign of Mars aspecting Saturn 
and Venus. Thus when Jupiter transit Mercury and sign of Venus 
in Taurus i.e. about 27 years) . 

Marriage 
About 28 he will get married. 
(When Jupiter transit Taurus owned by Venus which is about 27 -
28 years) . 
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Partner's well built and beautiful 
Partner will be well built and beaut~ful. 
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(Venus having Sun and Jupiter in next house. Sun should be good 
charactered. Besides Venus is in friendly sign of Satum). 

Partner is from rich family and talk well 
The partner will come from a rich family and talk pleasantly. 
(Venus having Jupiter in its own sign along with Sun) 

Financial position and conveyances 
Financially the native will be well placed and will also own 
conveyances. 
(Jupiter well placed along with Sun and having Mercury in next 
house and Venus in the rear in friendly house. Jupiter is aspected 
by Moon. However Moon is dispositor of Mars and so either way 
aspect of Mars give conveyances or say Jupiter has Mars next to 
it. Financial position is good as Moon aspect Jupiter and Sun 
associated with it. It is primarily because of association of Sun in 
friendly sign). 

Friends in Government circles 
He will have many friends in government circle. 
(Jupiter placed along with Sun representing government circle). 

Fame- earn fame by about 30 
He will earn fame by about 30 to 35 years. 
(Moon aspecting Jupiter and so when Jupiter transit Moon and 
since no planet and then well placed Saturn and Venus so fame 
from 30 to 35). 

Business of Cars etc. 
He will deal in conveyances (cars) etc and will earn much. 
(Mercury is Karka of business in Aries sign and contact Mars Karka 
of conveyances i.e. car etc. and Rahu. Mars sign Aries represent 
conveyance and Mercury contact with Mars and Rahu in Cancer 
gives this result). 
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Opposition overcome with the help of Venus, long journey and 
wife suffer 
Here Moon has petformed various functions. As Jupiter transit 
over Moon and being in inimical sign gives oppositions. But Venus 
an enemy of Moon in 61h from Moon defeat the enemy or one can 
say that Venus in its progression comes to sign of exaltation in 
Pisces and suppresses Moon. Thus Venus helps in overcoming 
opposition at 42 - 44 years of age. 

Another function which Moon petforms is long joumey as Karka 
of it. At 42 - 44 Jupiter was transiting on Moon and exciting to 
give enemies. Jupiter comes to Pisces and from there Moon aspect 
Jupiter and transfer its activity of Karakatwas to Jupiter. Another 
Karakatwas of Moon is of female native i.e. wife in context with 
71h position to Jupiter. This Karakatwas of wife Moon is in an 
inimical sign and aspecting Jupiter indicates ill ness to wife at that 
time 49 years. Thus it could be inferred. 

(i) Local activity get first preference and activitized 
when transit over it. 

(ii) Aspect over tra nsi t ing Jupi ter acti vitize 
Karakatwas activity. 

Native earns much when? 
When native will earn much. 
Venus aspect the 2"d house to Rahu and Mars and Satum transits 
this point in 45 year when native will eams much. 
(The 2nd house indicating eamings and here Leo sign happens to 
be second to Rahu and Mars indicating business activity of 
conveyances and car etc. Thus when Satum (Karka of service and 
so eaming connected with service) transits this point he eams much. 
Since this 2"d house of business activity is aspected by Venus Karka 
of money, thus this place when transited by Saturn with aspect of 
Venus indicates many earnings) . 
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Opposition overcome 
At the age 42 - 44, he will have inimical opposition which he will 
overcome by the help of Venus. 
Jupiter transit in Virgo sign (zodiacal sign of enemy) where Moon 
and inimical planet is there this indicates oppositions. But aspect 
of Venus helps as Venus antidotes the effect of Moon being in an 
inimical sign being enemy of Moon. In fact Moon being in inimical 
sign Virgo produces oppositions, but Venus aspect does not allow 
Moon to function and so, he overcome the opposition by the help 
of Venus. This age is 42 years as Jupiter transit this. 

Long Journey 
In his 49 year a long journey is indicated. 
(Jupiter in transit at 48/49 years of age transit natal Jupiter and 
aspect to Moon). 

Wife Suffers 
His wife will suffer at this time. 
As Jupiter transit on Jupiter and Moon (functionally representing 
wife in context with Jupiter placed in 71h or Moon in 7m place from 
Jupiter) located in inimical sign and aspecting Jupiter. 

Brother is opponent in life 
One of his brothers will be an opponent in l~fe. Though he will be 
away from the native he creates troubles. He will be his father's 
2nd w~fe :., son. 
(Mars is inimical to Saturn and so one of the brothers will be 
opponent in life. Besides Mars with Rahu so he produces troubles. 
As Mars is in the sign of Moon so he will be away and even then 
create problem. He will be an issue bom out of Moon 2"d wife and 
not Venus 1st wife i. e. father 's 2"d wife's son) 

Longevity 
It is likely with all these troubles overcome, the native may live up 
to 74 years. 
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(It is 71h round and Jupiter touches Virgo, this lord of which Mercury 
is in Aries in gm place, house of enemy. At 73-74 transiting in 
Aries whose lord Mars debilitated with Rahu and aspected by 
enemy Satum.) 

Good intellect 
Indicates a good intellect 
Mercury conjunct Ketu 

ChartNo.67 

Educational career- impediments etc. 
Native:., educational career will be full of impediments and will 
cause disinterest in studies 
Mars and Saturn in 2"d house to Mercury 

Trade in machinery and earns landed property 
Indicates trade in machinery and earning landed property after 
some troubles 
Sun conjunct Saturn and Mars. 

Father getting property through wife 
Father getting some property through his wife 
Placement of Venus next to Sun 
(2"d is for propetty and finance and Venus in friendly sign there.) 
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Father trades in chemical foods 
Father trade will consist of chemical foods 
As Venus placed in 2"d to Sun is aspected by Moon gives trade to 
father consisting of chemical foods and will be beneficial. 

Good days 
Good days commence from 21-24 age 
(Jupiter transiting in Sagittarius over Mercury and Ketu then 
Capricom and till on natal Jupiter all good. Even transit of Satum 
on Libra (exalted sign ofSatum) at 21 years and then over Mercury 
in Sagittarius and later transit are also good.) 

Great happiness 
From 28-30 he will have great happiness, peace and harmony in 
l~fe . 
(Saturn transit on Satum (28-30) and onwards all good. ) 

Married life 
Married life will be full of troubles from females 
(As Venus is in 121h to Jupiter. l21h is house for deficiency, 
consumption and defect. Now any Karka in 12m to any Karka will 
indicate deficiency to Karka to which it is l21h. Here Venus is in 
l21h to Jupiter indicating troubles in married life due to woman as 
Venus Karka for manied life wife and woman in general. 

Chart No.68 
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Mediocre education 
Causes mediocre education 
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Jupiter conj unction with Mercury and Mars cause mediocre 
education. 

Education after break 
After break education will be taken up again 
(Mercury with Mars gives break and even Sun may not be 
appropriate to start is but as it contact Venus he may take up 
education again). 

Brothers and sisters 
Native has 2 brothers and a sister 
(Jupiter has Satum before and then Sun and Venus. Two brothers 
and a sister) 

Father 
The father will have a catastrophe by about his middle age 

Between Mars in Aries and Venus Rahu in Gemini, Sun is posted 
in middle 
(Sun is placed between Mars in Aries (accidents etc .) and Venus 
(enemy of Sun) and Rahu which is ready to devour Sun. thus Venus 
and Rahu are very effective to cause catastrophe and is in 3rct from 
Jupiter and so middle age 12 x 3 = 36.) 

Father's employment 
The father will be employed in a big secret broadcasting concern 
Sun having Venus (broadcasting or communication being in 
Gemini) and Rahu (secret) in 2"d to its place indicates so and big 
because of Venus. 

Comfort 
The native will have no comfort up to 21 years of age 
(Jupiter dispositor of Ketu in 9m and so no comforts up to 21. In 
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fact Jupiter there is not happy as it contacts Taurus and Venus and 
Rahu and no planets till Ketu) 

Native will enter government service 
Thereafter he will enter government service and will hold high 
post in executive line. 
(Jupiter transiting over Ketu give high executive post because Venus 
aspect it. This Venus has got Sun behind it and so gives high 
govemment job. In fact Venus is dispositor of Sun.) 

Promotion 
At 24-25 he will get promotion 
(Jupiter transit over natal Jupiter. Mars in its own house and 
Mercury all good and even transit over Sun is good. 

Marriage 
Gets married at 25-26 
(Jupiter transit over Venus in Gemini.) 

Operation 
He will have an operation at 35-36 ages. 
(Mars with Mercury an enemy with Jupiter can give operation but 
successful as Mars is strong. This will be there when Jupiter transit 
this at its own place in 3rd round). 

Brother gets employed 
His brother gets employed 
Satum is well placed and having Mars and Jupiter next to it and so 
Sun is also well placed. 

Issue 
He will have 5 children 
Venus in the rear is having Sun Mars Mercury and Jupiter as 
dispositor ofKetu (i.e. 3 numbers). Thus Jupiter gives 2 and other 
three and so 5 issues. 
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Longevity - land and house 
Own lands and house, lives a happy life upto 71 years of age 
(Mars associated with Jupiter, so land and houses. For longevity 
61h round Virgo, the lord of which is Mercury is in sm. In 61h round 
transit if Jupiter in Pisces as Jupiter is with Mercury lord of 61h and 
aspected by Satum.) 

Chart No.69 

Native 
Native is a man of good conduct 
(Jupiter located in Aries with Satum in ll1h and Mars in 51h. Jupiter 
is dispositor of Ketu.) 

Brother and sister 
He will have a sister and a younger brother 
Jupiter has Venus in the 7m from his position (This gives sister and 
Mars a brother.) 

Father's earning- medical herbs 
The father will earn a lot by amassing medical herbs and using 
them for medical cares. 
As the 2"d from Sun is occupied by Mercury and Ketu. (2"d indicate 
the source of eaming and as 2"d from Sun is occupied by Ketu in 
Sagittarius representing forest and so Ketu 
(Medical) and from forest (Sagittarius) . Thus it represents medical 
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herbs. Mercury stands for knowledge and sign Sagittarius is 
spiritual sign so uses them for cures. In fact Jupiter is for giving 
life and so Sagittarius sign means uses them for giving life or cure.) 

Father's 2 marriages 
Father:<> of the native will have 2 marriages 
Sun and Mars have exchanged places (Parivruthana). FUither Sun 
has behind him Venus and Moon in between himself and Mru·s. 
(Venus behind Sun gives one wife. Now due to exchange of Mru·s 
and Sun comes to Leo and Moon comes in between Sun (father) 
and Mru·s (comes in Scorpio) so 2 wives. 

Elder wife great influence in government service 
The elder wife will have great influence in government service 
Venus representing elder wife has Sun (govemment) in 2"d house 
in sign of Mru·s (influence and authority) 

Marriage 
Native will get married in his 24 years 
(When Jupiter transit natal Jupiter and aspected by Venus.) 

Issues 
And have 2 boys and 2 girls born to him 
(Jupiter having Mars in 51h then Moon Venus and Sun and Mercury 
thus 2 boy and 2 girls.) 

Longevity 
He will live up to 59- 60 years and live a happy peacefull~fe 
Means sm round end. It is Leo sign whose lord Sun is sunounded 
by 2 enemies Venus and Mercury and having retro aspect of Ketu. 
Mru·s there aspected by enemy Saturn. Thus Jupiter in sm round 
transiting in sign of Mru·s over natal Jupiter mru·ks the end. 
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ChartNo.70 

Father's - financial gains from machinery 
Father has financial gains from machinery used for mowing and 
grazing etc. is indicated- obtained through partner 
Sun representing father has association of Mars and Jupiter and 
Moon and Rahu in 11m from Sun. 
(Sun associated with Mars (machinery) and Jupiter (connected with 
supporting of Jeeva or giving life or filling stomach) in Gemini 
(sign connected with greenery and grass) . Thus the combination 
defies the machinery used, mowing and grazing etc. The gain will 
be medicated from house of gains i.e. 11m from Sun where Moon 
and Rahu are there. Moon represent pattner and Rahu represent 
Moon or dry wood. Besides Mars is dispositor of Moon and Rahu 
connected with um gains and Moon prutners.) 

Education 
Native will have ordinary education 
(Mercury has Mru·s behind as a matter of fact Mercury is dispositor 
ofMru·s.) 

Native finances 
And gets his finances through sale ofwines etc. 
(Satum having Moon (watery) and Rahu (Tamoguna) Combination 
of Moon and Saturn give wines etc.) 2"d to Saturn give finances 
from profession.) 
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Mother- phlegmatic native 
The mother will be of phlegmatic nature 
(Moon associated with Rahu , Rahu gives phlegmatic nature and 
Moon Karka of mother.) 

Earning 
He will begin to earnfrom 19-20 years of age and earn effortlessly 
(Jupiter transiting in Capricom and aspected by Mercury. Saturn 
in sign of exaltation of Venus also earn effottlessly.) 

Marriage 
Married at -28 
Jupiter transiting in Libra the sign ofVenus and aspected by Moon. 

Earn - large sums 
Earn large sums from 30th year 
(Jupiter transiting Sagittarius and aspected by Mars. Jupiter and 
Sun or Saturn transiting in Pisces over natal Satum in sign of 
exaltation of Venus.) 

Female companion besides wife 
He will have a female companion besides his wife 
(Venus is behind Jupiter and Moon in the sign of Mars with Jupiter 
i.e. Mars in dispositor of Moon.) 

Brothers 
He will have 4-5 brothers and sisters and 3 will survive 
Mars is associated with Jupiter and Sun and next Mercury and 
Jupiter is dispositor of Satum thus 4-5 brothers and sisters. Sister 
denoted by Venus and Moon, probably one sister (Venus) . 

Longevity 
He will live up to an old age of 68 years in comfortable way 
(68 means 6lh round and Jupiter would be transiting in Scorpio 
with its lord Mars in gm from Scorpio in an inimical sign. In 6lh 
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round would be dying when Jupiter would be transiting in Aquarius 
whose lord Satum is in process to be devoured by Rahu and having 
Ketu in its 81h place.) 

ChartNo.71 

Native- characteristic 
The native will be noble man, possess great intellect and excellent 
character, be able to adjust himself with all and show great humility. 
He will be honorable and religious minded 
With Sun conjunction Mercury and Venus and aspect of Jupiter in 
exaltation 

Father business 
The father will be carrying business on a large scale 
As Mars Moon and Jupiter occupy consecutive places. 

Father's Marriage 
Father will have two marriages 
As Moon lord of 7m from Sun is in Gemini, a dual sign. 
(Here again Sun has been considered or Lagna) . 

Native business 
The native will earn well by business in vehicles (car etc.) 
As Satum is followed by Rahu , Mars, Moon and Jupiter on each 
sign or consecutive sign. (Rahu shows hidden or dark smoke, Mars 
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shows power and energy and Moon liquids, Mars also shows 
vehicles, Jupiter for public use, so vehicle driven by petrol or diesel 
i.e. car.) 

Good fortune period 
Good .fortune dawns from 27'h year and he will get married 
He will get married as Jupiter will be transiting sign of Venus and 
after this Jupiter will be aspected by Mars Moon and conjoined 
with Sun Moon Mercury etc . 

Foreign tour 
He will go on .foreign tour 
(As Jupiter is placed in 7m from Venus and dispositor of Ketu and 
Mercury also dispositor of Moon. ) 

Brother- foreign country 
One brother will carry on business in a .foreign country 
(Sun conjoined with dispositor of Ketu, i.e. Venus and dispositor 
of Moon i.e. Mercury) 

Brother owns a house 
Brother will own a house at his 25'h year and earn much 
(When Jupiter transit Jupiter and aspect by Sun Mercury and Venus. 
Sun a brother conjoined with Venus the dispositor of Mars and 
itself Karka of money.) 

Raja Yoga 
The native will himself have Raja Yoga up to his 80th year 
Jupiter passes through all signs till Capricorn i.e. 7m round i.e. gom 
year. 

Woman - contact another 
He will have contact with another woman in his 23-24 year 
(As Moon is behind Jupiter and also dispositor of Jupiter so transit 
of Jupiter on Moon at 23-24 may give contact with another woman.) 
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ChartNo.72 

Father Service treasury 
Service in treasury and then in ordinary service 
From the position Sun, Venus is n 2"d in exaltation and conjunct 
Satum indicates service in treasury and in an ordinary service. 
(Venus in exaltation gives treasury service and Satum then gives 
ordinary service.) 

Father - overcomes dangers 
Great difficulties for the father of the native to overcome 
In between Mars and Venus, Satum combination, Sun and Mercury 
are placed i.e. combination of Sun, Mercury is placed between 
Mars and Saturn and Venus combination. 
(Venus and Satum ahead of Sun, Mercury is in difficult situation 
as both are inimical to Sun. Besides this position of Mars Karka of 
difficulties and troubles behind Sun, Mercury combinations add 
to the problem) 

Native employed 
After completing 22-23 year the native will be employed 
As Jupiter transit in Taurus sign owned by Venus which is exalted 
along with Saturn 
(The sign lord if exalted give the result when transited by Jupiter. 
It was not Pisces as Rahu opposed). 
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Principle 
From indications of better in service and getting employment at 
27 -28 and 22- 23 and promotions at 34 - 35 it appears that all 
have happened while transiting in the sign of Venus which is 
exalted. 
Thus it appears that if Jupiter transits a sign whose lord is exalted 
than good results accrues depending on location of exalted planet. 
Here exalted Venus is conjoined with Saturn Karka of service and 
so thing connected with service were of good result, because the 
combination of Saturn and Venus is having Sun on one side and 
Rahu on the other. 

Better in service 
He gets better at 27 - 28. 
Probably due to transit of Jupiter over Mars at 27 - 28. Mars in the 
house of Venus Libra give good result as the lord of his sign is 
exalted with Saturn. 
(Principle - see note above) 

Promotions 
He will have promotions in his 34 - 35 and 40th and 45th year. 
(When Jupiter transits its sign Taurus in 3rd round) 
At 40 again Jupiter will transit Libra over Mars in its 4m round and 
while transiting Aries when aspected by Mars in its 4th round. (In 
41h round Jupiter contacts Mars and Mars becomes more active 
and so this time the results while transiting the Aries sign and 
aspected by Mars). 

Deposit money in secret plans 
He will deposit money in secret plans. 
(Venus and Satum conjuncation. Venus is Karka of money and 
Saturn Karka of secrecy and Jupiter sign Sagittarius being spiritual 
sign or godly sign indicate depositing money in secret place). 
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He will own conveyances 
(Mars and Venus well placed) 

Great Raja Yoga 
From his J(Jh to 48'h years there is great Yoga. 
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(In the 3rd round and 4m round Jupiter transit Virgo and aspected 
by Saturn and Venus and contacting Mars in 4m round in Libra). 

Auspicious Years 
His 67'h year is not auspicious. 
(In 61h round Jupiter contact Capricorn where Jupiter is debilitated 
and in this round Jupiter contact Sun. Mercury placed between 
Venus, Satum and Mars is not auspicious. Even transit of Jupiter 
on this combination has not produced any good result. Even 
combination of Saturn and Venus did not give any good result. 
Mars does not allow the good result and so this must be considered). 

Longevity 
Lives up to 67'h year. 
(This is 61h round when Jupiter contact debilitated sign Capricom 
and in this round transit over combination of Sun. Mercury can 
bring the end). 

Chart No.73 
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Educational career troubles 
Troubles in educational career. 
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Has Moon Saturn combination in the next to that of Mercury. 

High Place 
Native will occupy a high place 
Exchange of places between Moon and Jupiter (exaltation). 

Educational activity 
Educational activity will extend up to 27-28. 
(In my opinion till Jupiter transit Virgo the education will be there 
i.e. 26 - 27 but not beyond it i. e. 27-28). 

Nature of Employment 
Employment in trouble mongering institute or in a treasury. 
Presence of Rahu in Mars house adjoining the position of Saturn. 
(Aries is aspected by Mars with Venus in the next house with Satum 
in previous house indicates treasury etc. But presence of Rahu in 
Aries a Tamoguna dark planet indicates a trouble mongering 
institute too) . 

Rise in Status 
He will rise up at 38 - 40 age. 
Jupiter aspecting combination of Satum, Venus and Moon. 
(Jupiter transiting in Virgo and Satum, Sun and Moon aspecting. 
Similarly aspect of Venus from Taurus where there is Jupiter). 

Father will have little happiness in married life 
As there are no planets on either side of Ketu and Mars. 
In fact Sun conjunction with Satum indicates a troubled married 
life. The 8lh from it is malefic without any planet on either side to 
off set the malefic influence. 

However low he start, he will rise up at 38 - 40 years of age 
Transit Scorpio and time is 38 -40 year of age. 
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When Saturn transit Jupiter in his second round the native will rise 
to a great position. 

Marriage 
He will marry at 28 - 30 age. 
(When Saturn transit the natal position of Saturn in Pisces (28 -
30) or when Jupiter transit Scorpio (28 - 29) and Venus aspect in 
the 3rct round when Jupiter comes in Virgo aspected by planet in 
exaltation sign Venus). 

Visit holy places 
He will visit holy places, do charities and winfame and live. 
(Moon located in Godly sign Pisces). 

Longevity 
Up to 80 years. 
(In 7m round Jupiter contact Capricorn his sign of debilitation. Lord 
of sign Satum with bitterest enemies Sun and Moon and Rahu 
next to it. In 71h round Jupiter transit over natal Satum Which is 
badly affected). 

Father's profession 
Father to be dealer in sweet meat and later take to another 
profession. 
Sun conjunct Moon (sweet meat) and Saturn (service) shows that 
father is dealer in sweet meat and later takes another profession 
due to involvement of Moon or location of Venus later on). 
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Chart No.74 

Intellect good 
Endows good intellect to the native 
In this native Mercury is exalted and is in conjunction with his 
friend Venus 

Educational career smooth 
Educational career runs smooth 
As Jupiter is also placed in the same place i.e. where Mercury and 
Venus have conjoined 

Personality charming 
He will be of charming personality 
(As Jupiter conjoined with Venus) 

Father is affiuent 
He had an affluent father 
(Sun having Venus, Jupiter and Mercury behind itself). 

Popular and financial well being 
He will be very popular and financially well off 
(Jupiter conjoined with Venus gives financial well being and 
popular because of Sun in the next house.) 
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Live happily 
He will live happily - good period 
(Venus associated with Jupiter and exalted Mercury.) 

Chart No.75 

Father- renowned 
Father is a renowned person 
Sun has Jupiter 7m from him 

Father's earning 
Father earns riches by sale of vehicles (car etc.) 
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2"d house from Sun is occupied by Mars Satum and Rahu (Cars 
etc.) 

Father's 2 wives 
Father will have 2 wives but they live harmoniously 
Moon has Mercury and Venus in the adjoining house. They live 
hrumoniously as 51h and 61h from Sun receive aspect from Venus 
and Moon 

Break in education 
Native will have a break in education at 22 
As Sun in 2"d and Rahu, Satum and Mars in 3rd house from Mercury. 
(Thus it will be when Jupiter transit in the sign Gemini belonging 
to Mercury at 22 yeat-s. As a matter of fact Saturn is dispositors of 
Mars and so affects Mercury.) 
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Native dealer in vehicles 
Native will be dealer in vehicles 
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(Satum the Karka of profession is conjoined with Mars and Rahu.) 

Egoistic in nature 
As the native is very proud and egoistic he will live away from his 
relations and friends. 
(Sun becomes clispositor of Jupiter with Mars. Saturn or Rahu in 
2"d or Sun having Mars. Satum and Rahu in 2"d aspected by Jupiter. 
The 2"d is for family and relations and friends as denoted by Sun.) 

Troublesome period 
Transit of Jupiter over Aries with its lord in l21h with enemy Saturn 
should be bad and this period will fall at 32-33 and again at 44-45. 
Even transit in Pisces whose lord Jupiter in 81h i.e . at 43 is 
troublesome. 

Losses 
He will incur losses 
(As Moon is behind Venus.) 

Marriage 
If not married at 27, he will marry at 34-35 
(At 27 Jupiter will be transiting in sign Libra owned by Venus he 
could have got man ied. Obviously he could not have got married 
as Jupiter transited Venus and local influences were not in favor. 
As Jupiter transited Gemini and aspected by Moon or as it transit 
Cancer and aspected by Venus at 35, he gets married. At a time 
when Jupiter transits Gemini as lord conjoined with Venus and 
aspect of Moon i.e. 34-35 years.) 

Longevity 
Lives up to 69-70 years 
(When Jupiter contact Capricom whose lord Satum is placed with 
enemy Mars and Rahu. In 6lh round when Jupiter transit in Gemini 
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whose lord Mercury is in gm i.e. 70 years or as mentioned 69-70 
years) 

Troubles from government 
He will have troubles from government 
(Sun in an inimical sign owned by Satum and so troubles from 
govemment.) 

Troubles some period 
29, 30, 33, 43, 45th year are troublesome period 
(Jupiter transit on Mercury and Venus in Capricorn (Venus 
surrounded by Moon and Sun) at 29 and Sun sunounded by enemies 
so 30, transit in sign of Venus Taurus at 33, and again transit over 
Sun at 42-43 and again transit over Aries with Mars in l21h at 44-
45 and transit at Taurus.) 

Chart No.76 

Father's hurdle 
Hurdles to be overcome by father 
Sun representing father is in conjunction with Saturn and Rahu 
and Mars placed in adjoining house. 

Father employment in chemical industry 
Father employed in a government chemical industry 
Sun and Jupiter have exchange of place hence, Ketu positions in 
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the 2"d while Sun will have Moon, Mercury and Venus in 7m indicate 
father employed in govemment chemical industry. 
(Due to exchange of Sun and Jupiter, Sun comes to Leo with Ketu 
in 2"d and Moon, Venus and Mercury in 7m indicating employment 
in government chemical industry. Ketu indicates chemical and 
Moon and Venus watery and Mercury business organization.) 

Grandfather - 2 wives (Rahu Keto axis) 
Native:., grandfather had 2 wives 
Satum and Jupiter on one side and Moon, Venus and Mercury on 
the other side of Rahu Ketu axis indicate this. 

Grandfather and uncle enjoy wealth 
Grandfather and uncle enjoy all the wealth 
(Rahu having Venus behind and Venus with Mercury (uncle)) 

Parental property small 
Reduces the parental property to small figures 
Opposition of Sun and Venus reduces his parental property to small 
a figure (due to exchange Sun comes in Leo and opposes Venus an 
enemy. Venus represents parental propetty being money of father 
and grand father as Venus is behind Sun and Rahu.) 

Intellectual native 
Native is an intellectual 
(Mercury with Venus and Moon) 

Good education 
Has good education 
(Mercury conjoined with Moon.) 

Happy life 
Happy life from 28-30 years of age. 
(Satum transiting natal Saturn with aspect of Ketu.) 
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Profession- native 
Native will take up the same profession as his father:'>. 
(As Sun and Jupiter have exchanged places.) 

Longevity 
He will live up to 60 years 
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(Jupiter transit to start 61h round (60 to 72) and transit over Jupiter 
in Leo with its lord in 81h. In 61h round the sign contacts Capricorn 
whose lord Satum with enemy Sun and Rahu.) 

ChartNo.77 

Learning - impediments 
Impediments in learning 
(Promoter of education Mercury is in conjunction with Mars.) 

Nervous weakness 
Indicates nervous weakness 
Ketu in 2"d hose to Jupiter. 

Earns through medical preparation 
Native will earn through medical preparation 
Satum contact at first the Sun 

Troublesome time 
The 12th, 24th, 37th years are fraught with troubles 
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(As Ketu is next to Jupiter, so troubles when Jupiter transit at 12 
and 24 and 36-37.) 

Longevity 
He will live happily up to 65 years of age 
(Jupiter contacting Capricom whose lord Saturn is debilitated and 
in this period transit in Ariesffaurus could be fateful). 

ChartNo.78 

Father, learned 
Father will be a learned man giving advice to others 
Sun conjunct Ketu in Mercury house Virgo so father will be leamed 
and giving advice to others as Venus Mercury are 2"d to Sun. 

Father, man of wisdom 
He will be a man of wisdom and earns much but it can only be 
after the boy comes to the age of 12-13 
(As Sun's conjoined with Ketu and having Venus in 2"d in its own 
sign with friend Mercury. As Sun is placed in Virgo and going to 
be in its sign of debilitation was not good at time of bi1th but as 
Jupiter transit and contact Sun with aspect of Satum it will be 
good at 13 years.) 

Father has good days, earns much 
Thereafter the father will have good days, earn much and gain 
fame and honor 
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(As Jupiter transit over Venus and no planet after that.) 

Father's 2 or 3 marriages 
Indicates 2 or 3 marriagesfor the father 
Sun Ketu combination with Mercury Venus in 2"d there from 
indicates 2 or 3 marriages for the father. (Ketu indicates 2 or 3 and 
Mercury dispositor of Ketu conjoined with Venus in 2"d to Sun.) 

Gupta Roga 
She (native suffers from Gupta Roga (but will get free from it as 
time passes.) 
(Venus having Saturn and Rahu in 6lh house.) 

ChartNo.79 

Native 
Native is an elderly man, capable of getting things done, has respect 
for elders and himself learned in Vedic lore. (Jupiter conjoined 
with Ketu and Mars in Virgo with Moon in the next sign. ) 

Father 
His father is a rich man 
(Sun having Venus in the next house in a friendly sign.) 

Rich native 
He too becomes rich by his work 
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(Jupiter and Mars combination having Satum in 7m to it with Venus 
behind Satum. In fact Saturn is dispositor of Venus) 

Occupies topmost post 
He will occupy the topmost post in his career and earn name and 
fame from 28'h year onwards 
(Jupiter conjoined Ketu aspect Satum giving a top post, name and 
fame) 
Satum transiting on natal Satum with aspect of Jupiter and Ketu 
gives name and fame from 28m onwards or no planets after Satum. 

Sister 
He will have 1 sister 
(Saturn dispositor of Venus located in 71h from Jupiter). 

Enjoy life 
He will enjoy life up to 58-60 years. 
(Transit of Saturn on natal on Saturn in 2rd round.) 

Suffer from piles 
He may s~~fferfrom piles 
(Jupiter conjoined with Ketu in Virgo the sign of disease) . By 
propitiation to god he will be well. 

Chart No.80 
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Mother - some blemish 
Indicates some blemish to the mother of the native 
Moon placed in 71h to Mercury 

Education good 
He will have good education and be an intellectual 
(Mercury aspected by Moon from 7th) 

Employed in industrial unit 
He will be employed in an industrial unit 
(Satum located in Aries with Satum as dispositor of Mars). 

Moral high and helping 
He is highly moral and has a helping nature 
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(Jupiter having Saturn in 71h indicates helping nature definitely 
and also high moral). 

Rises with name and fame 
After 28 he will rise, earn name andfame and live happily up to 
64 years 
(As Saturn transit over natal Satum with aspect of Jupiter he rises 
with name and fame and till Satum comes to Gemini in 3rct round 
aspected by Venus and Sun). 

Houses - builds and sells away as a profession 
He will build houses and sell away 
(As Mars is along Rahu in Aquarius in sign of Saturn Karka of 
service. Thus Mars being Karka of house with Rahu indicate selling 
away and being in the sign of Sa tum indicates profession of building 
houses and selling away. In fact Saturn and Mars have exchanged 
places and so Mars with Rahu also indicates this profession) 

Father married life - one legal wife and other love 
The father has a legal partner and another lover 
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Since Sun is conjunct with Venus and 2"d house there from is 
aspected by Moon 
(So Venus represents legal wife and 2"d house if associated with a 
female planet represents lover as the 2"d from Sun aspected by 
Moon. So Moon is lover). 

Father legal son goes to foreign countries and earns fame 
His legal son will go to foreign countries and earn name and fame 
there. 
This is due to exchange or parivruthan of Satum and Mru·s 
(Planets next to Venus indicate this how? Mars is the legal son. 
Mru·s associated with Rahu indicates visit to foreign countries. Since 
Mru·s and Saturn have exchanged places so Mru·s gets associated 
with Satum Kru·ka of work and so eruning in foreign place. As 
Mru·s comes to its own place Aries and gets aspect of Jupiter so 
name and fame). 

Chart No.81 

Education 
She will have ordinary education 
The lady has Mercury and Sun in Sagittarius no planet in the next 
house and Venus in the 3rd 

Intelligent 
But she is very intelligent 
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(Mercury with Sun along with Venus in 3rd) 

Husband- character, job etc. 
Her husband is employed in the treasury section and holds a high 
post and he is wealthy of good character 
As Mars is in Dravgalaya (11m from Sun) her husband is employed 
in the treasury and holds a high post and he is wealthy of good 
character. 
(It appears that planets representing Karka of live things are 
considered highly auspic ious if l l 1h from Sun. here Mars, 
representing husband is in 11m from Sun and so the results. Mars 
contacts Sun so good character and well placed as Sun is in 
Sagittarius and futther contact Venus and so wealthy and working 
in treasury). 

Servant - pleasure of servant 
She has a servant 
Saturn, Rahu in 2"d to Venus shows so. 
(In fact, Satum is Karka of servant and indicates servants if placed 
in 2"d to Venus along with Rahu). 

Paramour - from a high family 
She has a paramour coming from a highfamily. She remains .faithful 
to him. 
(Venus as Karka of female having Satum in exaltation sign, of 
Venus (now Karka of money) in godly sign, of Pisces along with 
aspect of Jupiter indicates a paramour from a high family. As Venus 
and Satum are friendly so she is faithful to him. 

Marriages 
She will be married about her 24th year 
(Jupiter transit Leo in 2nd round and aspected by Venus the Karka 
of marriages). 
It looks that Venus is Karka of marriages and also Karka of wife. 
Venus is also applicable in the case of females for maniages because 
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of it being Karka of marriages. Don 't confuse with mars as mars is 
a Karka of husband and not of marriages for females) 

She also has a chance of marriages at the age of 18-19 
(when Jupiter transits over natal (18-19 age) it should have given 
marriage but probably because of local influence of Saturn and 
Rahu being in 2nd house to Venus it did not give but only when 
Jupiter comes to Leo and Venus aspects.) 

Girls - achieve her goals 
She has a great grit to achieve her end.<> 
By the help of Jupiter placement in lOth from Sun 

Longevity 
She is tac~ful and live up to 57-58 years of age 
(Venus when contacts Gemini whose lord gm from the sign i.e . 
Mercury along with enemy Sun in inimical sign. Thus in 51h round 
when contacting Mars sign Scorpio lord in 12th in inimical sign 
i.e. 57-58 years.) 

Chart No.82 

Native temperament etc. 
The native is soft natured, good, thoughiful and intellectual 
Jupiter, Ketu combination 
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Job in automobile institution 
The native will shine in an automobile institution and earn much 
Saturn, Rahu and Venus in exaltation 

Profession - follow father 's profession 
The native will step into his father place and work there 
With Satum in 2"d to the Sun 

Outshine father and amass money 
The native will outshine his father and amass money 
Jupiter and Ketu in 7m to Saturn 
(Jupiter and Ketu in7th to Satum indicates that native will shine 
and amass money at his place of work but the place of work is 
defined by Satum's position which is father 's place being 2"d to 
Sun and so the combination Satum being 2"d to Sun with Jupiter 
and Ketu in 7m indicates that native will outshine his father and 
amass money). 

Earnings 
He begins to earn from 24th year 
(Jupiter transiting natal Jupiter in 2"d round aspected by planet 
Rahu, Venus and Satum all involved in service i. e. at 24m year). 

Marriage 
He will get married in his 30th year though he begins to earn from 
24th year 
(When Jupiter transits over Venus exalted in 3rd round where Venus 
is not only exalted but placed with friendly planets) 

Saving- -not much 
He will not save much 
(Venus placed with Rahu) 

Father - 2 wives 
Father will have 2 wives 
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(Venus and Moon placed in consecutive houses from Sun) 

Lucky years 
His lucky years are 30, 45 and 52 to 54 years of age 
(When Saturn transit Pisces, over natal Saturn and then Virgo over 
Jupiter and Ketu (45) and than in sign Sagittarius (belonging to 
Jupiter) and his transit Pisces and Aries i. e. 52 to 54) 

Chart No.83 

Service or profession 
Native will serve as an auditor in a treasury department 
(Satum conjoined with Venus (treasury) with Mercury (auditor) in 
the next house aspected by Mars) 

Service conditions - improve 
His service condition will improve from 26-27 years of age 
(As Jupiter transits over Mars in its own sign in 3rd round with 
aspect fotm Sun and Mercury.) 

Earning - after marriage 
Earns much after marriage 
Though Satum is debilitated his association with Venus and Mars 
in 81h to both Saturn and Venus assures great income after marriage. 
(Though Satum is debilitated his association with Venus assures 
great income as the dispositor Mars is in its own house and casts 
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aspects in 2"d house to Saturn and Venus. Being in gm from Venus 
and Satum gives eaming later in life after struggles. 

Employment in Intellectual Institute 
Employment in an intellectual institute of higher studies. 
Sun conjunction Mercury with Jupiter and Ketu in Virgo shows 
employment in an intellectual institute of higher studies. 
(Sun conjunction Mercury in Taurus next to Satum conjoined Venus 
indicate employment in treasury. But placement of Jupiter and Ketu 
in the sign of Mercury Virgo brings influence of Jupiter and Ketu 
in Mercury placed next to Saturn and so it shows employment in 
an intellectual institute (Jupiter and Ketu conjunction) of higher 
studies as Mercury is conjoined with Sun a planet of a value being 
a royal planet) . 

Father short lived 
Father will not live long. 
Saturn and Venus both enemies to Sun are in 12m to him so the 
father will not live long. 

Grandfather- well read in Vedic lore 
Grandfather must be one well read in Vedic lore. 
His grand father represented by Rahu has the aspect of Jupiter and 
so he must be one well read in Vedic lore. 

Chart No.84 
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Brother - opposes her husband 
Her own brother who will oppose her husband. 
Here Rahu is retrograde and is moving towards Mars placed in 
forest sign (Sagittarius) and comes across her own brother who 
will oppose her husband. 

Educational career - Obstructions 
She will have her educational career beset with obstructions. 
(Mercury Karka of education is having Mars ahead of it. In fact 
Jupiter is dispositor of Mars conjoined with Mercury) . 

Better period 
Things go better after 24'h years. 
(Jupiter in 2"d round comes to Libra an inimical sign, and aspected 
by debilitated Satum and so things go better after 24 years). 

Happiness in family life 
After 29 - 30 years she will have happiness in family life. 
(In 3rd round when Jupiter comes to Scorpio and transits Pisces 
and aspect of Sun and Jupiter which are royal planets makes it 
possible). While discussing the years the transit of Jupiter is only 
mentioned. It is desired that rotation of Jupiter is fixed and then 
look at transit for the year which detetmines the good or bad period. 

Chart No.85 
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Father - Government service 
The native:., father is a government o.ffic ial. 
(Sun is having Jupiter and Ketu next to it. Ketu notmally give a 
govemmentjob. Besides Mercury is dispositor ofKetu and Jupiter). 

Sisters and brothers 
He has four sisters and one brother. 
(Sun having Satum in rear and Venus with Moon aspected by Ketu. 
Saturn a brother, Venus one sister, Moon 2"d sister and aspect of 
Ketu on Moon means 2 or 3 sisters. In all Satum (one brother) and 
Venus (one sister) and two or three sisters (Moon opposition Ketu). 

Little Education 
The native will have little education. 
(Mercury opposed by Mars) . 

Father - difficulty in maintaining family 
Father has great d~fficulty in maintaining family though he earns 
in 2 - 3 ways. 
Sun is in conjunction with Mercury and Venus progresses to meet 
Ravi. (Sun conjunct Mercury as his dispositor ofKetu gives eaming 
in 2 - 3 ways. Sun 's having Satum and Venus behind indicates 
difficulty in maintaining family). 

Father a low paid official 
Father will be a low paid official. 
Sun progresses to meet Mars and then Rahu. 

Better days from 24 
He will have better days .from 24. 
(When Jupiter will be transiting over natal Jupiter and then no 
planets excepting Mars which is good). 

Longevity 
Live up to 5 8'h year. 
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(Venus as progresses in 51h round and comes to Leo before Ketu 
and lord Sun in an inimical sign, with Venus before. In this round 
Venus comes to Aquarius the lord debilitated). In case of female 
native for detetmining longevity rotate Venus. Jupiter plays the 
role of giving the enjoyment of fruits of the Karkas. Venus and 
Jupiter need to be taken into account in case of female horoscope. 

Chart No.86 

Father - many trials and bad people 
Made the native:" father undergo many trials and showdown all 
through bad people. 
The two houses behind the position of Sun are vacant. Saturn is in 
Aries and Rahu, Moon in Aquarius. 

Father - number of brothers 
The father had 3 brothers. 
Sun has two associates Mercury and Mars (and Saturn in the rear). 

Father - lovers 
Father had 3 lovers. 
With Venus and Ketu Adjoining Sun 's position. The indication is 
that father had 3 lovers (Moon aspecting Venus and Ketu). 

Mother - dangerous times 
Mother is likely to have dangerous times. 
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Moon is in conjunction with Rahu and aspected by Venus. 
(Venus is also inimical to Moon). 

Father- Troubles at birth of native 
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The father would have undergone troubles at the time of birth of 
the native. 
As Jupiter is situated in Libra the Sun's debilitation sign. 

Father- landed property 
The father had some landed property. 
Sun's conjunction is with Mars and Mercury. 

Mother -longevity 
Native's mother will not live long. 
Venus is in conjunction with Ketu. 

Father- paramour 
Father had a paramour. 
Moon's conjunction with Rahu aspected by Venus shows father 
has a paramour. The father must have 3 lovers. 

Native born out of 3rd wife 
The 3rd w~fe ofthefather becomes the person to rear up the native. 
Venus lord of the house occupied by Jupiter being 2"d to Sun 
(conjoined with Ketu showing 2"d or 3rd number) . 

Mother died in 5th year 
The mother who gave birth died in his 5'h year. 
The native represented by Jupiter has Rahu and Moon in the sm 
house. 

Father- Fortunes 
At about 9- 10, the natives father came by vast fortunes through 
various means and even through foreign commercial relations. 
Sun is conjunct with Mars and Mercury in 101h house from Jupiter 
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and Venus, Ketu in the next house to Sun. 
(Sun is conjunct with Mars and Mercury indicates that father came 
by vast fottune through various means (Mercury indicates various 
means) and this being 10m from Jupiter so in the 10m year. The 
foreign commercial relations are indicated due to presence of Venus 
and Ketu (foreign) in the next house which indicates source of 
money). 

Native was 3rd wife's son 
He helped the boy to be reared up by the Jrd wife o.ffather. 
The placement of Venus (lord of Jupiter placement) by the side of 
the Sun in a watery sign helped the boy to be reared up by the 3rd 

wife of the father. 

The father comes into possession of hidden wealth. 
There is wealth coming into possession of Sun (father), could be 
because of Venus being second to Sun. The question is whether it 
is hidden wealth or through and unknown woman, because of 
conjunction of Venus (woman) and Ketu (unknown) Hidden wealth 
because of Venus (Karka of wealth) and Ketu (hidden). In either 
case Ketu is a Karka of hidden or unknown. Only Venus in this 
case becomes woman or wealth. It all depends if Venus is weak or 
Sun. If Sun is weak then Venus is strong and wealth would have 
been from unknown woman. If Sun is strong and becomes an 
effective dispositor of Venus being in watery sign and Cancer 
indicating deep well and below the ground then the wealth would 
be from the source of under the ground i.e. hidden. Here obviously 
dispositor becomes impottant. Here of all above combinations only 
Sun is powetf ul (as it has to go to Leo) being in its friendly house 
and being dispositor of Venus (wealth) indicates that source of 
wealth is from watery place from under the ground it is hidden. 
This is what Sun does as a dispositor besides being Karka of father 
and becomes adjective of Venus (wealth) to be possessed by Sun 
(father). 
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The part of hidden wealth would have been spent in a bad way. 
As discussed above Venus gave hidden wealth. Here the result of 
planet disposited reacts with dispositor depending on their mutual 
relationship. Here Venus is dispositor of Jupiter and Jupiter is 
bitterest enemy of Venus, so tries to waste or destroy Venus. Besides 
Jupiter is further spoiled being aspected by Satum. Now Venus 
becoming dispositor of such a Jupiter is naturally spent in a bad 
way. The relationship of the planets disposited and the dispositor 
is extremely important. It may give to take. 

Father gets hidden wealth. 
He comes in possession of hidden wealth 
The combination of Ketu and Venus with Sun in the rear gives 
hidden wealth. The wealth is hidden because of opposition of Venus 
with Ketu . 

The native suffers 
So during the 51h year the boy will suffer from windy stomach trouble 
and cold and nervous debility. 
The boy was bom when Jupiter occupied the houseofVenus Libra. 
Moon was in Anisthamsa at bi1t h (conjunct Rahu). So during sm 
year being 51h from Jupiter the boy will suffer from windy troubles, 
cold and nervous debility. 

Educational career 
Early disappointment in the educational career, he will pick up 
legal knowledge and also the fathers knowledge. 
(Mercury associated with Mars gives early disappointment in 
educational career. As Mercury progresses it comes in contact with 
Venus, Ketu and Jupiter and so the result as Venus and Ketu are 
2"d to Sun i. e. father 's knowledge) . 

Bright days 
The 20 - 21 he will have bright days. 
(Jupiter is transiting in Gemini with Sun and Mars and Mercury 
combination in the 2"d house). 
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Earn money and gets name and fame 
After 23 he will earn money and gets name andfame. 
(Jupiter is transiting in Virgo surrounded by Venus, Ketu in Leo 
and Jupiter in Libra or the lord of the transited sign in the ll1h). 
In fact transit of Jupiter in Leo at 22 should have given result but 
its lord Sun in l21h. Primarily because of this reason Jupiter has to 
give the result of the lord of sign of Gemini i.e. Mercury when 
transiting Gemini. It obviously could not have given result when 
transiting Cancer as its lord Moon was in sm. Thus when Jupiter 
transited Virgo with Jupiter in 2"d and Venus, Ketu in l21h with 
Mercury in l l 1h gave earning of money fame and name. Position 
of Jupiter in the 2"d gave name and fame. 

Marriage 
He will marry between 23 - 25 ages. 
(When Jupiter transit in sign Libra owned by Venus the Karka of 
marriage). 

Father troubles 
At his age of 37'h and 45'h the father will have troubles. 
(In this case progresses Sun the Karka of father. As Sun progresses 
and comes to Leo its own sign with Venus and its enemy. But Sun 
is stronger. In Virgo it is normal but corning to Libra it assumes an 
extra ordinary situation. It is first in its sign of debilitation and 
aspected by debilitated Saturn. The only suppott is of Jupiter though 
weak being in Libra. Now here because of Sun corning in Libra, a 
situation of exchange of between Venus and Sun is created and 
Venus subtle effect comes on Jupiter and so completely weakening 
the effect of Jupiter. Thus the father of the native will have 
maximum troubles in 41h round i.e. 36 - 48. Now in this round Sun 
corning to Leo with enemy Venus and opposed by Rahu is not 
good and so trouble some, so 37m year. He may have trouble even 
at 391h year but the maximum problems may be when transiting 
over debilitated Satum with its lord Mars debilitated. Jupiter aspect 
is not so strong so as to compensate it. Thus at 45the year father 
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had troubles. This corresponds to transit of Jupiter in 4m round in 
Scorpio and Leo which are also not good. In Scorpio Mars is 
debilitated and in Leo lord Sun in 12m from its place. For father 's 
fate rotate Sun but as explained, it should correspond or be 
confirmed by rotating Jupiter as explained). 

Wife of Native 
The native's w~fe well be learned 
(Venus in sign Leo royal sign with Ketu and dispositor of Jupiter) 

Property -half to native and other half to sister 
The native will get ha(fthe property of his father and the other half 
will go to his sister 
(Venus represents pro petty and sister both. Normally only sister 
would have got it but Venus is dispositor of Jupiter and inimical to 
it. So propetty is divided and so it means shared between native 
(Jupiter) and his sister (Venus)) 

Issues 
He will have 2 boys and 2 girls 
(Sun is strong and associated with Mercury and Mars (2 boys) and 
next Venus aspected by Moon. Thus 2 boys and 2 girls. Sun is 
Karka of children. Besides Moon is in 51h from Jupiter, so one 
daughter. Moon aspect Venus and so one more daughter l21h to 
Venus is Mars and Mercury and so 2 boys.) 

Longevity 
68 or 70 yrs 
In 6lh round (60 to 72) Jupiter, contact Pisces whose lord Jupiter is 
in 81h from Pisces but also very weak, so 6lh round is fatal. In this 
round transit in Cancer whose lord Moon in gm and with Rahu in 
an inimical sign. So longevity 68 to 70 years. 
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ChartNo.87 

Native intellectual type 
Native is an intellectual 
Venus and Mercury in Taurus 

Study taken lightly 
Mercury having Ketu in next house. 

Father is rich 
He has a rich .father 
Sun has 3 planets in Taurus 

Extraordinary clever native 
Native is extraordinarily Clever 
(Mercury and Venus together) 

Native rich and famous 
Native too becomes rich andfamous 
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(Jupiter joining Mars and there combination of 4 planet i.e. Saturn 
Venus, Sun and Mercury or Satum is dispositor of Jupiter and comes 
in contact with four planet with Ketu in 2"d) 

Legal knowledge intuitively 
The native acquires intutive legal knowledge 
As Ketu is in 2"d house to Saturn, Venus and Mercury combination 
(Ketu is Karka for intuitive knowledge) . 
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Income through government source 
His income will be through government source 
(Jupiter is in sign of Saturn having Ketu in 2"d house i.e. Satum is 
dispositor of Jupiter with Ketu in that 2"d house.) 

Marriage 
He will get married 
(Venus conjoined with Saturn dispositor of Jupiter) 

House 
Will own a beautiful house 
(Jupiter having Mars in 2"d house) 

Foreign countries and earnings 
Go to foreign countries and earn well 
(Satum dispositor of Jupiter having Ketu in the next house with 
aspect of Moon. Ketu indicates foreign visit and added to it aspect 
of Moon confi1ms earnings in foreign country.) 

Yoga, good days 
Yoga begins at 25th year 
(When Jupiter transit over Mars in the 2"d round.) 

Longevity 
60 years 
(Jupiter in 6lh round when contact Gemini whose lord Mercury is 
in 12m. As Jupiter transit its natal Rahu, just in the statt of 61h or 
and or 51h round.) 

Issues 
4 or 5 children 
From Jupiter these are 4 planet and Mercury dispositor of Ketu . 
Thus 4 or 5 children or next to 4 planet is Ketu with aspect of 
Moon and so 4-5 chil&·en. 
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Marriages 
Marries a wealthy lady 
(Venus meets in next house only Ketu). 

ChartNo.88 

Native religious minded and principled 
So the native is naturally religious minded and a man o.fprinciples 
As Satum and Jupiter are aspecting each other. 

Legal knowledge 
Endows the native with judicial (Legal) knowledge 
With Ketu behind and then exaltation sign is in front of Mercury, 
endows the native with judicial (legal) knowledge. 

Love of god and charitable 
He is lover of god and charitable in nature 
(Ketu in the exaltation sign of Jupiter) 

Obedient to father 
He is obedient to father 
(Ketu in exaltation sign of Jupiter with Sun in next sign.) 

Follows Profession of father 
He follows the profession o.f his father. 
After contacting Sun and Mercury Satum comes across Jupiter 
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Highly prestigious place 
And at this age of 34 the native will assume a highly prestigious 
place. 
As Jupiter in the 3rct round with exalted Mars in very prestigious. 
In 3rct rounds Jupiter contacts Sun in lord along with Venus and so 
the result 34-33/34 

Raja's Yoga 
Raja Yoga begins at 31-32 
(As Jupiter contact Ketu in Cancer with aspect of exalted Mars at 
32 years.) 

Father and grandfather fame 
He will outshine his father and grandfather and earn name and 
fame 
(Sun the Karka of father is exalted in Aries whose lord is exalted 
and dispositor of Jupiter. Also the same Mars is conjoined with 
Rahu and exalted. Rahu Karka for grand father. As the dispositor 
of Jupiter is exalted or Mars exalted is to be joined by Jupiter so he 
will earn lot of fame and name. In fact Mars has been responsible 
for Raja Yoga.) 

Sister honored by government fame 
One of his sisters will be honored by government and earn riches 
(Venus representing sisters is along with Sun in Leo and Jupiter a 
head) 

Longevity 
He lives up to the age of 70 years 
(In 6lh round contact Aries sign and is lord Mars exalted obviously 
may not be fatal through with Rahu. The only reason that appears 
that in the next house Satum is there and in friendly sign. However 
as Saturn is outside Rahu Ketu axis and separated from Jupiter 
(Jeeva or self) and so before reaching Satum he should be separated 
from work or katma so he could die before contacting Saturn. In 
61h round while transiting Virgo the lord Mercury is in 12m sign. 
Thus in 6lh round Jupiter transit in Virgo gives the end of life.) 
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